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SUMMERY
The vibrational spectrum of gaseous oxalic acid was 
studied* Oxalic acid is  a planar molecule with C2h symmtry and 
18 fundamentals* H;o structures based on electron d iffraction 
studies have previously boon proposed:
I . I I
S infrared bands of gaseous oxalic acid were observed in  ■ 
the frequency range 4000 -  350 cm . 5 wore assigned to inplane 
fundamental modes, 2 were assigned to out o f plane fmdamental 
modes, and only 1 was assigned to combination mode.
5 Raman bands of gaseous oxalic acid wore observed and a l l  
were assigned to inplane todajnental irodes.
Previously 6 infrared bands have been observed but no 
previous Raman study of the vapour has been published.
A Urey-Brsdley force fie ld  (refined by t r ia l  and error) was 
used to calculate frequencies, potential energy distributions and 
normal modes of vibration for both structures. The spectroscopic 
assignments and vibrational analysis arc equally consistent with
the two proposed structures and therefore support a centro- 
sym® trie structure.'
The contours of the infrared bands do not help in assigning 
the fundamentals because the inplano bands are A-B hybrids. In 
addition the moments of in e rtia  o f both structures era too close 
to be able to  decide between the two structures.
' ,The infrared spectra were recorded with a 60 cm path gas 
ca ll md  a Perkin-Blmer 457 spectrometer. Temperatures between 
70°C and 125°G were used.
. The Raman spectra ware recorded with a Spex 1401 spectrometer 
and approximately 2 watts a t 5145A0 from a Spectra-Physics 164 laser. 
Temperatures between 140°C and 185°C were used.
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PRODUCTION ' '
Oxalic acid:exists -in throe solid'forms, cs* 0, and the 
dihydrate. The structures have been studied using X-rays and 
Neutron diffraction methods.
Miany'vibrational studies o f carboxylic acids have boon 
carried out and complete assignment of .the vibrational modes of 
.•formic and.acetic acids have been mads. Several papers have; ' 
been published on the infrared and Raman spectra of oxalic acid 
in  both' solution and .the solid  phase. Hone o f them give complete • 
spectra m d  th e ir ' assignment. This may be due to the following'
■ reasons:- >
(1) .■■■There is  no complete work on the infrared and 
■. Raman spectra of the free molecule.
(2)' In the condensed phases the vibrational spectrum is  ■ 
not only affected by intraaolecular forces but also
by intermolecular forces.
(3) In solution the spectrum is' influenced by the 
' solvent e f fe c t . .
(4) All forms of solid oxalic acid are hydrogen bonded 
into polymers. Thus, th e ir  spectra are strongly 
influenced by the hydrogen bonds.
I t  is  clear from tits above that the vibrational modes of 
oxalic acid in condensed piiases are quite complicated. Differences 
in th e ir  structures resu lt in the differences in th e ir  vibrational 
spectra. This was clearly  sham in the spectra of Bellamy and 
Pace in  1963 (62).
In order to be able to complete the work ofassigmnsnt 
and interpretation a knowledge of the vibrational modes of the 
free molecules is  required. W ith'this in mind infrared and 
Raman spectra o f gaseous oxalic acid were studied and the resu lts 
are presented in' th is thesis.
■' Before' th is work started  .a -paper on the' infrared spectrum 
• o f gaseous oxalic acid was. published by Pava and Stafford'; (98) * 
.Throe bends were observed and were assignedto gasoous'oxalic ■ 
acid. The second paper appealed'during 'the course, o f th is  work. ■ 
This papor was published by Bardot» Fleury and Tabacik (109) on . 
the infrared absorption bands of gaseous oxalic acid and the Ramon 
bands of oxalic acid in solution and in the solid phase. They 
recorded more infrared gaseous oxalic acid bands. Unfortunately 
th is paper was badly written and assignments of smn gaseous oxalic 
acid bands are tvrong and .some are . very doubtful as pointed out in  ■ 
section 12. 2.
No Roman spectrum of gaseous oxalic acid-has-previously been 
reported. ‘
Two papers were published on the structure of gaseous oxalic 
acid using the electron diffraction, jnethod# The. f i r s t  paper was. 
published by Shibata and Kimura (104) before th is  work started .
The second paper appeared during tho course of this work. This 
la t te r  paper was published by Nahlovska* Nahlcvsky and Strand (78). 
Both papers interpreted th e ir resu lts on the basis of a planar 
trans conformation. TVro possible irodals due to the positions of 
H atoms were suggested by the la t te r  paper (see section 13.3).
-  i i i  -
The force fie ld  calculations were made using both models 
for the reason that some evidence may be obtained to  distinguish 
between them. In fact th is  problem had not been expected before 
th is  work started .
An in i t ia l  se t o f force constants for gaseous oxalic acid 
was taken from the values for gaseous acetic acid published by 
Makamoto and KLshida (39).
A Urey-Bradley force fie ld  was used for the inplane 
frequencies.
Vibrational frequencies, potential energy distributions and 
normal nodes were computed for both structures and also for the 
deuterated forms.
1chapter 1
motion m  cartesian w -Q m inm $
1.1 Quantum mechanical description an the basis of the hariixmic 
o sc illa to r model
According to the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation the to ta l 
wave function V for a molecule may be taken as an approximation 
to  be
where yf/yf 1//^, ^ ^  are the electronic, vibrational, 
rotational and translational wav© functions respectively.
Here m  are concerned only td th  the vibrational tmve function 
• The wave equation in normal co-ordinates w ill then have the
form
where W is  the vibrational energy. The wave equation in  th is  
form is  separable into 3N-6 equations, one for each normal 
co-ordinate. So
E Tv t r T t 1.1
‘V -  W{1) + V/(2) ♦ + W(3N~6) 1.3
Then i t  w ill be seen tha t the wave equation is  sa tisfied  i f  the 
function V'fQ^) sad the energy sa tisfy  equations o f the type
.  5 L  «. 1 \  Q \  ^(Q k) -  \  f  CQk) ..........
8*2 d Q2,K
Eadi o f these equations is  a d ifferen tia l equation in  one variable, 
Q^ * In fact th is  equation is  the well-known wave equation for the 
linear harmonic o sc illa to r, expressed in terms of the noraal 
co-ordinate Qj:* The solution o f the vibrational problem is
therefore expressible, as a product of harmonic o sc illa to r 
functions V'CQ^ ) while the to ta l vibrational energy W is  the sum 
o f the energies of 3M-6 harmonic oscillators*
The solutions of tho harmonic o sc illa to r equation are called 
Hermite orthogonal functions and are of the form
\ (Qk>" \ \ Cr?k ^
in  which H. is  the normalising factor 
k
-  3 -
r |; is  the quantity 4*2Vj7h and By ( rSj, Q^ ) is  the Hermite poly­
nomial of degree in Q .^
The energy levels o f a linear harmonic osc illa to r are given 
by the esqpressioa
where v is  the vibrational quantum number. Consequently, the 
vibrational energy o f a molecule with several harmonic frequencies 
is  of the for©
That i s ,  every normal co-ordinate lias associated with i t  a 
quantum number v,. and a noroal frequency v
1.2 Normal modes o f vibration
I f  we assume that the partic les behave as harmonic o sc illa to rs , 
each atom is  oscilla ting  about i t s  equilibrium position with a 
single harmonic motion according to the equation
Wy « (v + !) hv 1.8
W « (Vj ♦ Dhv^ + (v2 ♦ I)hv2 ♦ . . .
<-vm -6 * » hYiH-6) 1.9
, aVoWS
The frequency xV2ir and the phase e of motion of each
is  the same, but the amplitudes A* may be, and usually are,
1.10
~ 4 «
different for each co-ordinate q^. On account of the equality in 
phase and frequency, each atom readies i t s  position of maximum 
displacement a t  the same time and each atom passes through i t s  
equilibrium position a t the same time* A mode of vibration 
having a l l  these characteristics is  called a normal mode of 
vibration, and i t s  frequency is  knom as a noxmsl, o r fundamental, 
frequency of the molecule.
Hi© nunhor o f degrees of freedom possessed by the molecule 
is  the number o f the co-ordinates required to specify completely 
the position o f the nuclei. Each nucleus requires 5 co-ordinates 
to define i t s  position and so a molecule o f N atoms has 3M degrees 
of freedom. Three are accounted for by the translational motion 
o f the centre o f mass and mother three are accounted for by the 
rotational motion about the centre of mass. So tho remaining 
(314-6) are associated.with the internal vibrational motion of 
the atoms in the non-linear molecule. Each vibrational degree of 
freedom corresponds to a normal mods o f vibration of the molecule.
1.3 Motion in  cartesian displacement co-ordinates
There is  no general theory or technique for dealing with an 
anharmonic force fie ld  in molecules, and thus, in order to  be able 
to  solve the vibrational problem ( i .e .  calculating vibrational 
frequencies) i t  is  necessary to assume that the vibration of 
molecules is  harmonic (5).
Consider N nuclei a t  the ir equilibrium positions with 
cartesian axes attached. The displacements of a l l  nuclei are
defined by 3M displacement co-ordinates, AXp Ay ,^ AZp ax2> Ay2»
AV  .   AV  iyK, AV  For simplicity we used as
cartesian displacement coordinates so tha t q ' t  runs from 1 to  
2N.
The kinetic energy o f the molecule in cartesian displace­
ment co-ordinates is
2T « . . . . .
The potential f ie ld  in vMch the nuclei move is  a function 
of the displacer.mt co-ordinates.
V « V(q*£, q*2» q* | . . . .  <1*3^ )
The potential function V may alvisys ho expanded in  a Taylor series 
in  the q 1^  about the equilibrium positions of the nuclei. Using 
the subscript zero to denote the equilibrium position gives
I f  higher terms in th is  expression are ignored for small displace­
ments tills corresponds to an harmonic potential function. The 
potential energy is  measured rela tive to  the value when the atoms 
are in the ir equilibrium positions, hence VQ ® 0. The equilib­
rium positions correspond to a stable minimum in the potential
energy surface, hence a l l  f i r s t  derivatives are zero, tha t is
(fci * 0 . i 'o
The resulting potential function is
3N
2V
i,j=l Uq i6q j I o
By Taylor*s Theorem
/  a2V \ » constant
U q '^ q ’J  
•* o
m
2V- E  b ' . .  q ' . q ' .  
i,j*l 1J 1 ■
where b 1^  » j f
f^otioix in mass weighted cartesian displacement co-ordinates 
I f  we define q^ « *Ti^ q*j.
The kinetic energy expression becomes 2T « S<^2 
The potential energy expression becomes
2V " S = x b i i  q i  q «
where b.* « b*. ./ifem. and b -4 “ b.« i j  13' x ) i j  Jl
TheLagrangian equation o f motion is
where L * T ~ V.
On substituting 1.17 and 1.18 in  1.19, the equation gives 
a se t o f SM linear second order homogeneous d iffe ren tia l equations
% + E  bi j  qj  “ 0 
j
Hie solution of th is fora o f d iffe ren tia l equation may be written 
as
^ i ^ cosf* ^  * . . . . .
Iwhere is  the amplitude, \*/2v is  the frequency, and e is  the 
phase angle.
Hie Si values of X may be evaluated by d ifferentiation  and 
substituting back into 1.20. This gives
SiE b y A , - M i - 0 .
5
which can be rearranged into
‘ ' -3M
£  bi j  Aj + (bi i  " X)Ai  " 0 ........
j ft
Homogeneous simultaneous equations have solutions other than the 
tr iv ia l  m e « A2 “ « . . • . « 0 i f  the determinant o f the
coefficients is  zero. Hence
bl l  X b12 ‘ '  * ’
b21 b22 X * ‘ ‘ * * *
b3M,l * * * ' • • • • •
which m y  be w ritten as
|bij -  M y l  « 0 . . . . . .  1.25
Bquatim 1.24 lias 3N roots vMch are the values of X which
cause the determinant to vanish. Bor a non-linear molecule six
roots w ill be zero and for a linear molecule 5 roots w ill be zero.
Ihese zero roots represent translational sad rotational rations
of the molecule wbidi have zero frequency of vibration.
1.5 Determination of the form of the noraal modes .
Let one o f the roots be X .^ Substitution in  1.24 gives 3M 
linear hoiaogeaeous equations and therefore can only be solved to
give the ra tio  between the amplitudes A ^. These amplitudes do
not define unique values, which is  consistent with the fact tha t
we are dealing with Iiammic motion and the frequency is
independent of the amplitude.
For convenience a se t of normalised amplitudes are used.
Thsso can be calculated such that they are in the same ra tio  as
3the A^* I f  the constant of proportionality is  IC^ then
Aik “ Vik 1.26
and tli© normalisation condition is  that
I  A t*  18 1 1*27
so that there is  a column vector corresponding to the x^.
Hie colusa vectors for a l l  x can be w ritten to  form a matrix L of 
dimension 3H in which.
X « LQ 1.28
where X * matrix representing cartesian displacement co-ordinates 
Q « matrix representing normal co-ordinates
and
L *
xl A2 A3N
£11m um l 12 . . . .... . . . .
h i 222 • • • • •
h i
*
•
* 3 2 ...............
•
«
* * * * *3,3N 
•
•
*
•
*3N,1
•
£5N,2 l 3H,3N'
**#««• 1* 23
-  10
One can construct vectors, attached to each atom, to show 
the re la tive  magnitude and direction of the displacements from 
tho values That is  from for atom 1, i^j,
t 6k for atom 2, . . . .  . , and *3M,k for
atom H for the Ictli vibration corresponding to  X .^ Such diagrams 
represent normal modes of vibration.
G1APTBR 2
. m n a i  in im um m  coommmBS  
Kinetic energy in  terras of internal co-ordinates
The cartesian displacement co-ordinates can be transformed 
into internal co-ordinates R by the equation
R « Bq‘ 
or R 85 Dq
where R •  m tr ix  representing internal co-ordinates
q,s» m tr ix  representing cartesian displacement co-ordinates 
q « matrix representing mass-v/eighted cartesian displace- .
meat co-ordinates 
3 sad 0 are matrices of transformations from cartesian 
co-ordinates to internal co-ordinates in  which
0 « ' ••**.* 2*3
■. ' m » 'diagonal'm trix of masses
In terns of mass-weighted cartesian displacement co-ordinates, 
the. kinetic energy is  given by
2T » 4 V   2*4
I f  pj is  the momentum conjugate to
* * t * * * 2 *1
«•••** 2*2
-  12
Thus, the kinetic energy can be singly written in terms of -the ■ 
raomenta as
2T * p*p . . . . . .  2.6
Suppose tha t T is  now considered as afunction  of the 
velocities in the internal co-ordinates. Using the rules for 
p a rtia l d ifferentiation (1)
Since ST «
then equation 2.7 becomes in. matrix forni
p = D^ P . . . . . .  2.8
and
p* <■ p*]) . . . . . .  2.9
Substituting 2.8 and' 2.9 in 2.6, the equation becoiaes
2T ■= Pt (DDt )P  2.10
* P*GP   2.11
-  13 -
I f  |G| f  0, G~* exists and by Hamilton’s equations
Rn m ~jrp- . . . . . .  2.12
n
then
it « ©■': ■ . . . . . .  2.13
wiiich can be solved for P
P <= G_1R . . . . . .  2.14
Thus, the kinetic energy in terms of the internal co-ordinates 
is
2T = R* G_1 R . . . . . .  2.15
2.2 Potential energy in terns of internal co-ordinates
mum i \iKmJt C '  — ■ >m *»  n«n i wnmn * .......... w m  i ■>.«■ ttmmurniM+m*  ..... ■  mtxmm
The potential energy of a vibrating molecule can be expanded \
as a power series in  the internal co-ordinate system by Taylor’s V 
theorem
n n
V « V + V7«V \ R. * I V* f  S2V ) R.R, + higher terms
0  w k l  1 i ? / « ¥ y o  l j •««••• 2.16
where n is  the number of internal co-ordinates and the subscript 
o denotes the equilibrium position.
-  14 -
■ ■ Assuming:an harmonic potential function the higher terms in 
2*16 can be'ignored. V * 0 when the potential energy is  measured 
relative- to the value when the atoms are in -the ir equilibrium 
position. At equilibrium the potential energy must .be minimum, 
hence
SV \ 0 for i-*  1, 2, . . . . . . .  n :v-;-"
sh ) o
The resulting, potential function for th e 'harmonic osc illa to r 
model is
a  -
V -  l V7 /  '«2V V lljl, . . . . . .  2.17
^  'SRsfiRi / 1
By Taylor’s tl « .W  «* V ilt
<S2V 1 « £.* » £.4 . . . . . .  2.18rr-Trr*' i i j  j iSR. SR.
0
whore the £*s are .the force constants in internal co-ordinates.
Tie potential energy can be expressed as ;
n
2V « ^  ..••** 2. 1b
i»j®l
In snatrix form equation 2.19 becomes
2V » kzP R . . . . . .  .2.20
where F is  the matrix representing the 'force constants
-  IS -
2.3 The secular equation in terras of internal co-ordinates
Both the kinetic energy and the potential energy can be 
expressed in-the-same internal co-ordinates as’-
2T * RC G-1 R . . . . . .  2.21
2V.= F R . . . . . .  2.22
From Lagrange’s equation of motion
(ST/fiRjj ♦ SV/fiR, » 0 . . . . . .  2.23
Substituting 2*21 and 2*22 in 2.23 the equation becomes
n
((G’ h j )  iij + fyRj)  “ 0 ' . . . . . .  2.24
j= d
vdiero n is-the ■ number of internal co-ordinates. •
■ Equation 2.24 forms si homogeneous second order d iffe ren tia l 
equations for which the solutions are
% ** % cos(^^t  * G3   2.25
where is  the amplitude, X^/Zv is  the frequency, and e is  phase 
angle.
16
Substituting 2.2S into 2.24 the vibrational problem leads 
to a secular equation
F11 ■ F12 ' (6 ) 22  ^ * > • • Fl n '
F2 1 - C6‘ V F22 (g_1)22x . * • * F2n ‘
Fa l - V Fn2 - t t § F **nn t e ' V
Here X * 4tr2v2.
Symbolically equation 2.26 can be w ritten as
|F -  G_lx| » 0 . . . . . .  2.27
Another form o£ the secular equation can be obtained by 
multiplying 2.27 by the determinant of G, that i s ,  by |G|, using 
the rules for the m itip lica tio n  of determinants. The secular 
equation becomes
|GF -  SX j » 0  2.23
where £ is  the unit matrix (3 page 63 -  65).
Because both F and G are symmetrical, rows and columns in 
2.28 can bo interchanged to yield another form which can be w ritten
|FG ~ Bx| « 0 2.29
QMPIER 3
motiom m sttm m  co-Qwimws
Symmetry co-ordinates '
Symmetry co-ordinates may be described as follows:-
(1) They are related to  the internal co-ordinates by the 
transformation
• S *» UR '■ . . . . .
where S « matrix representing symmtry co-ordinates 
R ® matrix representing internal co-ordinates 
U * matrix "of transformation.
In other words, they are linear combinations of internal 
co-ordinates*
(2) They must themselves form representations for the class of 
vibrations for which they are to be used. This means tha t 
the co-ordinates must have the same symmetry and an ti-  
symmetry properties ss the vibrational modes themselves (1).
(3) They must form a complete orthogonal se t that is
. . .  . £ v « k " °  ' • • • • •
■ ; K
t  and j refer to d ifferent symmetry co-ordinates (4).
(4) The number o f symmetry co-ordinates w ill equal the number 
o f fundamental vibrations. I f  i t  exceeds the number of 
vibrations then tliis implies a redundancy, that i s ,  certain
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coiiMnations o f these internal co-ordinates w ill be 
equivalent to  no vibrational motion a t a l l  and therefore 
correspond to a zero frequency (1).
£5} With these co-ordinates the vibrational problem for each 
symmetry class can be solved independently (3).
Under symmetry co-ordinates both kinetic and potential 
energies have the form
2T » s V 1^   3.3
2 V - . . . . . .  3.4
Substituting 3.1 into 3.3 and 3.4 we have
2T -  uV g"1^  . . . . . .  3.5
2V » RVRJR . . . . . .  3.6
On-comparing'3.5 and 3.6 with 2.21 and.2.22 we have
G “ UGU* . . . . . .  3.7 ■
V •  UHJ*   3.8
I f  Sj and belong to d ifferent -symmetry types there w ill 
be a t least one sym stry  operation w ithrespect to which Sj aid 
behave d ifferen tly , that i s ,  there w ill be a t leas t one 
synmetry operation for wMch SjS^ changes sign. Since the 
potential energy i&ist be invariant with respect to a l l  symmetry 
operations, i t  follows that g^, and are 'zero whenever Sj md 
belong to different species (2). Therefore the secular 
equation
I § 1  ~ B*l * 0 *•••■
assumes the block form as indicated in  Fig. 1 where a l l  elements 
outside the shaded area are zero, since they correspond to Sj and 
S|c of d ifferent species# Bach shaded square corresponds to one 
species. The determinant can now be w ritten as a product of 
factors corresponding to each species. Each of these factors put 
equal to  zero gives the normal frequencies of these species.
" ■  ■ *
Form o f secular determinant se t up 
in terms of symmetry co-ordinates
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3.2 Construction o f symmstry co-ordinates
Symmetry co-ordinates m y  be -written as
&i  •  E  V k   3-10
" k
where Sj is  the j th  symmetry co-ordinate , ^  is  the kth in ternal 
co-ordinate, and is  the suitable coefficient for r^ . In 
matrix notation equation 3.10 becomes
S * OR . . . . . .  3.11
The symmetry co-ordinates selected are not necessarily 
unique but they must have defin ite properties. Since they are 
not unique, a perfectly general method for obtaining them cannot 
be given (4). A simple ru le for construction of t r i a l  symmetry 
co-ordinates was described by Wilson, itecius and Cross (3 pp 117 - 
121) using the expression
sA '* H Z .  X ^ R S j  . . . . . .  3.12
where is  the symmetry co-ordinate of the vibration species A
A * '(Ag, e tc . ) , x & is  the character corresponding to K of the vibration
of species A, & is  the operator in tlie point group, is  the
generating co-ordinate, end N is  tho nomalising factor. The
generating co-ordinate may be a single internal co-ordinate or
linear combination of internal co-ordinates*
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The t r ia l  symmetry co-ordinates must be normal, orthogonal, 
and they must transform properly (4). Trie condition for normality 
is
 3-13
' lc ;
Wha» 0Jk is  a coefficient in  .the j th  co-oidinate and the
summation is  carried over the k internal co-ordinates. The 
condition therefore requires tlie sum of the squares of the 
coefficients in each symmetry co-ordinate to be one.
The condition for orthogonality is
UjkUtk - 0  . . . . . .  3.14
k
where & and j refer to different sym etiy co-ordinates. That is ,  
the sum of the products of the coefficients in the corresponding 
internal co-ordinates (same internal co-ordinates) of two d ifferent 
symmetry co-ordinates is  equal to  zero and th is  must be true for 
every pair of symmetry co-ordinates.
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CHAPTER 4
imim m nam& dhominmis
The normal co-ordinates can be expressed in terms of the 
mass-weighted cartesian displacement co-ordinates by the 
linear equation
in widen the coefficients have been chosen so tha t in terms 
of tlie new co-ordinates the kinetic and potential energies have 
tlie forms
k
In other words, the potential energy in terms of tlie normal 
co-ordinates involves no cross products but only squares of Q*s. 
In matrix notation equations 4.2 and 4*3 become
(¥ “ Z  *kiqi 4.1
k
4.3
where A is  the diagonal matrix o f tlie X values.
The transformation between the mass-weighted cartesian 
co-ordinates and the normal co-ordinates is  an orthogonal traa s-
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formation. This can be proved as follows 
2T'«
« only i f
That i s ,  % is  an orthogonal matrix.
The diagrams which represent noxml modes of motion can also 
be used to represent normal co-ordinates i f  the vectors are drawn 
so as to represent displacements, not only in ordinary un its , but 
in tlie mass-adjusted scale o f co-ordinates q^. Them the compon­
ent of a vector along tlie direction of co-ordinates is  
proportional to That i s ,  tlie diagram represents not only 
the relative amplitudes of the atoms during the normal mode of 
notion, but also tlie coefficients in the transformation.
4.2 Determination of normal co-ordinates
For a vibrating molecule there w ill be only one normal
k-
normal co-ordinate is  related to the internal co-ordinates by
R « LQ  4.4
where R ® matrix of internal co-ordinates 
L ® matrix of transformation 
Q « matrix of normal co-ordinates
co-ordinate associated with one mode of vibration v
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h is  chosen so tha t
2T = f^Q  4.5
2V » Q*AQ . . . . . .  4.6
where A is  the diagonal matrix of the latent roots.
Substituting 4.4 in 4.S and 4.6 we have
2T -  L-1R . . . . . .  4.7
2V -  R ^ L 'V aL^R . . . . . .  4.8
Comparing 4.7 and 4.8 with 2.21 and 2.22 we have
G « Li}   4.9
end A -  l}"SL . . . . . .  4.10
Application of Newton* s equations of motion in the Lagrange 
iorn and substitution o f a t r i a l  periodic solution of the form
Ri * cos(A^t «■ e) . . . . . .  4.11
I ,where is  tlie amplitude, X-/2v is  the frequency, and e is  phase 
angle, leads to the equations
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XA1 * F12~(G 1)12x . ♦  . , * S
5 * 1 * F22“ (G ^2 2 X ^ • >
rV]v°
For & given value of X, these equations can be solved for the
«0
rela tive amplitudes of A..JU
In matrix notation 4*12 becomes
(P -  G‘ l Xk) ^  -  0 
liquation 4*13 can be transformed into
(GF -  JEXk)Lk « 0 4.14
where and Lj, is  the Icth coluei of the matrix L^*
Solution o f these equations for the normalised L.^ can be carried 
out (3 pp 7 1 -7 4 ) .
4.3 Potential energy distribution
The potential energy of a molecule in symmetry co-ordinates 
can be written as
2V -  S1!3 S 4.15
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in  which symmetry co-ordinates and normal co-ordinates are 
related by the equation
S « LQ  4*16
thus S* * q V  . . . . . .  4.17
Substituting 4.16 aid 4.17 into 4 .IS wo have
2V = Qt Lt F'LQ   4.18
In normal co-ordinates the potential energy may be expressed as
2V « Qt AQ  4.19
On comparing 4.18 with 4.19 we have
A -  I^FL  4.20
For one normal vibrational frequency Xj. the relation from 4.20 
may bo written as
xk “ H  h j ^ j k .   4*21
in which the potential energy is
-2 7
VCX,) -  IQ*k £  ..........4.22
i *i
where is  the potential energy distribution in each
symmetry co-ordinate. Tlie tom  is  generally large when i  « j> 
vMch is  quite useful for band assignments. For example, i f  
th is  term is  exceedingly large fo r S^, tills normal vibration can 
be assigned to  tlie group vibration represented by S^* I f  both 
fi i i2ik md V 2jk are relatively XarGo coi»ared with those of 
other symatxy co-ordinates, tlie normal vibration is  assigned, 
to a coupled vibration between those represented by symmetry . 
co-ordinatos S, and S4.
GiAPTBR 5 
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Construction of the G matrix
Generally tlio G matrix in internal co-ordinates cm  be 
constructed by the following steps:-
(a) Evaluate the matrix B which determines tlie contribution of 
each cartesian displacement co-ordinate to  tlie internal 
co-ordinates &Rt  (&R is  from now on being used in place of 
R for the internal displacement co-ordinate) *
(b) Evaluate tlie 0 matrix from
0 « Bji“ . . . .
where * diagonal matrix of square roots o f reciprocal 
masses#
(c) Tlie G matrix in terms o f internal co-ordinates can be 
evaluated from
G ■» D0t  . . . .
Evaluation of the B,matrix
The B matrix elements are evaluated using Wilson’s S vector
technique (2* 3) where tlie unit vectors are assumed along
bonds connecting atoms i  end j .  Thus, for any bond between atom
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These bond vectors can easily  be expressed in terms of 
cartesian displacement vectors on each atom. The movement of 
each atom is  described by a vector S«. / r e la te d  to the bond
h
vector
1. Bond stretching co-ordinates (aR)
S t  ' Si-
 — <3------S*. Fig- 2
Let AR be the increase in. the distance between atoms 1 and 
2. Clearly
St  « ©2i * “ei2 ........ .
. . . . . .  s.s
I f  those are expressed in cartesian displacement vectors, 
tlie coefficient of S. /w ill be- the B matrix'elements associated
h
with the co-ordinate AR.
2. Valence angle bending co-ordinates
2
Fig. 3
r '  '
Consider tlie bond system shown in Fig. 3 and defined by 
atoms 1, 2 and 3. e21 and e2- are unit vectors directed along
30
the bauds 2-1 and 2-3 respectively*
Hie S*. vectors are given as follow s:-’
; h  ■ ■ ■ • ■ .  ’
cos $ k a
q  64  6 « }  • • • • • •  J « U
t. r12 sin $
cos # ©,, -  e „  ,  -
*2 C S  i f t i .  I l .* * *  •  •  •  •  * * •  *
t j  x!™ slir$r"
and S-. * —S^ , -  S*, ■" . . . . . .  5.8
z2 z l  3
The coefficients of S. in  terms of cartesian displacement
&
vectors are the B matrix elessonts corresponding to tlie particu lar 
angle banding co-ordinate concerned.
3. Angle between a bond and a plane defined by two bonds
f ig . 4
This type o f the co-ordinate is  the angle formed by a bond
4,1 and tlie plane o f the three atoms 2,3 and 4, a l l  four atoms 
being in one plane. Bar th is situation tho magnitudes of the 
vectors arc
$ a neud atom’* . . . . . .  5.9
h  4i
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S. **
si
r^2 s in ^ "anchor atom" . . . . . .  5.10
-sin$~ ■
S « — ,—
h  r4 3 S^ 1
"anchor atom"  .......... 5.11
S ® ~s . -  s  -  s  
% *1 % %
»*apex atom" . . . . . .  5.12
4. Torsion
Fig. 5
The torsion angle AY is  defined as the change from tlie equil­
ibrium configuration in the angle-between the planes defined by
the nuclei 1, 2 and 3 and 2, 3 and 4. The S. vectors m y  be
1
written as
s 1 . e21 X °25
*1 ^2~~s£a4^ s ii i^
. . . . . .  5. 1-3
s  = 1  , ____ • 834 *  832t 4 rM sL if3 sln$.
5.14
r 23 '  *12 C0S*2S * '  r 23r 12 s^ 2 e34 x e32°21 x e23 -  ______>2 r23sinf5 sln$^
1. . The sum of tlie S. vectors is  zero.
■ V
2. A ll S vector expressions are taken from Steele (2) and V/ilson, 
Becius and Cross (3). There is  a sign error in the 
expression for $-. in (3 p .61). The sign before the second
V
tern  should be * and not -•
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■ H)EQ3 PIBLPS
6.1 -Force constants
■ • .The vibration frequencies and tlie form of (3.M-5) normal . 
vibrations of m  H atomic molecule depends upon
CD '■ the atomic inasses;
(2) geometrical distribution of the vibrating nuclei;
(3) tlie force f ie ld  which tends to restore the molecule 
to  i t s  intom ai equilibrium configuration during any 
distortion.
Tlie atomic masses and the ir geometrical distribution must 
be known before m y  force constant calculation cm  be attempted. - 
Hie force fie ld  arises from the fact that tlie equilibrium 
positions of tlie nuclei correspond to a minimum in the electronic 
energy of the molecule. Displacement o f the nuclei causes a 
s ligh t increase in  the electronic energy.
However, in so far as one is  concerned with ths normal 
. sta te  of the molecule, one of tlie best representations of i t s  
; condition is  provided by’ the force fie ld  for tlie molecule; that 
i s ,  a representation of tlie forces that arise when the atoms are 
displaced £ tm  th e ir  equilibrium positions. This becomes a 
determination of tlie various ’force constants* for the bonds in 
tlie molecule and for tlie angular location of tlie atoms. The force 
constant calculations liave also been used as supporting evidence 
for molecular geometry.
One should not attempt to  define more force constants than 
there are frequencies available. This often means that a l l  the 
terms in the general quadratic expression cannot be evaluated 
and tlie problem must be approximated by writing a t leas t some; 
force constants equal to zero (5).
P ractically , as mi approximation, a f i r s t  se t o f force 
constants for a molecule may be obtained from other molecules 
under the restric tions that
(1) They are o f sim ilar types (e.g. bond stretch  bond 
stretch , angle bending ♦ angle bending, e tc . ) .
(2) They are acting between the sane nuclei.
(3) -Tliey were calculated using the same type o f force 
fie ld .
In many cases they m y  also be obtained by extrapolation 
of the sets of force constants o f sim ilar molecules, e .g . a sa t 
o f halogenated molecules.
.2 Force fie lds
Although the general valence force fie ld  is  supposed to  be 
the best force fie ld  to apply to  the molecule because i t  consists 
o f a l l  possible interactions between atoms in  a molecule, the 
number of force constants required is  mora than tho nur&er of 
frequencies available. Tiiis makes i t  d if f ic u lt to apply to poly­
atomic molecules.
As in the oxalic acid molecule, for example, there are 
altogether 63 force constants (using 1st model -  see section 16.1, 
16.2) in  tho potential f ie ld  of tlie inplane vibrations and only
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13 inplaae fundamental frequencies. Thus, i t  is  impossible to 
work out a l l  the force constants. I t  is  also very d if f ic u lt to 
apply the modified valence force fie ld  because there are too many 
force, constants to eliminate, e.g . there are 50 force constants 
o f tlie inplane.vibrations of oxalic acid to eliminate in order to 
make the calculation possible.
Two force fie lds that are often applied to polyatomic 
molecules are tho valence force fie ld  and the Urey-Bradley force 
fie ld .
In the valence force fie ld  i t  is  assumed that
(a) there is  a strong restoring force in  the line  of 
every valence bond i f  the distance of tlie two atoms 
bound.by th is bond Is changed;
(b) there is  also a restoring force opposing a change of 
the angle between two valence bonds.
The potential energy in tho valence force fie ld  is  a purely 
quadratic function of tho changes of tho valence bonds and valence 
angles and there is  no cross te rn  in the potential energy. In 
many cases th is  force fie ld  failed  to give a close f i t  of calcula­
ted to  observed frequencies for polyatomic molecules.
One of the most well known force fields for polyatomic 
molecules is  the Orey-Bradley force f ie ld . In th is force fie ld  
the potential energy is  expressed in terms of force constants and 
geometry. I t  is  supposed to  bo better than the valence force 
fie ld  for the following reasons
Cl) In Urey-Bradley force fields a large number of force 
. constants is  reduced systematically and the potential
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energy not only includes the pure quadratic terms, 
but also some cross terms.
(2) For many; cases the Urey-Bradley force fie ld  gives a 
better f i t  o f the calculated to the observed 
frequencies.
For most polyatomic molecules the force constants have been 
calculated using tlie Urey-Bradley force field* Thus, traasference 
and extrapolation of force constants among molecules can be made 
easier using th is force fie ld .
For the reasons mentioned above, the Urey-Bradley force 
f ie ld  was selected to apply to the oxalic acid molecule.
6.3 Urey-Bradley force fie ld
In the Urey-Bradley force fie ld  the potential energy change 
due to a change in bond length (Arp and bond angle (Aop can be 
expressed as:
V“ Z  f ' i  rio(iri> * 1 Ki (Ari)2]
w!l.
where » diange in  bond length 
Aa^  « change in bond angle
Aq^  83 diange in distance between non bonded atoms 
K « stretdiing force constant 
H « bending force constant 
F *= repulsive force constant
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r i0 , r^a and q^Q are the equilibrium values o£ distances 
which are inserted in order to make a l l  the force constants,
H 1 . ,  F * . ,  IC.,  II. a n d  F- d i m e n s i o a a l l y  s i m i l a r . '4*. JL Jfc ** ' Jh* . '
Here Aq in the above oqirossioa needs to be eliminated*
The following expressions for the Aq's are in  (1), {13), (25)•
■ There are two types-of Aq.*: '
J
■ (i) That where atoms i  and j are bonded to a common atom
k. Aq can be eliminated as follows;*
From q ^ 2 « r . 2 + r . z -  2r.i\. cos«y . . . . . .  6.2
(<?ij ♦ Aq^ ) 2 * (rt + Arp2 + Oj + Arp2 -  2(rt ♦ Arp(r. + ArpcosCo^+Aoy)
■ + A^p2 ♦ (r, + Ar.)2 -  20^ + Arp(r^ + Ai-p
(cosoi^ j cosAa j^ * sittGy •••*•• 6.3
in which for a small angle change
COSfAay) -  1 -  A ^ y /2
sia(Aa.j) » Aa-j
Urn (q^ ♦ Aqy)2 -  (r£ + Arp2 ♦ (r. * Arp2 -  2(r.. ♦ Arp(r^ <• Arp
{C0Saij(1 ' Aaij2/2> ‘ Sinaij-Aaij>
 6.4
Subtracting 6*2 from 6*4 and then neglecting tom s of higher 
than second ordor in snail quantities we have
qi j Aqi j  B Ari ( r i  ~ r j®0Salj)  * Arj ( r j  * r i C0Sai j )  * r i r j slllaij* Acti j  
+ (Ar*)2/2 ♦ Ar.2/2 -  Ar4Ar4cosa44 ♦ (r.Ar* * r.Ar*)Aa. .sina44
3. J X J  XJ J & XJ X j
* C ^ ij)2/2 * (r*Tj(A«j;j)2/2)*cosay ****** 6.
On squaring 6*5, retaining terns only to the second-'order 
os before and substituting the resulting expression for (&qy)2 
back into 6*4. we get
Aqlj “Sij(AriJ + Sji<>rj) * £^ijtjirirj^,Aaij * {tij2{Arp2
+ “ Sij3jirirj(Aaij)2 " 2£ijtjiAriArj * 2tijSjirjAri‘
♦ ^ .j.S i j r i Arj*Ak^ j } 6*6
wlioro Si j ® (r^ -  r jc o s a .p /q ^
and ; ty  * rjs a^aj[j/cl|ij
By substituting Aq, the potential energy is  then expressed 
in  an independent se t of co-ordinates. However, th is  substitution 
has the effect of introducing the F '^  into the coefficients of 
the quadratic terras. The coefficients of Fy  and F - .  are she® 
in Table 1 below:
Table 1 ■
coe££icisats o£ ^  F,i3 .whenatoas 1 " * *
are bonded to a comon atom k
£ vector Fij K<1 ij
<&ri>2
(Arp*
(ri Aoij^ Z 
Ar^ dr.
d^C r-day)
drj Cr^doy)
V
V
SijSji
S y A i- t- iC r ./r i)^
t  2
ij
y . "
” S i j S j i ( r j / r P
_tijtji
t i j S j i ^ r j / , r P
%jSij
(11) That-where atoms i  and j are bonded respectively to 
two other atoms k and & which are in turn connected by a bond 
la .  The coefficients of Py  and F ', .  be obtained in a 
sim ilar way and are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
lb .  coefficieats of t u  » a  y u  , t o ,
bonded to two other atoms k and % which are in  turn 
connected by a bond k&
£ vector V-ii j F’i j
(Arp* V.j2ij Cl -  vt j »)
(Arp2 V4.2 Cl -  vji*)
(&Rk P 2 a* .23L3 V
** 40
£ vector rij ij
Or^  ATj) viJ vji COSfay ♦aU[) - VyVj.
ari iRk£ "aijvij a..Vy - cosay
ASkl -a* -v.. i i n ‘i f j i  - ^ “jk
<*i &aip 2 Uij2 (Vyqy/ri) * Cl - Uy2)
Ctj &ajI;)2
V . ' fvjA j/r£ 4 (1'  uji2)
riAtlijrjiajk UijUji
m COSCajl; + «y) ♦ UyUjjJ
riA°i»Ari ”uijvij 4 ri V /ri
riAQi£&rj 1 - sin(“jk 4 “u>
ri % A Uijaij sLnaU '  aijuij
rjAojkAri vijuji " sinCojk 4 “u 5
rjAajl;4rj _ujivji ujifqij 4 rj V /rj
rjAajkARkl’., ujiai1 sinajj. - ayUji
in Which ay -  (Rkt -  ^ c o so y -  r.cosajk)/qy  
by - (r1siaa.J, - 
u . . -  a y s in a y  + byCosay 
u -i -  ttysina.j. -  hyeosa^j.
Vy “ SyCOSay -  bySinCiy
Vj i  "  ai j° ° Sajk 4 bi j S“ °jV.
CHAPTER 7 
fORCS OHSTANTS CAim/OTKElS- 
Method of t r ia l  and error
The main part of the calculation in vibrational problems is  
to find a good set of force constants in a specific force f ie ld  
which w ill give calculated frequencies f ittin g  well to the 
observed, values. Thus, the observed values and th e ir  assignments 
must be obtained before a calculation is  performed. Hie method 
of t r i a l  and. error may be applied by f i r s t  guessing a se t o f 
force constants and then calculating the f re q u e n c ie s .I f  both 
observed and calculated values do not agree well, that se t o f 
force.constants is  modified. . The process is  repeated u n til a ’ 
satisfactory set of force constants is  found.
Generally the vibrational frequencies are calculated using 
the secular equation
|G F -  IX| * 0 . . . . .
I f  £  and V are expressed in symmetry co-ordinates, the 
secular determinant may be factorised into several smaller blocks. 
Bach block belongs to a species and each species can be solved 
separately# In th is way the calculation for a molecule of high 
symmetry can be solved more easily .
In the case of oxalic acid the number of independent force 
constants required by the Urey-Bradley force fie ld  to describe the 
13 inplane vibrations is  13. They are ordinarily found by t r i a l
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and error methods and stay be judged acceptable i f  they appear to 
be reasonable in magnitude and i f  the normal frequencies to which 
they lead are in good agreement with the observed fundamentals.
The inplane vibrational frequencies of oxalic acid can be 
calculated from the 13 x 13 matrix which contains two smaller 
matrices. A 7 x 7 matrix belongs to the Ag species and a 6 x 6  
matrix belongs to the Bu species. ; Each of those is  too large to 
be solved by hand." With the aid o f the computer i t  is  possible 
to  carry out the calculation without d ifficu lty .
7.2 Method of leas t squares refinement (24)
■ Generally the f i r s t  set. of force constants may be obtained 
by guessing or transferring the force constants from another 
molecule. The refinement o f th is approximate set of force 
constants w ill be performed by t r ia l  and error. The crite rion  
for th is  is  that the percentage discrepancy, between calculated 
and observed frequencies should be as small as possible with the 
largest discrepancy not greater than 51.
A further systematic refinement of force constants may be 
obtained by the least squads method. This method is  used to 
adjust or refine the force constants i n  accordance with a " 
prescribed and definite mathematical process. This method is  
very convenient because i t  can be easily adapted for matrix 
operation.
I t  is  supposed tliat a se t o f <1 experimental frequencies (vQ) 
is  available and the problem involves r  independent force constants
in  which d ^ r .  Hero our purpose is to .adjust the force constants 
u n til the calculated frequencies • -are f itte d  to the observed 
frequencies: in other wordsf to get the m inim a variance. Ideally
for the best f i t  the variance trail become-zero, th is w ill not be 
so because o f experimental error and the approximate 'force fie ld  
used,
. We define the sisasuro of f i t  or the variance as
S^~
1  “  X  ’’^ n  ■ vn°}2  7
n*l
where n « 1, 2, • . • . d
vn° e °*l)serv’0^ frequencies "
v /  « calculated frequencies where the index i  labels the
stage of calculation sad nay have the value 1, 2, 3, . • . 
,vn = factors
Hie frequencies calculated from the ith  se t of force constants 
are indicated by v*. The differences between the frequencies of 
the ( i  * 1)th and ith  sets are given by
. 1 „ , i+1 „ i  7Ay V « » • « » • /u n n n
A corresponding expression
applies to the adjustments in  the force constants. The new variance 
becoBias
Applying 7.3 the' equation 7.5 becomes
ncl
In matrix notation equation 7.6 can be written as
if v* - v
whore the brackets denot column or row matrix. W is  a diagonal
matrix whoso elements represent the. s ta t is t ic a l  weights' of the 
observed frequencies•.
If-W is  taken as 1/v, then the best f i t  w ill be on an 
absolute basis in  the frequencies. On the other hand, i f  W is  
taken as 1/v2, the best f i t  w ill be a percentage basis in the 
frequencies.
A relation between Av* and Ak1 is  assumed by
where J ,  the Jacobian matrix, is  defined-with elements
Av* « J  Ak1
and dimension d x r .
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Substituting 7.8 in 7.7 and collecting the terns, the 
expression becomes
s1 = [P  -  v0] 1 W jv* -  v°] * zjy1 - v0]*
+ [aP]   7.io
I f  S1 is  mnimurn
AS1 " O ' a f i 1 ~ V0] *  V01 + Z^ Ak1] 1 J^KJ5- ««•*«* 7 •II
6 4k1
Transposing the terns .we have
Aft1 = J % X1 ...... 7*12
VfilOTQ / ]  «
Then values determined from 7.12 are used to fora a
new se t of force constants.
The vector [x*J Is easily  constructed from the differences 
between the experimental frequencies and the calculated frequencies . 
from the ith  se t of force constants..
The elements of the diagonal matrix W are usually taken to 
be l/(v a°)2 in order to ensure that the frequencies are f itted  on 
a percentage rather than an absolute basis.
7.3 Method of obtaining tiie Jacobian matrix for the least squares method
There are two methods of determining the Jacobian elements.
. 1st method
The f i r s t  method v/as suggested by Mann, Sliimanouchi, Meal- and
Fano (24). They calculated the Jacobian matrix'by making a
successive variation of eadi force constant in turn, followed by
repeated calculation of the frequencies. In th is  method i t  is
necessary tha t the force constants of the f i r s t  set are not very
far from the final values. This means t in t  the adjustments are
in  the nature of refinements rather than gross changes. The
Jacobian matrix is  constructed in the fallowing way.
Let the f i r s t  se t of force constants fee the ith  se t. Hie
( i  «* l ) th  se t of force constants can be obtained by giving a small 
o
increment 0.01 md/A to  one of the r  force constants. Both se ts 
are then used to calculate tiie s fundamental frequencies. Thus* 
a column of the Jacobian matrix is  obtained by
in which Ak * 0.01 Tsd/A.
Tie same increment is  then given to  each o f the other force 
constants in turn. In th is  way a l l  the r  x s elements of the 
Jacobian matrix are obtained.
.2nd method
The second method is  described in Wilson, Decius and Cross (5), 
Ovaread and Scherer (25), Mills (68), and Steele (1)•
This method gives the Jacobian elements in terms o f the 
la ten t vectors L of tiie secular equation | GF - lx|L « 0.
As mentioned before in  equation 4.9 and 4.10
i i+1 i  
-
o
G -  LL* . .  7.13
** 47 *
I F^L -  A . . . . . .  7.14
I t  is  assumed that the change in the la ten t vectors are 
insignificant for small changes in tiie calculated frequencies, 
that i s ,  Av is  quite small# A small correction AF is  required 
to reduce the error in the calculated frequencies.
Let the 'e rro r be given hy
vcal ~ vobs * Av 
I f  we define
H -  I^AFL . . . . . .  .7.15
the secular determinant for the purfcurbed problem would have the 
form
x o ^ u -x H12 H13 •  •  *
% XV H22"X H23 « •  *
H31 H32 3^* 3^3**  ^ * •  •  • **0 •  •
The f i r s t  order approximation to th is  would give the nth 
root as
n n t t
Substituting 7.15 in to  7.17 we have
xn “ x°a * X  V i A W t "  
t^ t"
or " a - . X - H - a W V t "
t ' f
I f  we define J  as
J  » nSkz
we have
. V - -  ** 2*t'n*t”n
and « « 0
t k -S —  V a T J i  ###l
SFt* t '
where t* and t n denote row and colum numbers in F, and t t ,n is  
the entry in  the nth row of 1^ .
Thus one row of the Jacobian matrix can be obtained by 
combinations o£ *n elements, «here *n is  the unpurturbed vectors 
corresponding to the nth root. The complete Jacobian can be
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constructed by taking combinations of elements of a l l  t  vectors 
by using equations 7.19 and 7.20.
7.4 A problem in  the least squares method
Although the least squares method provides a convenient 
mathematical expression for a computer to handle, and also 
provides a new sot of calculated frequencies which are quite 
close to the observed frequencies, there are s t i l l  some d ifficu ltie s  
tha t may occur in  the calculation.
(a) I t  was assumed that the relationship between AX and Ak 
is  linear
AX ** JAk
This is  not true in most cases and i f  the in i t ia l  force constants 
are bad guesses, a bad f i t  w ill be obtained in the calculation.
(b) Singularity of the matrix (J%J) is  the other major 
probloa. In  the least squares method the force constant refine­
ments are performed using th© expression
Ak » ( jV j) ' 1 J%[x] 
tThe main part i s  the term (J ifJ) • I f  th is  matrix is  singular, 
that i s ,  |J% J| * 0, the problem is  uaresolvable. (This means 
that there is  a se t of sets of force constants which can be 
varied without affecting the vector J%  [k]). When tiie matrix 
cj% j) is  nearly singular, errors my occur in taking i ts  inverse, 
causing corresponding errors in the calculated force constant
correction (Ak). This also iinplies that the original J  » AX/Ak 
is  i l l  conditioned, in other words the in i t ia l  data do not suffice 
to f ix  the force fie ld . The degree o f singularity varies with 
the choice o f the in i t ia l  sot o f force constants.
I t  is  possible to check how close the matrix is  to 
singularity by looking a t the product o f i t s  diagonal elements.
I f  the product of i t s  diagonal elements is  much greater than the 
value of i t s  determinant the matrix is  close to being singular.
I f  the tm  values are close together, the matrix is  non- 
singular (123).
Hie uncertainties in the calculation
Uncertainties in the calculation may occur for the follow­
ing reasons;~
(1) The uncertainty caused by the experimental errors in  
measuring the frequencies which usually are only a 
few wave numbers from the true values.
(2) The force fie ld  is  only approximate, and so there 
must be a related uncertainty in  the calculated 
frequencies.
(3) The use of an harmonic force fie ld  to f i t  observed 
frequencies which have not been corrected for 
aidmmsnicity.
(4) The uncertainty caused by the assumption of linearity 
in the relationship between AX and Ak.
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■ CHAPTER S .....
' INFRARED TRANSITIONS 
.1 Harmonic vibration selection rules
A transition  with emission or absorption o£ radiation can 
occur between the vibrational sta tes v* and v*{ i f  one or more o f 
the integrals h ^ iM ^ .d T y , J$*vlf ^ v,,dTv , ^ * v ,Ms,<iv.,dTv , is  not 
zero.
In general the e lec tric  moment is  not necessarily a linear 
function of the co-ordinates of the atoms, i t  can be expanded as 
a power series in the normal co-ordinates (2), (3).
„ W( m\
He * x * z_v v s c r ) %  * terms *........lc»l V ^ / o
with sim ilar equations describing and Mg.
Fbr the harmonic o sc illa to r model the higher terms are 
assumed to be rela tively  small. Thus, M can be w ritten as
3N-6
M » i f  * Y  /IM V q ,.  8.2
In order that a vibrating mode shall in teract with radiation 
i t  is  necessary that the dipole moment should change during the 
vibration, i . e .  6M f  0. This condition w ill hold i f  a t least one
«Qk
of the con^onents 6MX , 6M , or along the co-ordinate axes
«Qk «Qk 5 ^  
changes during the vibration. The integral for becomes
The f i r s t  term vanishes unless v* « v** because o f orthogonality 
of the functions Therefore the pemanent e lec tric  moment 
h f has no influence on the in tensity  of the vibrational transitions* 
The integral in  the second term can be s p li t  into factors as 
shown below:-
( ^ v 'V v " d tT  "
• • • '  "   •••••• 8
Because of the orthogonality o f the functions tf»v(Q) the 
integral w ill vanish unless v , j\»  v**p * v*'%, . * . e tc . ,  
with the exception of v^. and v*^. For these quantum numbers, i t
must bo true that v*^ « v*^ + 1 or v '^  -  1 i f  the factor
r
^*v* ^ k ^ k V *  ^ 9 k ^ k  *s different from zero (3 pp 42 - 
J k k
43).
So m  the basis o f an harmonic o sc illa to r model the only 
vibrational transitions which occur with the emission or 
absorption or radiation are those in  which only one quantum 
lumber is  changed by one unit only. That is  ^ a v  » ±1.
.2 Anharmonicity
On the basis o f the harmonic o sc illa to r model only funda­
mentals should appear in the absorption or omission spectra. Not
-  S3
a l l  fundamentals are a l l  wed but only those associated with 
normal modes of vibration which cause a change in the e lec tric  
dipole moment o f the molecule.
Experimentally, i .e .  for. some molecules, i t  is  found that 
not only fundamentals appear, but also overtones and combinations 
with re la tive ly  weaker in ten sities . I t  is  certain  from the 
evidence tha t the Imrsoaic o sc illa to r approximation is  not perfect, 
the actual behaviour o f the partic les is  enharmonic, 
there are two typos of anharsmicity:
(1) Mechanical aaharmoniclty: th is  is  dealing with the 
anharmonieity in  the potential function, th a t i s ,  the cubic, 
quartic and higher terms in the potential energy expression
must be considered. These terras give rise  to the occurence o f 
the overtones and combinations. So there must be a-small correction 
to the frequencies for tiie anliarmonicity. the factor i t s e l f  
could be of much In terest in  many cases, and correction for i t  
w ill normally make only small changes o f tiie order o f a few per 
cent in the force constants (5).
£2) E lectrical aaharmonicity: This type of anharmjtaicity 
is  concerned with tiie dipole moment expression.
These higher terms also cause overtones and combinations to  occur.
♦ higher texms 8.5
t
o
3N-6
'o
Q,, ♦ higher terms 8.6
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Tims* they should not be ignored.
Due to the anharmonic nature of vibration the harmonic 
selection ru le , av » ±1, no longer holds, that is
^ A v « ± l ,  ±2, ±3, . . . . . ±n . . . . . .  8.7
and such overtones as appear m y  not bo exactly integral multiples 
o f the fundamental frequencies. Transitions which correspond 
to  smaller value of J^av are generally more intense.
In order to  be able to make a small correction for anhar- 
moaicity, i t  is  necessary to  have information not only on 
fundamentals, but also on overtone, combination and difference 
bands. Unfortunately, there is  a great dearth o f information on 
axiharmoaicity and only for a very limited number of polyatomic 
molecules can th is  correction be made.
As fo r oxalic acid the information is  not enough to deal 
with anharmonicity we w ill assume that tiie partic les behave as 
harmonic oscilla to rs and neglect Hie small amount o f correction 
in the frequencies for saharmonicity.
/ potter 9 ■
mmTmsrricm
Raman polarizability  tensor
A Raman transition  can occur only i f  the amplitude of tiie 
dipole moment induced by the incident radiation changes during 
the vibration considered.
For an isotropic molecule the magnitude o f the induced 
dipole mwm t P is  given by
P « oE
where a is  the po larizab ility  and E is  the e lec tric  vector o f the 
incident radiation of frequency v.
In general, however, fo r an anisotropic molecule equation 
9.1 m s t be replaced by the complete egression
?x * ax A  * ax f y  + axzSz
py " (Kp ? x  * ayy^y * ayzBz ****
** az A  * azysy * azzEz '
in  which the quantities af f , are independent of the components of
the e lec tric  vector, but are dependent upon the orientation of
the molecule relative to the non-rotating axes x, y, z. The 
quantities «pp, are called the components of a tensor by virtue 
of tlie ir transformation under changes of the co-ordinate system
In general the direction of the induced dipole is  not 
parallel to  tiie direction of tiie incident e lec tric  fie ld  vector 
I t  can be shown, however, tha t a se t of m es in the molecule 
exists such that the relation between P and E when referred to 
these axes, assumes the simple form
px > “A
P2 * a2E2 
P3 " aSE3
Such axes are called the principal axes of po larizab ility  
and the associated i  * 1, 2, 3, tiie principal values o f the 
polarizability . For an isotropic case
°1  ** a2 ** a 3 = 01
.2 Expansion of the polarizab ility  in  the normal co-ordinates
The components of the po larizab ility  have been assumed to 
be independent of the time. For a molecule executing small 
vibrations the polarizab ility  may be expanded in  terms o f the 
normal co-ordinates
° i  " a° i + X  Q|c ♦ higher terms
where Qk 9 Q°k cos(2«Vj;t  * e)
in  which Q°j„ is  the amplitude of the kth normal co-ordinate.
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Vt, is  tho associated frequency and e is  the phase angle.
On c^plying equations 9.4 and 9.5 together with the 
egression  for the oscilla ting  e lec tric  vector
B, •  E^COs2irv^t . . . . . .  9.6
1 01 o
into P. * cuE, . . . . . .  9.7i l l
the corresponding component o f . the oscilla ting  induced dipole 
moment P^ would, therefore, be of the form
h m\ i ^ \ msZ^ o t * ^ ( s ^ ) 0 qk°llcos2^ vo * ' ,k) t
♦ |cos2tt(v0 -  vjpt} ♦■■■higher termsj . . . . . .  9.8
Here v0 is  the incident or the Rayleigh frequency and. vQ ± 
is  the Raman frequency.
Tho higher terms in the po larizab ility  expansion leads to 
overtones and combinations, in a fashion sim ilar to the infrared 
transitions. - ■
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9.3 Degree of depolarisation
Incident Z ■, polarized light
Direction of propagation of the 
incident ligh t
Total scattered light
Direction of observation
11 component
11| component
Schematic representation of experimental conditions 
defining 1^  and Ij |
Here the y axis is  taken in the direction of propagation 
o f the incident lig h t, z is  the direction of the e lec tric  vector 
E of the incident radiation, and x  is  the direction of the observation.
-  $9
The degree o f depolarization p is  defined as the ra tio  of 
the in tensity  of the scattered lig h t polarised perpendicular to
In liquid  and gas phases the po larizab ility  can be averaged 
over a i l  orientations of the system (3 p .46). Thus, when the 
linear polarized incident ligh t is  used and the observations are 
made in  a direction perpendicular to the e lec tric  vector B, the 
degree o f depolarization is
where a is  the spherics! part of polarizab ility  and 0 is  the 
anisotropic p art, which are defined by
the incident e lec tric  vector E, called lj^, to that polarized 
paralle l to B, called I j j .
9.9
3$2 9.10
45a2 * 402
9.11
9.12
I£ 0 * 0, » 0
I f  a «= 0, and 0 $ 0, p ^ 1 « |
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Thus, for a linear polarized incident beam when the degree 
3of depolarization is  j ,  i t  is  called depolarized. I f  the degree
%
of depolarization is  smaller than -S-, i t  is  said to be polarized
(partly or completely).
Measurements of the degree of depolarization are very useful
for the assignment of the Raman bands. This is  because only tiie
Raman bands corresponding to to ta lly  symmetric vibrations can
3have a degree of depolarization smaller than p  that i s ,  can be 
polarized (2) .
9.4 Raman selection rules
A transition  in the Raman spectrum can occur between two 
vibrational sta tes v* and v” only i f  a t least one o f the integrals
J « V px V  dTv
j r v ,p yv  r ‘V . . . . . .  9. i 3
> V pz V dV
is  not zero where vu and v* represent lower and upper \ribrational 
s ta tes , represents the conqplex conjugate of tlio vibrational 
wave function of tiie lower s ta te . Pv> Pv .and P_ are the exponents
. j  Z r
of tiie induced dipole moment along x, y'and z axes respectively.
Each of the components of tho induced dipole moment depends not 
only on one component of the incident e lec tric  vector but on a l l  
x, y end z components as sham in  equation 9.2.
Every one of the six  components o f po larizab ility  in general 
changes when tiie nuclei are displaced from 'their equilibrium
-.61
positions. For small displacements the polarizab ility  can be
expanded as
/6a \
“a  “ °°xx + [ 6 ^ ) 0 % + M?tor term ........................................9.14
sim ilarly for a  - e f a_ r, or_ & a-. .The incident e lec tricyy A.y , y ^
vectors m y  be written as
E -  E° . cos2itwtX. 4^
B * B° cos2itvt . . . . . .  9.15Y )
cosEirvtz . z
On applying equations 9.14 and 9.15 to  equation 9 .21 i t  becomes
Px * (a30^ °x * V E°7 * °xzEV cos2,tvt * 2
; % ) .  ^  * f f l “ )  a
I V \  Fo * 
L\«Qi Jo x
Q; *  1 cos2w(v + v p t  +
COS2tr(v -» v^)t
1
♦ higher terms . . . . . .  9.16
and sim ilarly for Py and Pz. That i s ,  the induced dipole moment 
osc illa tes .with the frequency v of the incident radiation leading
to Rayleigh scattering, and with frequency v ± v^, leading to  the
Raman scattering* Thus * a transition w ill appear in the Raman
spectrum i f  and only i f  a t least one o f the six  components of the
change of po larizab ility  lSttxx) v l Sayy) , ( Sazz) , (Saxf) , f Saxz) 
- d / S }  V6Qi / o  \6Qi / o  M o
K / o
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As in  infrarad, i f  we assume tixat the molecule behaves as 
an harmonic o sc illa to r, the selection rule is
AV « ±1 :
That i s , only fundamentals are allowed.
Experimentally i t  is  found that the feidasiantals are ■ 
usually most intense but- other transitions such as overtones and 
combinations also appear. This suggests that the harmonic 
o sc illa to r approximation is  not perfect, the actual behaviour of 
the molecule is-aahaimonic.
As in infrared spectra, both msdianical and e lec trica l 
anlianaonicity account for overtone and combination bands. The 
enharmonic selection rule is
tv  « ±1, ±2, . . . •
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10*1 Rotational energy levels o f asynsastric top isolecules .
According to quantum mechanics» the energy levels o f 
asynsnetric top molecules cannot be represented by an exp lic it 
formula analogous to that for the symmetric top. There are J  + 1
' ■■ sublevels o f different energy for a symmetric top molecule for
each value o f J , namely those with K * 0 , l t 2 . * . * J ,  o f 
which a l l  but one (K « 0) are doubly degenerate with respect to 
the directions or rotation. For an asymmetric top molecule th is  
degeneracy is  removed, thus, for each value of J  there are 2J  * 1 
• --different energy levels.' This sp littin g  may be called K-type 
doubling. Each energy level i s ' distinguished by a subscript T
added to J  sucli that T takes the values
T *° "J , *J + 1, . * *.« tJ  «..«.* 10* 1
I t  is  assumed tha t for th e :I c ie s t .level' in- the group T ** - J ,
for the next level T « -J  * I ,  and so on.
: The three principal moments' of in e rtia  of an asymmetric 
top are JA’ 1 g ,  and in which 1^ < 1  ^ < 1^. The rotational 
constants in which the vibrational influence is  taken into 
account can be expressed as follows;-*
%  = Ae " X “ -A) .Cvi  + g b
Bv = Ae “ X  (vi  * ............X0"2
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The respective are small compared to the rotational 
constants for the equilibrium position.
A = h  . . ■ 
e Stt2^
R = h
e  o 2 t (  )  ott^ c-L
c h
6 8ir2c ^ e^
There is  no' d irect method of getting the energy levels of 
the asymmetric top molecule. An approximate illu s tra tio n  of the 
energy levels of the asymmetric top molecule is  given by connect­
ing with smooth curves the two lim iting cases of the symmetric 
top molecule (2). One in which = 1  ^ (prolate) and the other 
in which 1  ^ = 1^ (oblate). By le ttin g  decrease gradually 
from L  = L  to L  = I A we expect to find a continuous change of 
the energy levels.
5
4-
3-
I
0 0
o h la tc  
s y m m e tr ic  top
' a s y m m e t r i c
top
p ro la te  
sy m m e tr ic  t c f
-00
Fig. 7 - Energy levels of the asymmetric top; correlation to those 
of symmetric tops
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The diagram in Fig. 7 taken from Herzberg (2 page 45) 
shows the approximate energy levels of asymmetric top molecules 
obtained by joining by smooth curves the levels of a given J  on 
the rig h t, without intersection for low values of J , with the 
levels of the same J  on the le f t .
In 1929 Wang (102) has shown that the sp littin g  (K-type) 
increases with increasing J  but much less rapidly for the 
higher K values. Furthermore, the average of the levels of the 
same K deviates from a horizontal, that is ,  does not follow 
exactly |(B + C)J(J + 1). The average of a l l  levels with a 
certain  J  follows accurately the formula
X * ( JT) 1
2 T T T  = ^(A '+-B + C)J(J + 1)   10.3
This relation  is  very useful in checking the calculated 
levels and the correct assignment of the observed levels.
Fig. 8 - Rotational energy of a sligh tly  asymmetric top (b about 
0.01) as a function of J (after Dieke and Kistiakowsky 
(127)) - The term J(B + C)J(J + 1) is subtracted from 
the energy, that is ,  the deviations of the curves from 
horizontal lines represent the deviations from the levels 
of the symmetric top. (2 page 49)
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10.2 Quantitative formulae for the energy levels ■
The quantitative formulae of the energy levels o f the 
asymmetric top molecule have been determined by many authors.
Among them two have been used in numerical calculations. The 
f i r s t  one which is  due to Wang (102) is
F(Jt ) *= I(B- ♦ Q J(3  + 1) + (a -  l(B -• C)) Kj' . . . . . .  10.4
The second one, due to Ray (120) as corrected by King, Kainor 
and Cross (121) is
F(Jt 3 c i(A + C)J(J + 1) ♦•:j(A - C)Bt ............ 10.5
■ ■; The (2J * 1) values of or for a given J  are the roots 
of a secular determinant of degree (2J + 1). Fortunately this 
determinant can be factored into a number of determinants of 
smaller degree leading to a number of algebraic equations. The 
values of Ej. o r have been calculated for a t least up to J  « 4£>
(14).
. For a given - J
% ( Q « h .t (-k)
So Ray’s equation is  preferable because i t  is  only needed 
to ca lcu late .the energy levels on one side of the most asymmetric
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case (E « 0). Those on the other side are then immediately
given,...
10.3 Synsaetiy properties of the to ta l wave function
In quantum Mechanics, according to the Bom-Op.penheimr 
approximation the to ta l wave function for a molecule can be 
. . expressed as a product of functions o f various co-ordinates*
where the subscripts B, v, R, T» n represent electronic, 
vibrational, ro ta tional, translational, and nuclear spin co-ordinates 
respectively. Since the translational function ^  does not involve 
the internal co-ordinates i t  is. therefore neglected. Bor m ost; 
stable molecules the electronic ground sta te  is  to ta lly  symmetric 
(7 p. 1293* Hence, in such a case, the' symmetry of the to ta l 
wave function y my be obtained by finding the symnetry of $v , 
and pn separately and then t&hing the d irect product of th e ir  
irreducible components.
Symmetry properties of the vibrational wave function .
Since tiio v ibrational' eigenfunction is  a function of the 
nortsal co-ordinates, i t s  belmrlour vath respect to symiotry 
operations depends upon the behaviour of the normal co-ordinates 
with respect to tho symmetry operations. Both the normal co­
ordinates and the vibrational wavefuactions have symmetry 
properties corresponding to the various irreducible representa­
tions of tho symmetry |x>int group for the molecule. Thus, the
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symmetry of the wavefunctions can be explained using group 
theory.
For every molecule the vibrational ground sta te  is  to ta lly  
sy tnetric and non-degenerate. Hie fundamental tvavefimction 
belongs to the same symmetry species as the normal co-ordinates.
For nan-degenerate vibrations symmetry species of the n overtones 
my be obtained from the d irect product' o f the irreducible 
representation of the corresponding fundaiisntal taken (n ♦ 1)'. 
times. That is ,  i f  n is odd the wave function is  to ta lly  symmetric, 
i f  a  is  even itsVsynsnetry species w ill be tho same as the 
fundamental- wave function. Symmetry of the combination and' 
difference wavefunctions csn also be taken from-the d irect 
product of the irreducible representations of a l l  the fundamental 
in that level. -
Symmetry properties of the rotational wave function of asymmetric 
top molecules
For planar asymmetric top molecules there is  no inversion . - . 
doubling (2). The asymmetric top rotor functions are distinguished 
by th e ir  behaviour with respect to rotation by 180°, Ca2* 
about the three principal axes (7).
For a rotation by 180° about the axis of largest moment of 
ine rtia  (c axis) in a to ta lly  symmetric vibrational and electronic 
ground s ta te  the largest level J+j  of each se t of a given J  is
*ve, the two next highest are -va, the two next +ve„ and so on.
For a rotation by 183° about the axis of smallest moment 
of in e rtia  (a axis) in a to ta lly  symmetrical vibrational and 
electronic' ground s ta te , the. lowest level J_j of each set o f a
given J  is  >vo, the .two next higher are -ve, the next two 
*ve, and so on.
The syngas try  o£ the rotational energy levels with respect 
to a rotation by 180° about the axis of intermediate m m n t of 
in e rtia  (b axis) in a to ta lly  symmetrical vibrational and 
electronic ground sta te  can be easily found from the product of 
the two signs (one belongs to .the rotation about c ax is, the 
other belongs to rotation about a axis} for each energy level.
Thus,'the symmetry -of. the rotational energy levels of an 
asymietric top molecule m y  be. distinguished by th e ir  behaviour 
+ or V with respect to the three operation, C \  ? $ 2* *^lce
one of these operations is  equivalent to the other two carried 
out in  succession, i t  is  sufficient to determine the behaviour 
with respect to  two. of them; -usually Cc^ snd Cf^ are chosen. 
Therefore there are four d ifferent types of levels b riefly  
described by ++, and — where tho f i r s t  sign refers to
the behaviour with respect to C ^ , the second to the behaviour 
with respect to C ^.
Symmetry properties of .nuclear, spin wave function and ' 
s ta t is t ic a l  weight .
In those molecules in  which an exchange of identical nuclei 
cm be brought about by a rotation about one of the principal 
axes, the to ta l eigenfunction must be symmetric (Bose-Hinstoin 
s ta tis tic s )  or antisymmetric (Ferrai~i)irac s ta tis tic s )  with respect 
to an exchange of the identical nuclei.
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In cases where there is  only one pair of identical nuclei 
to exchange, the nunber of the symmetric nuclear spin wave 
functions is  (21 * 1) (I + 1), aid the number of the antisymmetric 
nuclear spin wave functions is  (21 + 1)1. Altogether there is  a 
to ta l of (21 + l ) 2 nuclear spin wave functions (18).
In cases'of molecules in which there are more than one pair 
of identical nuclei that are exchanged by a rotation about a two­
fold axis, the resultant s ta tis t ic s  must be considered. In general, 
the number of the symmetric nuclear spin wave function can be 
derived from the expression
I (2IX * l ) 2(2Iy + l ) 2(2lz. + 1)2 . . . +(2IX + l)(2 Iy * 1)(2IZ + 1 ) . . .
 10.7
and the number of the antisymmetric nuclear spin wave functions 
can be derived from
(2IX + l ) z(2Iy -H )2(2XZ + 1)2... . . -(2Xx + l)(2 Iy ♦ 1)(2IZ ♦ 1 ) . . .
.*♦••. 10.8
where I , I , I *. . . are the nuclear spin of each pair o f 
identical nuclei that are exchanged by a rotation of 180°. Tne 
resultant s ta tis t ic s  is  Bose s ta tis t ic s  i f  there is  an even number 
of nuclei following Fermi s ta tis t ic s  in the group (XYZ . . . ) ,  i t  
is  Fermi s ta tis t ic s  i f  there is  an odd number of nuclei following 
Fermi s ta tis t ic s  (2).
I f 'a l l ■exchanged nuclei have zero spin, only those levels 
. occur where the to ta l eigenfunction is  symmetric with respect to 
an exchange of identical nuclei, that i s ,  for a to ta lly  symmetric 
electronic and vibrational sta te  the antisymmetric ro tationalj 
levels are missing.
For an asymmetric top molecule of point group with 
more than one pair of identical nuclei that are exchanged by a 
rotation about the two-fold .axis, the above symmetry properties 
apply when C0 coincides with one of the three axes. Which levels 
have the greater s ta tis t ic a l weight depends on the resultant 
s ta t is t ic s .
For gaseous oxalic acid there are four pairs of identical 
nuclei that are exchanged by a rotation of 180° about the z axis 
(symmetry ax is). All exchanged nuclei have spin zero except 
that of hydrogen with \ spin quantum number. Tatis, i t  is  assumed 
that the resultant s ta tis t ic s  is  Fermi s ta tis t ic s . 0a applying 
10.7 and 10.8 together with the Fermi s ta tis t ic s  the ra tio  of the 
s ta tis t ic a l  weight of the symmetric and antisymmetric rotational 
levels is  A. . .. ' ,.
10.4 The energy level diagram of the asymmetric top iiolecule in  the 
point .group
The rotational energy levels of the asymmetric top molecule 
in  the C2k point group may be distinguished by A (symmetric) or 
B (antisymmetric) with respect to a rotation by 180°, that i s ,  by 
th e ir  behaviour ♦ or -  with respect to  the same rotation (2).
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I f  Co coincides w ith  the axis of the largest moment of* * • . . .
in e rtia , the rotational levels ■■++ and *- are A, and the levels 
';-'+'and — are B respectively.
I f  C2 coincides with the axis of the intermediate moment
o f in e rtia , the rotational levels ++, and are A aid the levels
and -* are B respectively.
I f  C2 coincides with the axis of the smallest moment of 
in e rtia , the rotation levels +* and ■ -+ are A and the levels -fr­
aud - -  are B respectively. Here the +~, and — levels 
have the same meaning as previously.
The rovibronic species my be obtained by
(1) the multiplication rules, which for point group C2h are
; A x A « A  
A x 3 « B x A * B 
B x B «* A
(2) adding the subscript g or u into the rotational sub-group,
depending on.whether the vibronic sta te  is  g o r u (7).
Figs. 9 and 10 illu s tra te  the energy levels of the rsymnictric top 
molecule in tlio C2h point group ( i .e .  gaseous oxalic acid) when 
C2 coincides with the axis of largest moment of in e rtia . Hie 
f i r s t  signs of -.the rotational levels (+*, cdves for
planar aolocules the ’p a r ity ', tlie behaviour with respect to  tho 
inversion, for vibrational sta tes that arc symmetric with respect 
to the plane of the molecule (Ag and Bg). lo r vibrational s ta tes  
that are antisymmetric with respect to th is  plane (Au, Bu) the 
p arities  are reversed. In these diagrams i t  is  assumed that
(a) the electronic ground sta te  is  to ta lly  symmetric,
(b) the resultant s ta tis tic s  is  Fermi s ta tis t ic s .
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Fig. 9 - the rotational energy levels for Ag and Au vibrational 
levels of a C2h molecule when C2 coincides with the 
axis of largest moment of in e rtia
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Fig. 10 - the rotational energy levels for the Bg and Bu 
vibrational levels of a C2h molecule when C2 
coincides with the axis of largest moment of inertia
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' ' Q^FTBR 11 
RDTATXQI^ VIBRATIQI SBLHGTiOH RUIHS FOR 
• . ASTMflTRlC TO M31HC1MS ■ ■
11*1 Infrared rotation-vihration selection rules of asymmetric top 
tiolcculos ■
The infrared rotation-vibration selection rules are assumed 
to be-tho same as those for rotation and vibration separately, 
except tha t i t  is  now the direction of the change o f dipole 
moment during the vibration tha t matters for the rotational 
selection rules (2)* Thus, the selection rules are
av « ±1, ±2P ±n
AJ 85 0 , ±1; J » 0<—[—?J = 0
Furthermore, the selection rules for asymmetric top molecules are 
d ifferent for the different orientations of the transition  moment.
I f  tlie transition  moment lie s  in the axis of least moment 
o f in e rtia  (A-type band), only tlie transitions
"H* ■*—: ; *■ 9 . *3*«*-■*-------------» —«■»
can take place.
I f  the transition moment lie s  in  tlie axis of intermediate 
moment of in e rtia  (B-type band), only the transitions
++■ <--------- 9 *) *5*~-<----------^
can take place.
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I f  the .transition moment lie s  in the axis of largest 
isoinent'of'inertia (C-type band), only the transitions
+4* <------ —  ^*h* p «— ——^ •»—
can take place.
I f  tlie transition  noBients do not l ie  along any axis o f 
moment of in e rtia , that i s ,  i t  has-more than one component along 
the principal axes, that transitionavd.il give rise  to a hybrid 
band. Thus, a hybrid band consists of a superposition of two 
or a l l  three of A**, B-, and O  types. Hie rela tive in tensity  
contributions in a hybrid band depend upon the square of tlie 
dipole moment components along tlie in e rtia l axes.
11.2 Theoretical inferred band envelopes of asymmetric ro tator molecules 
For polyatomic nolecules the resolution and the analysis of 
.the rotational structure of tlie infrared hands appear to be 
rather lim ited. The structure of the unresolved bands of 
asymmetric top molecules has been studied "in great de ta il by many 
authors.
. Hie f i r s t  paper was published in  1958 by Badger aid Zuawalt- 
(26). They carried out calculations concerning the band envelopes 
of asyaaetric top molecules. Three types of bands, A, B, €, 
corresponding to tlie transitions in which tlie dipole moments l ie  
along Hie minor, intermediate and major fixes respectively, were 
calculated and dram for d ifferent sets of parameter p (« y ,
|  aad | )  aid S C«* - p  0, + |) whore p » snd S ** Q.
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The second paper was published by Yarsaayi (112) in 1959 
on the band contours of tlie infrared vapour spectra o f some 
dihalogenobenzene molecules* He bad reported an approximate 
procedure for determining band contours and also applied i t  with 
success in analysing contours o f bands in the infrared spectra 
o f 1*3 diflurorbenzene, o-bromo-fluorobenzene and m-broma- 
fluorobensene*
Tlie th ird  paper iv'as published by Parkin (69) in  1965*
A computer program was developed to save tlie computer time and 
also allow the computer to accommodate a much larger scale 
problem* This program calculated tlie frequencies and in tensities  
o f a band for a molecule with any degree of asymmetry in e ither 
o f tlie combining sta tes , aad integrated these lines into a 
contour which was printed out from the computer in a d irec t 
usable form* The integrated envelope of the band was computed 
from assumed molecular constants. I t  was then compared with the 
observed contour, and then the 'constants were modified u n til a 
su fficien tly  good f i t  was obtained.
The fourth paper was published by Seth Paul and D ijkstra (5S) 
on calculations of PR separations for both symmetric top and 
asymmetric top molecules* A few useful expressions and tables of 
variable parameters were given* The calculated PR separation o f 
87 molecules together with their observed values were also given 
in  th is paper*
Seth Paul also published 2 more papers in 1968* One of 
them published by himself (126) was a review paper on calculations
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or PR separations for a l l  kinds of molecules. The otlier paper 
was published--by him and Meyer (125) on tlie calculation of PR 
separations of hybrid bands in vapour phase infrared spectra.
, The la s t  paper Was published in 1963 by Ueda and 
Shimaiiouchi (71). The program for the calculation of tlie band 
envelopes of asymmetric top molecules that they used was similar 
to that of Parkin. The A, B and C types. envelopes were calculated 
for 40 typical molecules and were presented in th is paper in  
graphical form. This is  currently tho most useful se t of 
calculations available.
11.3 Rammi rotation-vibration selection rules for tlie asymmetric 
top molecules
Ilia Raman rotation-vibration selection rules for asymmetric 
top molecules have been derived by Placzek and Teller (122). The 
vibrational selection rules are the same as discussed before.
The rotational selection rules are
hJ ■* 0, ±1, ±2 (J* + J” >  2)
* and ” indicate the in i t ia l  and final s ta tes . All transitions 
between various rotational levels of the two vibrational sta tes 
that obey these rules are possible.
Furthermore, we have additional selection rules which depend 
on the components of the polarizability  that are not zero for the 
particular vibrational transition. Let x, y, z be the a, b, c 
axes respectively.
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Generally, i f  tlie magnitude of a t least one of
Ci ... im, and a _yy zz
nm
xx
nm
are not zero, the transitions in which
+“V  —> - -
are allowed.
I f  the magnitude of 
'in'which
xy
nm is not zero, kthe transitions
-+«— *—
are allowed.
I f  .Idie magnitude of
which
axz
nm .is  not zero, tlie transitions in
+ +  < — > «*>«* p  + • < — ^  ■+
are alleged*
I f  tlie magnitude of
which
yz
nm .is  not zero, the transitions in
- + P
are allowed
For the to ta lly  symmetric Raman bands the transitions 
between the rotational levels of the same symmetry species of the 
two vibrational states are allowed. Since the rotational 
constants in the upper and the lower sta tes are very nearly the 
same and tlie transitions in which AJ « 0 is  possible, i t  is  
obvious that a large number of lines of the Q branch w ill coincide 
near the band origin. This sharp strong central maximum w ill in 
general be the only feature tha t is  observed.
For non-totally symmetric Raman bands the transitions 
between the rotational levels of d ifferent symmetry species of 
the two vibrational sta tes are allowed. Therefore, the lines of 
tlie Q branch do not, in general, coincide a t the origin. Whether 
the bands form a central maximum or not depends on the asymmetry 
of the molecule and on the po larizab ility  of the molecule. Tlie 
three cases in which 11111 f  0 , aX2 11301 f  0, and cy2 nm f  0 
are comparable with Otype, B-type, and A-type bands in  infrared, 
except for tlie additional transitions A J  « ±2. In general the
bands with -rumcs . f  0 w ill have a central maximum, the other 
noil-totally symmetric Raman bands w ill not have such a sharp 
central maximum of outstanding in tensity  as to the to ta lly  
symmetric Raman bands, but m i l  be more or less broad.
The observation of the width of Raman lines gives a very 
significant way of observation of the ir sta te  of polarization.
In the case when a degree of depolarization of 1 is  observed 
for a Raman line i t  is  probable, but not certain , that i t  
corresponds to a non-totally symmetric vibration, the observation
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of tlie line-width would coafitm the assignment; On the other 
hand, i f  the line is  sharp, only tlie ones for which the degree 
of depolarization is  less than |  w ill be a to ta lly  symmetric 
Raman lines (2).
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■ ' CHAPTER 12 
VIBRATIONAL M30BS OP OXALIC ACID AMD RBVIBW 
OF PREVIOUS IvORK
12.1 Vibrational modes of gaseous oxalic acid
Caseous oxalic acid is  a trans-planar molecule. I t  contains 
a centre of symmetry, a mirror plane a two-fold axis of
rotation. Thus, i t  is  c lassified  in C2h point group.
Table 3
C2h B. %- i A
Ag 1 1 1 1 h s2» y2» *2» yy
Bg 1 -1 1 -1 xz9 yz
Au 1 1 -1 •1 T„z
Bu 1 -1 -1 1 T T x* y
Being an eight atomic molecule, tlie gaseous oxalic acid has 18 
fundamental nodes of vibration.
Table 4
C2h B. ' ^2 (&) i dW )
r to ta l 24 0 0 8
r trans. 3 -1 -3 1
rro t 3 -1 3 -1
rvib. 18 2 0 8
rvib. 7Ag + 2Bg 3Au + 6Bu
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Table 4 shows the symmetry species of the mdes of vibration 
o f gaseous oxalic acid as obtained by group theory. All atoms are 
in the xy plane and z is  the two-fold axis.
Applying the rule of mutual exclusion i t  is  not expected to 
see Raman fundamentals in  tlie infrared spectrum, and vice versa. 
The types of vibration and ac tiv ity  are shorn in Table 5.
Table 5
Species Humber Type Activity
; Ag . 7 in plane Raman
Bg y '2 out of plane Raiaan
An 3 out of plane Infrared
Bu 0 in plane Infrared
12.2 Review of previous work on gaseous oxalic acid
One paper on gaseous oxalic acid was published before th is
work started  by Pava aid Stafford (98). The infrared spectrum
-1 -1was recorded between 4003 cm to  400 cm . Only 4 gaseous
oxalic acid bands were observed a t 3485 cm"*, 1820 enf*', 1325 cnf*»
aid 1240 cm~ ^  a t temperatures between 110° -  140°C. Ho gaseous
*.1 **1oxalic acid bands were observed between 1000 cm to 400 cm .
All observed frequencies agree well with the present work except 
tlie band a t 1240 cm~* wiiich was observed a t 1275 cnT1 in my work.
A spectrum of deuterated oxalic acid was also recorded a t approx­
imately tlie same temperature and was presented in th e ir  paper.
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Ihree bands of deuterated oxalic acid were observed a t 2575 cm~*,
■ *1 ’ ~l1810 cm , and 1220 cm respectively. Assignment of two bands,
0 -  H stretch and C * 0 stre tch , were made without any calculation. 
I t  was reported that spectra of gaseous oxalic acid and deuterated 
oxalic acid were f i r s t  observed a t approximately 105°C.
According to th e ir  work the spectrum of gaseous oxalic acid 
recorded was subject to interference not only by solid  oxalic 
acid from the condensation process, but also by the high back­
ground caused by decomposition products.
- Table 6
Infrared absorption frequencies of gaseous oxalic acid 
and deuterated oxalic acid observed by 
Pava aad Stafford
Frequency cm"*
Oxalic acid Deuterated oxalic acid Assignment
3485 sh 2575 sh 0 -  H (D) stre tch
1830; vs 1820) vs C * 0 stretch
1810, vs 1SO0) vs
1325 s 1220 vs •  *  •  •  •  . •  •  *
1240 br
sh * sharp, vs « very strong, s * strong, br » broad
A second paper appeared during tlie course of tliis work.
This was published by Bardet, Fleury and Tabacik (109). Infra­
red bands of gaseous oxalic acid were observed a t approximately 
112°C. Raman spectra o f oxalic acid in aqueous solution and in 
the crystal phase (a-forra) were also reported in the same paper. 
Assignments of both infrared mid Raman bands were made.
Unfortunately, although they observed more gaseous oxalic 
acid infrared absorption frequencies 'than previously, th is  
paper was badly written for tlie following reasons
(1) Ho spectra were presented in th is  paper.
(2) Although the authors mentioned that the calculations were
made using the structure given by Shibata and Kimura (104) and
tlie Orey-Bradley force f ie ld , they did not give any details of 
th e ir  calculations a t a l l .
(3) I f  they had made a calculation a t least
(a) a se t of force constants should be given;
(b) a se t of calculated frequencies should be given.
C4) Mo rela tive in tensities for either infrared or Raman bands 
were given. -
(5) Some assignments are very doubtful. F irstly , they did not
mention the presence of impurity bands. Two bands a t 1760 cm**1
and 1105 cm"*1, which they assigned to  gaseous oxalic acid, were
found in my work to be formic acid bands. Secondly, they
assigned difference bands by ignoring the corresponding combination
-1  -1baads. Two bands a t 1364 cm and 720 cm were assigned to
-1difference bands without the corresponding bands at 2119 cm and
-11825 cm being observed. According to theory* (2) i t  is  
expected that a conciliation band is  stronger than tlie difference 
band by the Boltsman factor
I(v4 -  V . )  *hcvi
\ ^ c e ~ W mI(Vj * VjJ
where v is  expressed in wave numbers*
Table 7
Infrared absorption frequencies o f gaseous oxalic acid 
observed by Bardet, Floury, and Tabacik
band position 
(csf )
th e ir assignment 
mode ' ■ species CompBTQ with the present work
3484 VS Bu agree
1820 v9 Bu agree
1760 v10*v7 disagree (formic acid)
1364 V2^X3 disagree (no combination band)
1324 v10 Bu agree
1280 V11 Bu agree
1105 V*16 disagree (formic acid)
949 v13^15 not observed
913 v7^17 not observed
821 v7+v13 disagree (impurity)
720 vi r vis disagree (no combination band)
668 v16 Au agree
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band position 
(curl)
the ir assignment 
mode species Compare with the present work
565 v12 Bu not observed
4S2 v17 Au agree
380 v13 Bu not observed
They have given different sysbols for the inplane vibrational 
modes. Urns* for siis|>licityr Table 8 is  given.
Table S
Inplane fundamental modes of gaseous oxa lic  acid -*■- -  ------------ -- T |~r T  —  r 7—................ —i ~i ~ i f i'- ~*r i in r  - irn............i- r - r r  -----------
my symbols th e ir  symbols planar modes of vibration
vi vs Ag symmetric C-C stretch
v2 v2 Ag symmetric C«0 stretch
v3 v3 Ag symmetric C-0 stretch
v4 V1 Ag symmetric (Hi stretch
VS v7 Ag symmetric (~C<^) angle deformation mode*
v6 v6 Ag symmetric (“C^o) anSle  rocking mode*
v7 v4 Ag symmetric CrO-H angle bending mode
v8 v9 Bu anti-syisnetric C«0 stre tch
w9 v10 Bu anti-symmetric C-0 stre tch
v10 v8 Bu anti-synsaetric 0-H stre tch
V11
v12
v12
v13
Bu
Bu
anti-symmetric (-C<X) angle deformation
q mode 
anti-symmetric (-C ^q) angle rocking made
w13 V11 Bu anti-symmetric C-Q-B angle bending mode
* See section IS .4
A th ird  papor on gaseous oxalic acid also appeared during 
the course o f th is  work. This paper by Cyvin and Alfheim (79) 
deals with molecular vibrations and m m  amplitudes of oxalic 
acid monomer. They did not perform any experiment. The 
calculation was made using one oxalic acid band from Nahlovska, Nahlovsky 
and Strand (78), the observed data from Mirata and Kawai (SI) 
which was the t e n  spectrum of oxalic acid solution in methanol,
'and the observed infrared data of Pava and Stafford (98) mentioned 
above. The out o f piano frequencies were calculated from force 
constants from formic acid and acetic acid monomers.
Table 9
Inplaie calculated frequencies for oxalic acid monomer 
from Cyvin and Alfheim (79)
Species No. vtcnf1) origin approximate mode
Ag 1 3506 calc* v(0-H)
Ag 2 2237 calc. v(Ce0)
Ag 3 1762 soln. (51) v(OC)
Ag 4 1457 soln.(Sl) 6 (0041)
Ag 5 852 so ln .(51) 6(00=0)
Ag 6 590 so ln .(51) v(OO)
Ag 7 432 so ln .(51) 6 (0 0 0 )
Bu S 3475 vapour(78) v(Q-H)
Bu 9 1820 vapour(98) v(CO)
Bu 10 1325 vapour(98) 6 (OO-H)
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Species No. vfcsf1) origin approximate mode
Bu 11 1240 vapour(98) v(C-O)
Bu 12 656 calc. ‘ 6 (0 0 0 )
Bu 15 480 calc. 8(C-C-Q)
Bg 1 869 calc. 4m
Bg 2 - V' sos calc. -
Au 1 696 calc. m
Au 2 471 calc. -
Au 3 90 calc.
Although most of the calculated infrared frequencies (Bu) 
are f itte d  well-with the-.observed frequencies , i t  was found th a t:-
(1) Their calculated Raman frequencies do not agree with .the 
observed Raman frequencies of gaseous oxalic acid in my
(2) ■ Their calculated ‘ Raman frequencies and th e ir  assignments
: are completely d ifferent from my work,
(3) The calculated Rama frequency (2237 a ir3-) of the symmetric 
OD stretch is  much higlier than one would expect for acid 
carbonyl vibrations,
12.3 Susgnary of previous work on solid oxalic acid and solutions 
Solid oxalic acid exists in three forms a, 0, and 
dihydrate as shown in Figures 11, 12,15 respectively. The 
structure of each fora has been published in many papers using
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both X-rays and neutron diffraction methods (86), (87), (88), 
(89), (90), (91), (92), (93).
 H—0 \  /Q ...
 On /O -H  o / ° " C\o -H ..
I I _ 0 ^ C\ 0 . H - 0 X  ^ 0 ...
 On /O—II..o / 0 -  ^ 0 —H-
•H—( y  \ 0 ....
Fig. 11 
g-oxalic acid
In a-oxalic acid the carbonyl and hydroxyl groups of a 
single COOH are each associated with different oxalic acid 
molecules giving rise to a planar sheet structure.
11—0
...o /
0  H- ° \ ,  (/ ° ...
0 —H o /  ^ 0 —II-
Fig. 12 
■oxalic acid
In 8-oxalic acid the molecules are linked together in long 
chains by cyclic hydrogen bonds.
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Fig. 13
Oxalic acid dihydrate
The stincture of the dihydrate is similar to that of the 
3-form but with two molecules of water symmetrically placed 
between the carbonyl groups.
So far no complete work on the vibrational spectrum of 
solid oxalic acid has been made. The following papers have been 
published on the spectra of oxalic acid in solution and in the 
solid phase.
(1) Marigan and Bardet (124) published a paper on the Raman 
spectrum of oxalic acid dihydrate crystal. In this paper 7 bands 
were observed, one band at 1647 cm  ^ was assigned to the 
vibrational mode of the other six were assigned to oxalic 
acid dihydrate bands at 449 cm \  575 cm \  724 cm \  850 cm \  
1469 cm and 1761 cm
(2) Murata and Kawai (51) published their work on the infrared 
and Raman spectra of oxalic acid solution in methanol. Four
strong bands a t 432 cnf*, 852 cnf 1457 cnT^ aid 1762 oif*, 
and one weak band a t 590 csf* were observed in the Raman spectrum. 
In the infrared only three bands a t 720 erf*, 1243 cm~*, and 
1650 cm*** were observed.
(3) Bellajnjr ^  Race (62) published a long paper on the infrared 
spectrum of solid  oxalic acid. In'th is  paper infrared spectra of 
a , 0, end the dihydrate forms of oxalic acid including a table of 
bands and some assignments were given.
(4) Lorencelli and Alemagna (110) published a paper on the far 
infrared spectrum of oxalic acid dihydrate between 400 cnT* -
70 can-1.
(5) The work of Bardet, Henry and Tabacik (109) has been 
considered in section 12.2. They included some data on solution 
and solid phase spectra as well as the.vapour phase resu lts  
already discussed.
From the papers above i t  is  obvious that the differences in 
the solid oxalic acid structures resu lt in differences in th e ir  
vibrational spectra. Since the structure o f gaseous oxalic acid 
is  different from that of the solid and also th is work is  dealing 
with the infrared and Raman spectra of gaseous oxalic acid, we w ill 
not discuss the vibrational spectra of solid oxalic acid anymore.
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QIAPTER1 3  '
ftftSICAL AND ae-HCAL PROPERTIES OF OXALIC ACID
13*1 Physical and chemical properties
The physical and chemical properties o f oxalic acid were
published in (73) * The sublimation of tlie anhydrous oxalic acid
s ta rts  a t a temperature somewhat below 100°C and proceeds rapidly
a t 125°C. P artia l decomposition takes place before the molting
point a t 183 ~ 19Q°C, and i t s  decomposition products include
formic acid, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and water.
Dehydrating agents, such as sulphuric acid, accelerate the thermal
decomposition of a l l  forms of the acid. Hie anhydrous acid is
quite soluble in  anhydrous ethyl ether, 23.6 gm per 100 gra of
solvent, while the corresponding value for the dihydrate is  1.47 gm
per 100 gm. Anhydrous oxalic acid my be crystallised from warn
n itr ic  or sulphuric acid.
Oxalic acid crysta llises from water as the dihydrate but
readily loses i t s  water of crysta llisation  when heated rapidly. 
Complete removal of water may be accomplished by heating under
reduced pressure or by refluxing in a low boiling solvent capable
of forming a water aseotrope. I ts  so lub ility  in  water increases
with temperature. Approximate so lub ility  values are given by
the following formulasi from 0°C to 60°C the so lub ility  is
given by
S « 3.42 ♦ Q*168t ♦ O.GQ48t2;
m  -
and from SO°C to 90°C by
S * 0 .333t + 0.003t2;
where S « gm (OQCXQj P3r 100 gm solution, t  ■«* °C
' Table 10
Plr/sical and cliemical properties of oxalic acid
Oxalic acid anhydrous, (CQ3i I) 2 (presumably a form)
Melting point 1S7°C
vapour pressure, range 6Q°C -  105°C logP^ » -(4726.9S/T)+12.2229 
specific heat, range -200 -  *SO°C Cp -  0.259 * 0.00076T
heat o f combustion 
heat of formation a t 18°C 
heat of solution (in water) 
heat of sublimation 
heat of decomposition 
thermal conductivity a t 0°C 
ionization constant,
h
60.1 kcal/reolc
195.36 kcal/mole
-9.58 kJ/iaole
21.6S kcal/noie
197.60 kcai/isslc
9.0 x l£ f3 vmtt/Ccai*) (°C/on)
6.5 x ID*”2 
*-S6.0 x 10
coefficient of expansion a t 25°C 1.784 x 10~  ^ ml/(gm) (°C)
Oxalic acid dihydrate (GQOH^^HgO 
Belting point
density,
.20,refractive index, n D 
heat o f solution (in water)
101.5
1.653
1.475
-35.5 kJ/mole
.2 Vapour pressure of anhydrous oxalic acid
In 1926 W* Albert Noyes J r . ,  and Delbert E. Wobbe worked 
out an approximate equation to calculate the vapour pressure of 
anhydrous oxalic acid a t different temperatures.
Since a t temperatures higher than 105°C the oxalic acid 
decomposes quite rapidly i t  i s  obvious that
(a) d irect measurements of the vapour pressure are very 
d iff ic u lt to carry out;
(b) the values obtained would be o f doubtful accuracy. 
Hence they performed the vapour pressure measurements a t 
temperatures ranging from 60°C to 10S°C. The deserved values 
agree well with the calculated values using the egression
1°% # « -(4726.95/T) ♦ 12.223
P is  expressed in millimetres and temperature is  expressed in 
degrees absolute.
I t  is  assumed that th is  expression can be used for the 
purpose of extrapolation. A graph which shows the relation  
between the vapour pressure and the temperature is  then 
obtained.
Table XI
The calculated pressure o f anhydrous oxalic acid 
a t  different temperatures
Temperature °C Calculated pressure in  nm
80 • 0.068
90 0.159
100 0.355
110 0.759
120 1.567
130 3.116
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P R E S S U R E  m m .  H3
SO 30 100 110 120 130 14050
T e m p e r a t u r e  ° C
Fig. 14
The vapour pressure of oxalic acid against temperature
15.5 Molecular structure of gaseous oxalic acid
Two papers wore published on the structure of gaseous oxalic 
acid using the electron diffraction method.
The f i r s t  paper was published before th is  work started  by 
Shibata aid Kimura (104). They interpreted th e ir results on the 
basis of a planar trans-conformation (Fig. 15) with the following 
' parameters:-
In tlie ir calculation they assumed tha t the scattering effect 
of hydrogen atoms is  negligible.
The second paper. appeared during the course of th is  work and 
was published by Nahloyska, Nahlovsky ~and Strand(78). They also 
interpreted the ir results on the basis o f planar traas-conformation 
with the following parameters:-
C -  C distance «■ X.54°A * 0.06°A
C >= 0 distance = 1.22°A ± Q.Q2°A
C -  0 distance = 1.37°A t  0.02°A
Z_ 0 = C -  C
Z .0 = C -  0 = 125° i  3°
■» 122° ± S°
G - C distance *» 1.54SA ± D.O04A
C “ 0 distaice » 1.203A ± 0.001 A
C - 0  distance * 1.339A ± 0.002A
0 -  H distance = 1.056A ± 0.014A
!_ 0 « C - 0
L  o » c - c 
l_c -  0  -  H
•= 125° ± 0.2°
-  123.1° ± 0.9°
= 104.4°,± 2.3°
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Two models of gaseous oxalic acid were suggested in the 
la t te r  paper. In the f i r s t  model the 0 - H bonds pointed away 
from the neighbouring carbonyl oxygens as shown in Fig. 15.
The second model was obtained by rotating the hydrogen atoms 
180° around the C - 0  bonds as shorn in Fig. 16. With the 0 - H 
bonds pointing towards the neighbouring carbonyl oxygens, hydrogen 
bonds are formed. Both models f i t te d  the electron d iffraction  
data quite well.
Fig. 15 
F irst model
Second model
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; The authors suggested that, the structure of gaseous oxalic 
acid is  more likely  to be the -second model because of
(a) the frequency s h if t  of the 0 -  H stretching band from 
the free 0 -  H stretching band position;
(b) the 0 - H bond length is  longer than the free 0 -  H 
bond, which they thought v;as caused by the weak 
intramolecular effect of H bond.
Comment -
I would like to  say that the evidence that they have given 
is  not yet enough to conclude that there are H-bonds in the 
single molecule because of the following reasons
(a) Usually when there is  H-bonding the 0 -  H asymmetric 
stretching frequency is  accompanied by band broaden­
ing# According to the spectrum recorded th is band
—1 -1is  a t 3475 cm , approximately 2SO cm from the
0 -  II asymmetric stretch of water (2), and i t  is  
quite sharp.
(b) At room temperature the oxalic acid becomes .polymerised# 
I t  is  more likely  that with the f i r s t  model i t  w ill
be easier for free molecules to become polymers#
(c) As both models f itte d  the electron diffraction data 
quite well, thus, more information is  required before 
the conclusion is  made#
With the above possib ilities  in mind, the subsequent calcul­
ations are made on both models#
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CHAPTER 14
PRINCIPAL MOMENTS OF INERTIA AND PRINCIPAL AXES 
OF GASEOUS OXALIC ACID
14.1 (a) Principal moments of inertia, of the gaseous oxalic acid 
First model
b axis
Fig. 17
Gaseous oxalic acid 1st model
Let the oxalic acid molecule be in the xy plane in which 
the origin is at the centre of the C - C bond and the x axis 
coincides with this bond.
Using molecular parameters given by Nahlovska, Nahlovsky 
and Strand (78) we have
C - C = R = 1.548 A 
C = 0 = r ^ = r ’^= 1.208 A 
C - 0 = r 2 = r ' 2 = 1.339 A 
0 - H. = r^  = = 1.056 A
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L _  c -o o  = al a a * 1 £3
•1 0
JL <m •  JL
L  c-c-o =
a 2
2=
a t 2
e 111.9°
/_ o-c=o = a3 » a f - a 125.0°
£
S3 ts 56.9°
/ C-O-B " 0 S3 0 *  ■ ts 104.4°
e S3 e * ts 7.5°
I *> 2ra0(r-jSin<>>)2 + 2n (r2sin(c3-<;.))2 + 2ra,,(r2Sia(a,-$) -ivsine)2 
= 64.60248 ®nu. (A)2
ly  = 2ac ( | ) 2 + 2rao(r.cos<j ♦ | ) 2 + 2ao(r2c»sCa3- 4.) + |} 2 
♦ 2T^j(r,cos8 >  r2cos(a.-if) .+ & 2
■ 142.81538 am.(A)2
T «* T + Tz x  y  
« 227.415S6 snu.fA)2
Iw ' “ “2EbCri sin^C r i c0S4i + f)  + 2ci0(r2sin(a3-4.))(r2cosCo3-4') ♦
O
«• 2rarj(r2sin(a3**4>) -  r^sine) (r~coso ♦ i^cosfa..-^) * j )
« 9.32566 aura. (A)2
i « yr m.x. *=0
X2  ^  1 X 1
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The matrix X is  constructed in which
X
I -I -I wX xy xz
-I I v, **1yx y ys
-I - i Irrzx sy %
. . . . . .  14 *1
The three roots o r the three principal moments of in e rtia  can be 
determined by solving the determin&nta! equation of X (18), thus
84.60248 -  I -9.32566 O'
-9.32566 142.81338 -  T 0
G 0 227.41586 - I
0 . . . . . .  14.2
Thus, the three principal moments of in e rtia  are 83.14496 am.(A)2,
144.2709 aira.(A)2 and 227.41586 aimi.(A)2
(b) Principal axes of the gaseous oxalic acid
F irs t model
Let a, b, c bo the three principal axes about which
I » 83.14496 amu. (A)2 a
I, = 144.2709 sail. (A)2
D v 1
I « Z27.4158S amu. (A)2
V
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T h e  m a t r i x  C c a n  b e  d i a g o n a l i z c d  b y  a n  o r t h o g o n a l  m a t r i x  S 
SO ' t h a t
Ta 0 0
1 Vf* _b ** Q l b 0 . . . . . .  14•o
0 ■ 0 V
. As t h e  o x a l i c  a c i d  i s  a  p l a n a r  m o le c u le  t h e  p ro b le m  i s  
e a s i e r  b e c a u s e  t h e  z  a x i s  c o i n c i d e s  w i t h  t h e  c  tax is  an d *  t h u s ,  
t h e  m a t r i c e s ' X a n d ' S  c a n  b e  r e d u c e d  t o  s e c o n d  o r d e r  s o  t h a t
$~l XS
X ;“Na . •
• • • • • •  14*4
I f  1 «  8 3 .1 4 4 9 6  amu. (A )2 a n d  e, ( i t ,  + j n , ) th e n
/I
84*60248  -  S 3 .1 4 4 9 6  
-9 .3 2 5 6 6
- 9 .3 2 5 6 6
142 * 8 1 3 3 8  ~ S 3 .1 4 4 9 6
13 0  • • • • • •  14* S
t h a t  i s
1 . 4 5 7 5 2 ^  -  9 . 3 2 5 6 6 ^  *  0 14.6
• 9 .3 2 5 6 6 ^  + 5 9 .6 6 8 4 2  *= 0 1 4 .7
* . e x *  0 .9 8 S i  + 0 .1 5 4 4 2 j
10S -
If I * 144.2709 arm. (A)2 ruicf e. - i  (i£ . 4. jm7) then
 ^ Vi ~ "
54.602-4 8 -  144 .270:  
-9 .3 2 5 6 6 142 .81538  ~ 144 .2709
0 14,
that is
9 .o2566su  ® 0 . . . .  14.9
-0 " / ? „  -j Ar.yt'
0 /  V  V '. ?j  'v  X  «  *>  . j  /  %) *: . . . . .  14.10
« -0 .1 5 4 4 2 1  + 0 .9 8 3 j
The transformation mtrix S can be constructed from and ^  as
shorn below
-0.154-
\ j * . L  ..j  t " * - >
. . . . . .  14.11
The transformation matrix here can be written' as
cos 0 -sin 0
sin 0 cos Q
14.12
On coaparincr 1 4 .1 1  and 1 4 .1 2  we have
e = S°53’
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That is , the a and b axes are 8°53r Inclined to the x and y axes 
respectively, as shown "in Fig. 17.
14.2 Principal moments of inertia and the principal axes of gaseous 
oxalic acid
Second model
.8 ax i s
Fig. 18
Gaseous oxalic acid 2nd model
The molecule is in the xy plane in which the C - C bond 
coincides with the x axis. Using the molecular parameters given 
by Nahlovska, Nahlovsky and Strand (78) and the same method as before, 
the results are
I = 88.37968 amu. (A) 2
Ib = 133.15992 amu. (A) 2
I = 221.5396 amu. (A)2c  y
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The c axis coincides with the z axis end the a and b axes 
are at 7°28,30M inclined to the x and y exes respectively as 
shown in Fig. IS.
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CHAPTER 15 
THE G-MATRIX OF THE INPLANE VIBRATIONS 
OF GASEOUS OXALIC ACID 1ST MODEL 
G-matrices for both models were constructed using the method 
described in chapter 5.
15.1 Evaluation of the B-matrix of the inplane vibrations
4
Fig. 19
In the first model of gaseous oxalic acid there are 15 
internal co-ordinates, 7 bond stretching co-ordinates and 8 
angle bending co-ordinates, as follows:- 
Bond stretching co-ordinates 
AR = change in C-C distance
Ar^  = Ar’  ^ = change in C=0 distance
Ar2 - Ar*2 = change in C-0 distance
Ar^  = Ar'g = change in 0-H distance
- IDS -
Angle bending co-ordinates
Aa^  85 Aa1-^ * change in -'C-CO angle
Acu = Aa!? a change in C-C-0 angle 
Aa^  ~ Aa^ « change in O-CO angle 
A3 ~ AS* ** change in OO-H angle
For simplicity each atom is labelled by a number as shown 
in Fig. 19 above. B-matrix elements are evaluated using Wilson*s 
S vector method (see section 5.2) and the results are:
B~matrix elements of the inplane vibration of gaseous oxalic acid 
(1st model)
Since r  ^ « r*^, ^  e r*2> r  ^ *= r 1^ , c .^® s ’p  02 « a *^ »
ag ■« a 'y  .& ’** .3* * <f> ~ 1 ? e « e* 
the elements of the B-matrix can be written as;-
(AR,Ax1) -  -1 
(AR,AX2) * 1
(A T p A X 2 )  *  -C O S <f>
( M >ay2) ® sin <p
( **. ,Ax-,) « cos $
C " .Ayj *■ -sin <1
(Ar‘,,AXj) «* cos 4> 
( " ,Ay,) *> -sin if
C" ,Ax6) ■= -cos 1.
C " .Ay6) 0  sin $
(Ar,,AX2) =  - C O S ( a „ - c j )  (Ar'2 »AXj) “  COS ( a --If)
C " »Ay2) = -sin(a3-$) ( " ,Ayx) ■ sin(a3-<.)
(  "  ,AX4 )  “  COS(a3-A )  (  "  ,A X7)  ■« -COS ( a ~ - $ )
C " ,Ay4) “ sin(a3-t) ( " ,Ayy) -  -sin(a3-*)
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(Ar5,AX^ ) « -COS 9
( f* ,Ay )^ 13 sin 9
( H ,AXg) e COS 9
( " tAyr) * -sin 9
(tjAa^Ay-j) R
(Ar’^^Ax )^ « cos 9 
{ • * ,AYj) « -s in  e 
( ,? »AXg) » -cos 9 
( " *Ayg) >  sin 0
Cr2Aa2,Ayi) *
R
( If -{sin 0 c " ,&X2) “
( , a / 2 )  c r l-{|T” *  COS c " »ay2) “
c jAX^ ) ■* sin  4 c " ,&x4) ■
( ♦f t&y3) ~ COS $ c ” »&y4) =
^ r l r 2Act^AXj) « {r~sin$+ ** r^sin (a ~-<?)}/*, r nf i  <£»
c ff i^y 2) ~ {r?cos$ - r^cosfttj -*) ) / ,/rxr 2
c ff s a x 3 ) « .-^sin^/Zr X I
c ♦ » ,Ay3) - - r 9cos<(>//rMl \r*X im
c ,*x4) ** -r^sinfa^-
( ft »&y4) ~ r^cos(a^- 1
( r ' l Aa «■ sin 4 ( r 12&a' 2
( ff .^yj) ■ r l* jr- * COS $ C ■* AV *»»*V
( M ,&y2) ’ r i  “ " R C *«
c »J 55 —s i n  $ c M ,AX2)
( Tf . % )  ■c -cos 4> c "  »Ay7)
co$(a~-$)
■'{jp * cos(a3-4>)}
R
-  i n  -
(/r^r^Aet^jAXj) « -{r^sin* + r^siafaj-#)}//r^r.> 
C T* '• ,&y«) « {2\cos(eu~d) - r^ cosAl/Zr, r,
.L  J . jt> j£ JL **
( ” ,*x4) « r,sin^A¥jr,
( " ,Ayfi) « r2c o s $ / /^
( ,ftx?) « rxsln (a j-« )//f^
( " .Ay;) ■ -rjC o sC a^ -^ /y f^
(tO%AS44x,) * -B?in («--4.) /Sr^T-
C " »A/i) = r-cos(a-»$)/yf7t^
iir4 * J  «✓
{ M , ax.} » '{ r - s in (a ,- r t  ~ r ?sine} /Z r^ ry
( M ,&y«) *» -{r*cos(<*.r~«fO * r ?coso>/v^%rL
iw? 3  &  • **  *j
( w ,ax~) » r*y$tm/fa^v~
«? *• u  J
( ” ,A>v) » r ,c a s 5 //r ,r -
«►/ ■*<?
( / r T^ rT«Afi, ,A>;i ) « r^ s in fa ^ l/Z r^ r-  
( M #&yj) ■ -r^cos(o3- r t / / y ^
( M ,ax7) * {r7sin& -  r*sin(at~$)}/Zr7iv
/  *»* «*»* *■# * *
( ” »Ay7) « ( r?cose * r~cos(«~-$) } //r7r~
{ “ «AXo) » ~x7sine/Zi%rZ
O  $4  ■ ■ lU
( " »ay§) » - r2coso /«^r:
All the other elements are zero
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15.2 D-matrix elements of the inolane vibration of gaseous oxalic acid
m u  i     u • m  n ■■■■ in......  ........  ■ — .. . i n  m li        i u m  I ■■■— K .   ■ »............  ■ -■■ ■ ■■ I i il ■! liKi'HWi
(1st model)
(aM xj) = -/yc
(a r,ax 2) = Jvc
(Ar31 a -v'iT MC
( " ,Ay2) - 4TC
C " ,AX.) ■ A
C " .Ay 3) “ - /"o
(Ar'pAXj) » /jil cos
( " .A'^) » sin $
( " ,ax6) ■= cos $
( ” »Ar6) *», ^  sin  $
(Ar2,Ax2) = cos (a«-6)
( " »Ay>) = sin(a,-$)
<Mr W  W
( ” >AXj) = cos(a3-«f)
C " .Ay4) = 4 )0 sinC o^-*)
(Ar’^AXj) = ^  cos(a3-$) 
( " >A>'j) = ^  sin(a--ij)
C " ,AX7) = cos(a3- r t
( " ,A)'7) = ~./v0 sin(a3-$)
(Ar3,Ax4) = cos e 
( ” ^  sin e
( " »ax3) ■= t'tj. cos e 
( " .Ays) *= sin 0
(Ar'3,Ax«) = iC  cos © 
( " ,Ay7) = sin 6
( " ,Axg) ■« cos e
C " » >’s) = sin e
(rjAaj.Ayj) •= ~/vc (rj/R) (r2A«2,Ay.j) ■= (r2/R)
( 11 ,AX2) * ~/vc sin $ C " ,6*2) •= sin(a3-<>)
C " .Ay2) “ Uj / R * cos 4.) ( *' ,Ay2) <=+^ Tc{rz/R + cos(a3-$)}
{ " ,Ax3) = iVQ sin 4 ( " ,ax4) = >V0 sin (a3~4>)
( " ,Ay5) = 4TQ cos t  ( " , y4) “ -/u0 cos(o3-©)
(/r^A oj.A X j) = Vjr {r2sin< * r^sin(a3-A)}//r^x^ 
( "  ,fly2) * {r2cos<;> -  r^cos ( a  »-<;■) ) / ^ ^ 2
( ” ,ax3) « r2 s i n t / / r ^
( ” M $  «. -•%  r ,  coso/Zi^rj
( " ,ax4) * -Jv0 r 3 s in C o j-^ /^ r^
( " M t)  = rx c o s f a j - ^ /^ T j
(r'jA a ', ,AXj) ■= J^T. sin  *
C " M\) ~ {rx/R + cos*)
C " M 2)  “ (rx/R)
( ” »ax6) » sin-*
C " M 6) ■ “»fr0 cos *
(r^A a^.A x,) ■ sin(a3-$)
(  "  “  “ * ^c  t ^ / R  +  COS ( a . - 4 ) }
t " ,A>-2) -  .^c (r2 /R)
( " .Ax?) ■* ->V0 sin(o5-*)
( " M'-j) 0 ’G0 cos(o3-*)
(/r'jr^Aa'j.AXj) » - 1/5  ^ {r-jSin* + r,sin(a„-o)}/Vr,r2 
C " M i)  * ^  (rjCosCoj-*) -  r2cos*}//rjr2
( " »«%) » T^0 r2 sin © /^ r ,
( " M 6) “ ^  r 2 cos *//F[r^
( " .AXy) “ ^  Tj sin(a3-*)/yf]x^
( " ,*y7) " -JvQ r x cos(a3- * ) / r ^ ^
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(s^F3AE,&x2) -  r3 sin(as-.j>)//f2r3 
C " M 2) “ ^  r3 cos(o3-4 ) /^ r ^
( " ,&x.) ■= Jv0 {r~ sin(a--<j.) -  r2sine)//r2r3
( " ,4y4) * - A  (r- cos(e3-4) ♦ r2coso}//r2r
C '' ,fix5) = r , sinn//r2r3
( " »4ys) = ^  r2 c o s 9 / / r ^
( / r '2r ' 3t0 ',iX i) <= /uc r 3sin(a3-0)/> ^F 3
C " .iyj) ■=-»'mc r3cos(a3-r t /i^ i^
C " .4X7) “ {r2sine -  r 3sin(o3-4 )} //r2r 3
C ’’ ,Ay-} =• Vji^  {r2cos8 + r3cos(«--$) } //r2r3
t  "  , a x s)  =  - /jiJ 'j r ,  s i i i s / i ^ r j
( " ,iy s) “ ^ r 2 cose/Ziyr-
All the other elements are zero
vh  “  i ,
i i
V/iicre m , m 9 m, are the masses of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atomsv» v n
respectively.
trJ
u s  -
15.3 G-matrix elements in internal co-ordinates o f the inplaae 
vibration of gaseous oxalic acid (1st modal)
6(1,1) S3 2p_c
G(l,2) m cos $
6(1,3) «s -ac cos '4
6(1,4) . ts ~Vic C05(c*3~$)
6(1,S) a ■•Mc COS(a3-^)
G(l,6) ' e . 0
6(1,7) » 0
6(1,8) ts •uc sin $
6(1,9) *8 - pc sin(t*3-$)
6(1.10) SB Mc {r2 sin$ * sin(e3-$) > /^ * 2
G (l,ll) S3 -wc sin  $
6(1,12) SB -uc s i n ( a ^ )
6(1,13) ts wc (r2 sin$ ♦ sin(a.pfO }/*/r1r2
G(l,14) IB -uc r 3 sinC«3*-#)/^2r 3
6(1,IS). ts -Pc sin(a3-4)/A*2r 3
6(2,1) a -u , COS 0
6(2,2) m
6(2,3) 8S 0
6(2,4) m uc cos
6(2,5) a 0
6(2,6) SB 0
6(2,7) SB 0
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r l
6(2,8) « *^c IT  sin ^
6(2,9) **. |r~ sin  $ + vc sin
6(2,10) « - pc sina^//r^r2
6(2,11) ■» -yc ^  sin  #
6(2,12) *» wc sin $
G£2,13} « 0
6(2,14) « vc r« s in ^ /& 2Ts 
6(2*15) « 0
6(3*1) ® **nc cos $
6(3,2) •  0
6(3,3) -  yc ^ J40
6(3,4) » 0
6(3,3) ® pc cos ag
6(3,6) * 0
6(3,7) •' 0
r l6(3,8) * ,pp sin $
G(3,9) -  yc ^  sin $
G(3,10) -  0
*1 .G(3,ll) « n*c ^  sin *
*26(3,12) ** sin$ yi^  sina~
6(3,13) ■ - pc sina3/vE^r2 
6(3,14) *» 0
6(3,15) •  uc r 3 s i n a j / ^ r j
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6(4,1) «* COS(a3«^)
6(4,2) » uc cos ou
6(4,3) . •  0 
6(4,4) « mq ♦ vQ
6(4,5) * 0
6(4,6) * cos $
6(4,7) « 0
T-
■6(4,8)- Pc sin(a~-$) * Wc Sin(a3) 
G(4,9) ■» -»ic 3 p s in (a 3“4)
G(4,10) ■ - pc r2 sina3/y fp ^
*1G(4,X1) -  uc ^  sin (a3-*)
G(4,12) -  -uc  ^  sin (as- 4)
G(4,13) -  0
G(4,14) *  -u0 r2 s in g /v ^ fj
G(4,1S) -  0
G(S,1) -  -uc cos(a3- 4)
6(5,2) = 0
G(5,5) ■ Mc  COS o3
G(5,4) » 0
6(5,5) » vc + U0
G(S,6) -  0
G(S,7) » pD cos B
*
6(5,8) ** uc sin (o3**4)
G(S,9) « **yic ^  Sin(a3**^ )
6(5,10) •  0
rl6(5,11) » yc |r -  sln(a3-^) *. uc sin «3
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6(5,12) * ~pc ^  sin(a£~$)
6(5,13) * -uc r2 sin  a3/ / r ^
6(5,14) ® 0 
6(5,15) » ~*o T2
6 (6 ,1) »' 0
6(6,2) « 0
6(6,3) » 0
6(6,4) « yQ COS 0
6(6,5) « 0
6(6,6) « u0 * ^
6(6,7) « 0
6(6,8) » 0
6(6,9) « -pQ sin  S
6(6,10) « iiQ s in e //  r^r2
6(6 ,11) « 0 
6(6,12) -  0
6(6,13) « 0
6(6,14) «* -jip r 3 s in ^ /t^ r^
6(6,15) ■ •  0
6(7,1) * 0
G(7,2) « 0
6(7,3) « 0
6(7,4) « 0
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0(7,5) •  |i0 cos g
0(7,0) » 0
0(7,7) * V  *
6(7,8) •/O' . ' . ' .
0(7,9) « 0
0(7,10) <* 0
6(7,11) •  0
6(7,12) ■ -ii0 sin  8
0(7,15) « mq sin$//r^X2
0(7,14) « 0
6(7,15) , •  rg s in g /^ T g
0 (8 ,1) •  sin f
r iG(8,2) -  - m_ sin  «
0(8,3) -  - M ^ s i n j
0(8,4) * pc IT s n^C«3“4>) ♦ Pc sin <*3
* 1
G(8,5) ■» wc jr* sin(oj-4)
0(8,6) -  0
0(8,7) •  0
**i2
0(8,8) * 11 {2— ♦ 2|t~ cos$ . 1} ♦ 11 .
• ^2 ji ” 2*
6(8,9) * -2uc (r1r2/R2)-  Mg g -co s(o 3-$) “ nc ^ -co s$  - mc cosbj
G(8,10) ■ {uc (r12/R)cos (aj-<>) + m^ coso- -  mc ( r ^ /^ c o s ^
-  V 2  * voTZ} /^ Z  
6 (8 ,U) -  ZMg^/R2)-* 2Mc (r1/R)cos 4
6(8,12) « -2pc (r1r2/R2) -  cos («,.-.>) -  Mc (r2/Rlcos 4
G(8,13) -  {wc (ri 2 / R-)C0 S a^3”^  '  wc (r1r2 /R )co si> } //r^
G(B,14) -  {-wc r 3  cosa- -  pc (r1 r3 /R)cosCo3 -$ )} /* ^ f^
G(8,15) *» -uc (rxr3 /R) cos(0 3 - 4.)/v ^ r^
G(9,l)
G(9,2)
G(9,3)
G(9,4)
G(9,S)
G(9,6)
G(9,7)
G(9,8)
GC9.9)
0(9,10}
G (9,ll)
G(9,12)
G(D,13)
G(9,14)
G(9,15)
*2
“ “c 1“ Sin$ + “c siaa3
-  pc (r2 /R)sin *
* “Pc (r2 /R) sin(a--^)
-  -Pc (r2 /R )sin(a3-$)
* -w0 sin  $
« 0
■ -S y ^ r ^ /R 2) * yc  (r^/R) cos («£*$) -  uc (r2 /R)cos
-  yc  cos
« y ^ ^ / R 2) ♦ (2r2/R) cos'(aj-4) * 1 } + yQ 
“ ty;(r22^  cos* + uc r2 C0Sa3 ” wc(rl r2/^  cosCa3~4)
” "c rI ■ "o rl}/^ ?2 -
“ *2v*c (ri r2/R2) “. ««c*ar*>" >jc(r2/R) C0S ♦'
■ 2tic  (r2 2 /R2)*  2pc (r2 /R)cos(a3-$)
“ <Pc (*,2I/R) cw* " wc (rl rZ I^ cosC“3~4) )/f^ 2  
" {pc (r2r3/R)cos(a3-^} * mc r3 «■ pQ r3 - u0 r2 cose}/
“ lic (w^ 2^/R)C0S(a3~$)
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0(10,i) « ^ { ^ s in ^  * r^ sin C a^ ) 
6 (1 0 ,2 )  «  - |ic r ^ s i a a s / / r ^ r 2  
6(10,3} -  0
6(10,4) « n i^ s in c s^ /i^ rg  
6(10,5) * 0
6 (1 0 ,6 )  «  p ^ j S i n a / Z r ^
6(10,7} '«■ 0
6(10,8) ® {|ic (r12/R)cos(as~#)  ^ -  pc (r^/R)cos^
- « c r 2 "  V 2 ) / ’^ L i>2 
G(10,9) -  {nc (r2z/R)cos* ♦ »cr2cosa3 > pc (r1r2/R)cosCas-*)
” .V x  “ *orl } / , / f ? 2
6(10,10) « pc<rx/r^  ♦ (r2/*i) -  2c0Sr3> ♦■. P o f^ /r^  + (r2/r^> 
6(10,11) * (vc (r^/R jcosfaj-rt -  mc (SjT /^R) c o s ^ > // r^
6(10,12) * (pc (r22/R)cos^ -  ^ ^ (r^ /R jco sC aj^ ) } / t ^ f 2
6(10,13) •  0
6(10,14) « (pcr 3cosa3 -  ^cfrl r3^r2) ~ yo (r l r 3^r 2) * ^ r^co sg )/
^ T r 3 
6 (1 0 ,1 5 ) = 0
G (ll,l)  » m c sin #
6 (1 1 ,2 ) -  - u c  ( t x/R)  s in  t
6 (1 1 ,3 ) «'■ -wc  (rx/R) s in  *
G(ll,4) -  pc (r1/R)sin(a3-«)
6(11,5) « ^(Tj/RjslnCaj-*) ♦ wc sin *3 
G(ll,6) -  0
G(U,7) » 0
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0(11,8) « 2^ ( 1^ ) *  2uc (r1/Rjcos f
0(11,9) » “^ c (r i r 2 ^ 2) ~ vc (r l ^  cos 0*3*4) -  vc (r 2/R) C0S 4
0(11,10) * (uc (r|/R)cos(«3-rt -  yc (r3r2/R)ajs4}/»/^ 2 
0(11,11) •  pcC2 (rxa/R2) * 2 (rj/lljcos* ♦ 1 } ♦ ^
6 (1 1 ,12} « -2pc (r^/H 2) * wc (ij/R)cos(ctg-4) -  uc (r2/R)cos$
-  jic cos
G(I1,13) * {vc (r^2/R) cos(a3“<j») ♦ y i ^  cosa^ ~ wc (r^ /R jeo s^
S V 2 “ V o V ^ J -
G(11,14) « -wc (r^r^/ft) cos (a3~$)
0(11,15) “ {^ (r^ j/^ co sfo j-r t -  ncrjC0Sa3) / i^ r 3
0 (12 ,1) “ n*c sin (<*£-$)
0(12,2) « uc (r2A )sin  4
0(12/3) ® pc (r2/R)sin4 * wc sintig
G(X2,4) -  -Mc (r2/R)sinCa3- «
G(I2,5) * -w (r?/^) sinfoj-^)
G(X2,6) = 0
0(12,7) * sin $
G(X2,8) -  - a ^ ^ r j / R 2) - n c (r1/R)cos(a3- 4) -  «c (r2/R)cos 4 
G(X2,9) -  2i.c (r22/R2) ♦ 2uc (r2/R)cos(a3- 4)
G(X2,lp) •  {»ic (r22/R)cos4 -  ^ ( r j r ^ c o s f o j ^ J l / v f j ^ j
G(12,XX) •  -2|ic (r ir2/R*)“ uc (rj/R)cos(oj-^) -  jic (r2/Ft) cas$ -  uc cosa3
G(X2,X2) « 11 {2 r 22 ♦ 2r 2 C0s(a,-$) ♦ X) ♦ v„
V  “ **** fT "  O W
0(12,13) * ^ cr 2 cos*3 + vc (r 22/R)cos4 -  jic ( r^ /f^ e o s fa j-# )
'  V x  -
G(X2,X4) » iic («'i^r2j/R)cos(o3-4)
G(X2,X5) » {tic ('r2r 3/R')cos(a3- 4) ♦ ncr 3 ♦ uQr 3 -  n ^ c o s s V /r j r -
6(13,1) .» / :wc{r2s iii^ > > 1$in(a3- r t ) / i 'S ^
6(15,2) « 0 
6(13,3) *
G(13,4) * 0
6(13,5) « *"pcr2Sina3 /|/rl r 2 
6(13,6) « 0 
6(13,7) « p o s in g /
6(13,8) » iu ^ T ^ /R )c o s la ^ }  -  vc (rxr2/R)'c6s0/Jrjrz 
6(13,9) * (yc (r22M)cbs^ " uc (r1r 2/R)cos(a3-ti> /f/r p ^  
6(13,10) ** 0
6(13,11) * '-{iic (r1a/R)a>s£o3-4) + u ^ co sa^  -  pc ( r ^ / f t )  cos$
" Vz -  wor2}/,^ ? 2  
6(13,12) » {ucr 2cosa3 ♦ , c (r22/R)cos* -  nc (r1r2/R)cos(a3-«)
" V i “ V i^ ^ a
G(13,13) ■ ^ ( ( r j / r ^  + (r2/rj)  -  2cosa3) + u0®Tj/r2) +(r2/r^} 
6(13,14) » 0
6(13,15) *■ {Mcr 3COSa3 " vc(rl r3 ^  ~ *loCr l r3^r 2^  * »0r l cospJ 
^ 3
6(14,1) * *-ycr3sin(a3* ^ )/» ^ r3 
6(14,2) « p ^ s in c ^ /^ r 2r 3 
6(14,3) * 0
6(14,4) » -M0r 2s in f j /^ F 3 
G(14,5) •  0
6(14,6) « -p ^sin e /Z r^T j 
6(14,7) » 0
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G(14,S) * {-ucr3cosa3 -  ^ (r ^ /R jc o s C o j -^ lM ^
G(14,9) -  (uc (r2r3/R)cos(a3-<>) + Pc r 3 + nor3 -  w0r2ct>SB)//f? 3  
G(14,10) -  {W(;r3cosa3 -  wc (rxr ^  -  v0 (Txr^ Tz)* u ^ r a s s J / ^  
G(14,ll) « -vc (r1r3/R)cos(a3- 4)/i^^r3 
G(14,12) » ii,. (^ ? 3/R)cos(a3-4)
G(14,13) «= 0
G(14,14) « Mc (r3/r2) f  w0fir2/^3) ♦ " 2cosS} * »H^2/r 3)
G(14,15) «* 0
G(15,l) «■ -iicr3sin(a3-4 )/» ^ r3 
6(15,2) = 0
GC1S.3) <= wcr3slno3/ / ^
G(1S,4) = 0
6(15,5) =■ -vQTzs m /& ? 5 
6(15,6) -  0
G(1S,7) -  n<0r3s in B /^ r 3
G(15,8) «* -uc (r1r3/R)cos(a3-4 ) /i^ r 3
G(1S,9) -  , c ( ^ ? 3/R)cos(a3-4)
G(1S,10) -  0
6(15,11) ° {-wc Cr1r3/R)cos(a3-4) -  vct scosas}//r^ s 
6(15,12) -  {Mc (r2r3/R)cos(83-4) + wcr3 * w0r3 -  u0r2c o sB )/^ r3 
G(15,13) = {Wcr3cosa3 -  Pc (rxr3/r 2) -  60 (rxr3/ r2)+ ^ c o s e l / ^ T ^  
G(15,14) “ 0
6(15,15) ° uc (r-/r2)+ v0l<t2/*$ *(?$/*i>- 2cose) + »H (r2/r 3)
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15.4 Symmetry co-ordinates o f the inplaae vibration o f gaseous 
oxalic acid 1st model
The transformation table o f the internal co-ordinates o f 
oxalic acid 1st model Is  given below.
Table 12
° 2 h
B
%
i ° h
AR AR AR AR AR
A r l A r i A r * i A r ' j A r l
A r ' i A r l A r l A r ’ l
A r2 A r2 A r> 2 a x ' 2 A r2
" ' 2
A r ' 2 A r2 A r2 A r '2
A r3 A rs AX«3 A X '3 a x 3
a x * 3 A r Y a x 3 A r3 a x ' 3
Aal A° 1 A“ ' l A a*^ Aal
Ao2 Ao2 Acs ^ A a '2 A«2
A«3 A °3 Ao *3 Act  ^^
Aa«
A o ’ l A o * l A“ l A« i A a ' i
A a '2 A « '2 Aa2 a »2 Aa»2
A a ' j A a '3 Acuo A«3
A a ' j
A3 A$ AS' AB* AB
A 0 f AS* A0 AB AB*
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The generating co-ordinates for oxalic acid may be written
as
Ag set Si « aR
52 " &T1 * Ar l
53 « ar2 ♦ A r y .
S4 - w 3 * 6 r* s
Sg * (A*3 + Ao*^ ) - (Adj. ♦ Aaf| * Aa^  ♦ Aa^ )
«* (A«2 * Aa*2) •  (Aoj ♦ ■'Aa’j).
® A«g ♦ A«j ♦ A«2 + Aa*g ♦ Aa’  ^ ♦ Aa^
Sg « A$ ♦ AC*
S9 * Axy - Ar*£
S10 “ Ara " «*2
SXXm Ar3 - 4r V
SX2 « (4a3 - Ao'j) - (Aa2 - Ao*2 ♦ Aa^ -
SX3 ® (A«2 “ Ae*2 - Aa^  ♦ Ao'j)
SX4* (Acu ♦ A«j ♦ Ac^ ) - (Aa*3 * a^ *x ♦ Aa^ )
s xs ® AS - A81
and S14 can. be picked as redundant co-ordinates because 
the sum of a l l  angle changes around a point in a plane would be 
zero and thus not affect the kinetic or potential energies. So 
the generating co-ordinates reduce from 15 to 13 which correspond 
to the 13 inplane vibrations of the gaseous oxalic acid molecule.
Normalized sywmtty co-ordinates may be obtained using 
equation 3.12 with Table 12 and normalized using equation 3.13.
Thus, the normalized symmetry co-ordinates of gaseous 
oxalic acid 1st model may be w ritten as
Ag se t •
s i  “ AR sysastric C- C stretch
52 *v|C4r1 ♦ i r ' j )  " M  "
53 “ Jzfcr2 ♦ ar*2) ” C-0 "
54 * i r *3) " "
1 1
Ae1^ ) (Aouj * A«*2 * A<*^ ♦ Ac**^ )
symmetric (**€Cq) angle deformation 
% * 1(0*2 * 0®i * 0al-2 "
0symmetric (~C^q) angle rocking
1 ■ ■S? *^r(A0 ♦■A01)' symmetric OO-H angle bending
Bu se t ■
-
Sg * ^ A r^  -  Ar*p anti-symmetric 0 0  stretch
s 9 » J t4 r2 -  4 r '2) " C-0 "
^10 ** *^**3^  '* !f
sn  “^ “3 ■ i a V  " " i0 Y + Aoi  ■ Aa’P
anti-symmetric (-C ^q) angle deformation
SjS *-J(a«2 "* 0*f2 ** A*x * Ae^)
anti-symmetric (-C<^) angle rocking
1S13 *^(AS - Afl*) anti-symmetric OO-H angle bending
From the normalized symmetry co-ordinates, the U matrix may be obtained 
as shown in Table 13.
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Table 15
IHsatrix for gaseous oxalic acid 1st modal
AR Ar^ LT%Z ht% a Ats^ Aa3 Aa'x Ao’2 Aa‘3 «3'/A0V
S 1 1
S2
1
71
1
n
S3
I
71
1
71
S4
I
71
1
72
SS
1
~27S
1
27S
1
75
_ 1
273"
1
~27J
1
S6 - 1 3 -3 1
Sy 1V?
- t -
%
1
n
1
71
S9
1
71
1
~7l
S10
1
71
~ 1
71
S11
I
rm
1
275
1
73
l
273
I*
17%
-1
/ I
SI2 -  i 3 3 - I
S13
1
./r
- i
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15.5 NuaBfical values of G-matrix in symnatry co-ordinates
<2(1,1) -  0.166667
G(l,2) -  -0.064359
G£l,3) -  -0.043957
G£l,4) -  0
G(l,5) -  0.254615
G£l,6) -  -0.00751
G(1.7) = -0.097107
G£l,8) » 6(1,9) -  G(l,10) -  G£1,U) -  G£l,12) -  G£l,13) « 0
G£2,l) « -0.064359
G£2,2) -  0.145855
G£2,3) -  -0.047798
G£2,4) -  0
G£2,5) -  -0.035632
G£2,6) -  0.210708
G£2,7) -  0.060621
G£2,3) ■ G£2,9) -  G£2,10) -  G£2,ll) -  G(2,12) -  G£2,13) -  0
G£3,l) -  -0.043957
G£3,2) -  -0.047798
G£3,3) » 0.145835
G£3,4) -  -0.015543
G£3,5) ■ -0.081206
G£3,6) -  -0.228183
G£3,7) -  -0.068167
G£3,8) -  G£3,9) -  G£3,10) -  G£3,U) -  G£3,12) -  G£3,13) -  0
-  IS) -
G(4,l) -  0
G(4,2) -  0
G(4,S) «<-0.015543
G(4,4) -  1.062491
G(4,S) -  0.071662
G(4,6) -  -0.042806
G(4,7) -  -0.05376
G(4,8) -  G(4,9) » G(4,10) « G(4,U) -  G(4,12) -  G(4,13) « 0
G(S,1) » 0.254615
G(S,2) -  -0.085632
G(5,3) -  -0.081206
G(S,4) ** 0.071662
6(5,5) «■ 0.579780
G(5,6) « 0.037330
G(5,7) -  -0.229755
G(S,8) « G(S,9) -  G(S,10) ■ G(5,ll) «* G(S,12) » G(5,13) » 0
G(6,l) -  -0.00751
G(6,2) •  0.210708
G(6,3) " -0.228183
G(6,4) -  -0.042806
G(6,S) -  0.03733
G(6,6) -  0.801268
G(6,7) » 0.138167
G(6,8) -  G(6,9) -  G(6,10) = G(6,ll) » G(6,12) » G(6,13) -  0
-1 3 1  -
(5(7,1) ■ -0.097107
G(7,2) -  0.060521
6(7,3) » -0.068167
(5(7,4) -  -O.OS376
G(7,5) « -0.229755
G(7,6) -  0.138167
G(7,7) -  1.493328
0(7,8) » 0(7,9) -  G(7,10) -  G(7,U) -  G(7,12) -  0(7,1?) -  0
G(8,l) -  0(8,2) -  G(8,3) •  6(8,4) -  G(8,S) » G(8,6) « 0(8,7) « 0
G(8,8) -  0.145833
6(8,9) •  rO.O47708
C(8,10) -  0
G(8,ll) -  -0.080808
6(8,12) -  0.048269
G(S,13) •  0.060621
G(9,l) -  G(9,2) » G(9,3) -  G(9,4) «■ G(9,5) » G(9,6) « G(9,7) -  0
G(9,S) <* -0,047798
G(9,9) -  0.145835
G(9,10) -  -0.015543
G(9,ll) « -0.086549
G(9,12) -  -0.048269
G(9,13) -  -0.068167
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G(10,l) « G(10,2) « G(10,3)■« 6(10,4) -  G(10,5) » G(10,6)
■ G(10,7) « 0
G(10,8) o 0 
G(10,9) -  -0.015543
G(10,10) ■ 1.062491
6(10,11) -  0.071662 
G(10,12) « -0.042806 
G(10,13) -  -0.05376
G (ll,l)  * G(li,2) -  G(ll,3) » G(ll,4) -  G(U,S) -  G(ll,6) 
-6 (11 ,7 ) = 0
6(11,8) -  -0.080808 
G(ll,9) « -0.086549
G (ll,10) « 0.071662 
6(11,11) « 0.58227 
G(ll,12) ■ 0.0)5829 
G(ll,13) » -0.227848
6(12,1) * G(12,2) -  G(12,3) » G(12,4) -  6(12,5} » G(12,6)
-  G(12,7) “ 0
6(12,8) « 0.048269
6(12,9) -  -0.048269
G(12,10) « -0.042806 
G(12,ll) = 0.005829 
6(12,12) -  0.098036 
6(12,13) -  0.073938
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G(13,l) -  G(13,2) » G(13,3) -  G(13,4) -  G(13,S) ■ G(13,6)
« G(13,7) » 0
G(13,8) -  0.000621
6(13,9) » -0.068167
G(13,10) « -0.05376 
G flS.ll) -  -0.227848
6(13,12)' -  0.073938
G(13,13) -  1.493328
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CHAPTER 16
c m s T R tic r im  o f  t h e  f - m a t r ix  o f  t h e  i w u m  v i b r a t i o n s
OF CASEOUS OXALIC ACID 1ST M3DEL
16.1 Urey-Bradley force f ie ld  of gaseous oxalic acid (1st model)
Fig. 20
The potential energy of gaseous oxalic acid can be 
expressed as
" V *  P ^ C aR}2 ♦
* l*c«oCAri ) 2 *
* i%«o(Ar{)2 * KCOr , l ^ r P  
♦ i y i i 2)2 * ^ r 2( ir2)
* * ^C-Or 'Z ^ T>2^
* ♦ i f j N
+ * W A r ’3) 2 +
* ^HC-C“0^r l Aap 2 * HC-C“Or l^r l Aal^
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* ^C-CXjfr l AtlV 2 * iiC-COr ,X(r ' l Aa’l )
* H^C-C-0^r2ia 2^2 * HC-C-Or2Ir24az)
* 5HC-C-Ot r '2A“ ' 2 ^ iiC-C'<3T'z (x'z ta '2^
* ^*0-00^"^1^2ia 3^2 + I^0-C=0'^^2^’^ 2 fiB3^  - j
* H^0-O O ^r ' l r ’2Aa' 3^  * * !i6 - C < ^ ' lr ’2A“ '3 ^ ,i'r2
* ^ - 0 - H C,^ 3 Ae)2 * HC-0-H
* 5HC-0-H{^ V '3 A6'J 2 + % 0 - H ^ V  ’3&B*3
* \ o i ,h 3 ^ i s >
>  ^C206(Aq26)2 * FC206 % < AW
* I'CjO ^ h ?8 * fcxo4
* ! V r '* ’« > 2 * % o ,
* ^F0304(Aq34)2 *
4 JF0607(Aq67)2 4 F0607 q67(Acl67^
* JF0406 A^q46^2 + % 0 6 %6^%6^
* ^F0307 A^t)37^2 + F0-07 q37^Aq37^
+ ^FC2Hs A^q25^2 + FC2Hs q25^Aq25^
+ i \n s^  * \ n s
III which we assume that Fn £1 , FA t, p Fr  u , Fr  u , Frt u . Fn u
U6HS 3 5 4 HS 2 8 6 5 °3H8
and Fjj ^  are small compared with each of the force constants
above and we neglect them to make the calculation possible#
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For sim plicity o f writing lo t
*cc
ts Kl
%-o IS *2
w S3 K3
!'v -m - ts K4
HC-O0 « H1
Hc -o o IS ' «2
% -o o SB
tt «4
\° 3
ca '
F^ 2°6 m h
\ ° 4
« FC 04 u7 “ F2
F°3°4
IS
\ ° 7 * P3
F°4°6
m
\ ° 7 “ F4
%lls
et
\ h " FS
So there are 13 force constants in the Urey-Bradley force 
f ie ld  of the inplane vibration of the gaseous oxalic acid 
molecule. '
16.2 Evaluation of F-matrix
The f i r s t  step in the evaluation of the F-matrix is  to 
eliminate a l l  &q in the potential energy expression. Using Table 
1 and 2 in section 6.3 and substituting a l l  the q values in  the 
Urey-Bradley potential energy of gaseous oxalic acid molecule and 
neglecting a l l  f i r s t  ordor terms, the potential expression in
- 1 3 7  -
terns of internal co-ordinates of gaseous oxalic acid is
V -  ♦ Szn h  ♦ t 2^  ♦ s226f 1 ♦ V 26p .1 * s214f2
♦ tZ14F 2 + s2 27F2 + * z f ' l  ♦ » « F4 * * ^ 4  * bV V
+ IfArj) 2 (Kc<) ♦ S23l Fx ♦ t ^ P ' j  + S2^  ♦ t ^ P ' j  ♦
* i C " 'l > 2% 0  * S *«P i * t 262F*x ♦ S267F3 ♦ t 267F '3 * V2^
♦  (1 -
* J f e r / d ^ O  -  S24i F2 * t 241F«2 ♦ S24jF3 * t 243F*3 ♦ S22SF5
* ‘ V  V  ^ 4 6 F4 + <2 '  ^4<PFV
* 3 ^ ’2) 2<Kc-0 ♦ s272F2 * t272p,2 + ^  * & V?S
18F’s * A *  * V273>FV
* K ir 3) 2CK0.H ♦ S2S2FS ♦ t 252F 's)
* « * * • /< % *  ♦ SV ' s  ♦ A FV
+ i ( ^ i > 20W o + \< -h $ H ih  -  si3s 3iFV  * ^ 3 7 f4 * ‘ C ' W
T j  > (1 -U 2- ^ } ^ )
* i ( * V aV 2(HC-O0 *  F,1tt26t 62Fl  “ S26S62FV  *  *^64F4
* {Cv64{W r 'l> + (1 ’  ^ 6 4 i ,FV
+ 5(r2Aa2) 2(Hc_c_0 + | 2( t14t 41F2 -  S14S4l P*2) * ^ 4 ^4
♦ ^ r ,2A«'2)2(Hc. c. 0 + | , 2( t27t 7,F2 -  S27S72F '2) + U273F4 
♦ {(V73q37/ r ' 2) ♦ (I  -
♦ 1 ( ^ T jAoj) 2 (Hg.g.o + t34t 43F3 " S34S43FV
♦ lC»'r,1r ' 2AaI3) 2(H0_c<) <• t 6yt 76F3 -  S ^ S ^ F '^
♦ | ( ,^ r 3a(3)2p^_0-Ii + t 2St S2Fs -  S25S52FV
+ l(*/Jf,2r,3AB,)2CHc 3^.H + tl8t81FS " S18S81F's5
♦ (AR)(ATj) (Sj.3S3xFx ‘  £13£31F'l “ a37v37F4 * a^37v37
♦ (AR)(Ar'j)(S,6S62F1 -  t 26t62F'l " aS4v64p4 * (a64v64
♦ (AR)(Ar2)(S14S41F2 -  t 14t 41F'2 -  a64v4fiF4 * (a64v4G
♦ ■W0(*r.'2) g Z7S7jP2 -  t27t 72F*2 -  a37v73F4 * Ca37V73
♦ AR(r1Aa1) * £13S31F'l * U37a37F4
♦ (sina^ '  S37U37)PV
♦AR(r'1Aa,1) ( ^ , i  S ^ j ^ ^ P j  ♦ t2f)S42F, 1 ♦ U64a64F4  
♦(Sinc'j -  a64u64)F'4)
♦ C4R)(r2Aa2) ( J 2 S14/E^t41F2 ♦ t14S41P-2 ♦ u46a54F4
* (sina2 -  a54a46)F'4)
♦ (AR) (r*2Aa'2) (^ i 2 S27A27t ?2F2 ♦ ♦ u73a37)
 ^ (sinj*2 F*
+ (Arj)(Ar,)(S34S43F3 - t34t43F'3)
♦  (Ai*x) ( A r * 2) ( v 37^ 3F4 *  {C D s (a ' 2 *  o p  *  v 37V y 3 ) F r4 )
• c o s o x ) F ' 4 )
-  COSq ' x ) F ' 4)
■ OOSdjJP^)'
-  c o s o *2) F ' 4 )
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+ (Ar^CrjAs^C/f^ t j jS j jF 'j  -  U37V37P4
+ ^37^37 * rlv37>/r l )F'4
♦ (Arx) ( ^ A a 3) CS34/t^ £ 43F3 + / i ^ t 34S4SFV
♦ (A*j)Cr'2A»,2) (”u73v37F4 * V^37U73 * s i n ( a ' 2 ♦ a x) } F ' 4 )
♦  ( A r ' x )  (A r2) ( v (j4v 46F4 +  ( c o s (a x ♦  a ' 2 )  -  v 64v 46 }F « 4 )
♦ (" V C r2Ao2>("u46v64F4 * {V64U46 ” s i“Ca2 *
♦ C A r 'x M r y ^ H j^  s62*'t26t 62Fl  * r 'j  t 02S26F’l  " U64V64F4
* {u64^64 + r 'lv64>/ r , l }FV  ■«,
♦ (Ar'j) f / r ’j r ' 2Aa'3)(S07/ ^ t y 6F3 p r  t 67S76F»^
♦  (A r2) ( A r 3) ( S 25SS2Fs  -  t 2St S2F ' 5 )
♦ (Ar2) (r2Aa2) cy |2 s41' ^ t 4 1 F 2  ♦ §2 t 41S14F2 " U46V46F4
* {u46<%4 * r2v46) /r 2}F'4>
♦ (A rjJC ^ T jA o jJ fS ^ /t^ t^ F j + faq  t ^ S ^ F 'j )
♦ (A r^r'jA a 'j) (“u64v4gF4 ♦ <v4fi%4 ~ s^ 2 * o ' i ^ V  
+ (Ar2) ( / i y 3AS)(S2S/t^7 tS2F5 ♦ ’t25SS2F's )
+ (Ar*2)(Ar'3)(S18S81Fs - tlgt8lF*5)
♦  ( A r ' j X r j A a j J f - U j y V y ^  ♦  {V ?^ l 37 -  s i n ( o ' 2 >  a p i F ' ^ j )
f  (Ar'2)(r '2Aa'2) ( j f «2 S72/£27£72F2 + " U73V73F4
+ u^7sC%7 ♦ r ,2v73^r V FV
+ (Ar'2) (/r^r^Acx'-)(Syg/t^tygF. + J f r j  t 76S67F'3)
♦ (Ar«2) ( / ? y - 3AB')(S18/ t ^ t 81Fs ♦ / p | t 18S81F*5)
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♦ (*r3) ( ^ 8) (ss2’^ 2S^52F5 * Jj r  % jS25F's)
♦ (Ar-s) C ^ P 3AB‘)CS81^ 3t 8iFs ♦ t glS18F*s
♦ CrjiojJCr'gte'jJCUjyU^ -  {cosCa’2 * ax) ♦ u37u73>F'4)
♦ .(T24az) ( r '1Aa*1) (u64U46F4 -  {cos(o2 ♦.V 1) ♦ U64U46)F*4)
The numerical values in  th is  expression are
■*13 = q26 " 2*428373 Au
q14 ° q27 “ -2.394888 A0
q2S f  °‘1S "■ 1.900354 A0
134 “ q67 “ 2.260029 A0
q64 " q37 “ 2.716907 A°
S13 " S26 “ G.9Q9048
S3 1 - S62** 0.845502
*13 “ *26 “ 0.416692
*31 " *62 • 0.533972
S14 " S27 “ 0.854918
S s n  ** S m *  8841 72 Q  * 8 0 0 2 0
*14 ■" h i 83 0.518762
*4 1  * h i  ” 0.599734
S34 “ S67 * 0.874336
S43 * S76 ° 0.899052
*34 ra Hi * 0.435322
*43 n *76 0.437841
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S25 “ S18 “ 0.84279?
S52 -  S81 " 0*730914
tzsKtu m 0*538226
*52 “ *81 * 0.682467
0.996399
b64 " b37 " -0.0B4807
U64 “ u37 • 0.881016
u46 " u73 “ 0.892S67
V6 4 “ V37 “ *0*473089
v46 * v73 * *0*450334
The potential energy of gaseous oxalic acid (1st model) is  
given by substituting these values into the general expression and 
thus, only IS force constants are le f t  as follows;-
V « |(AH)2(KCC + 1.61801 F, * 1.407947 F2 * 1.984183 F4)
* 1(4*1) 2 (%*} + 0.686361 Fx * 0.74091 F- + 0.146195 F4)
>  K *r,1) 2(i^ c0 + 0.686361 + 0.74091 F, ♦ 0.146195 F4)
* J(4r2)2(Kc. 0 i- 0.6043S2 F2 + 0.789124 Fj * 0.681341 F$
♦ 0.123081 F4)
* I (4 r '2) ZCKc_0 + 0.604352 F2 + 0.789124 F$ + 0.681341 Fg
+ 0.123031 F4)
* £(6r 3) 2(KQ_H + 0.487659 Fg)
* K i r '^ C i C ^  + 0.487659 Fs)
+ l ( r1Aa1) 2(H1 + 0.33362 Fj + 0.860210 F4)
+ 5(r’1Ao'1) 2011 + 0.38562 Fx ♦ 0.860210 F4) 
+ *Cr2&a23ZCH2 * 0.438769 F2 ♦ 0.868308 F4)
+ l ( r '2Ao'2) 2(H2 + 0.438769 F2 + 0.368303 P4)
♦ IC ^ 7 2A!»3)ZCH3 + 0.291101 F3)
+ J(/FT^ r>2An, . ) 2(H3 + 0.291101 F3)
+ l ( ^ r 3A6) ZCH4 + 0.428923 Fs)
♦ |(T r ’^ r'jAO') 2(H4 + 0.428923 Ps)
+ (AK)(Arx) (0.7903S2 Fx + 0.463914 F4)
♦ (AR)(Ar' X) ( G .790852 Fx + 0.463914 F4)
♦ (AR)(Ar2)(0.71S217 F2 * 0.456285 F4)
+ CAR)(Ar'2) (0.715217 F2 + 0.456285 F4)
+ CAR)(rjAtij)(0.450175 Fx ♦ O.S818S6 F4)
♦ (AR) ( r ' xAn' x) (0.450175 Fx + 0. S81856 F4)
+ (AR)(r2Ao2) (0.471212 Fj + 0.885833 F4)
♦ (AR)(r'2Aa'2) (0.471212 F2 + 0.S8S833 F4)
♦ (Arx)(Ar2) (0.807323 F3)
+ (Arx)(A r'2) (0.291711 F4)
+ (Arx) ( r x4ax) (0.389272 Fx + 0.260330 F4)
+ (Arx) («'¥j72As»3) (0.357105 Fs)
♦ (ArjJCr’jA a y  (0.382731 F4)
♦ (Ar'x)(Ar2) (0.291711 F4)
♦ (Ar'x)(A r'2) (0.807323 Fj)
+ (Ar*x) ( r2Aa2) (0.382731 F4)
+ (Ar'x)(r'^Aa -x) (0.389272 F, + 0.260330 F4)
♦ (Ar' x) ( v fy ^ A o ' 3) (0.357105 Fj)
+ (Ar2)(Ar3) (0.652746 Fg)
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+ (Ar2) ( r 2to2)(0.42QS52 Fj * 0.261129 F4)
+ (Ar2)C ^F ^iii3)C0.37607S F3)
♦ (A r^ C r^ ta ^ ) (0.354512 f4)
♦ (Ar^^jAB) (0.475860 Fs)
+ (AV'2)(4V'3)(0.6S2746 Fs)
♦ C6r,2) ( r1ia1)(0.354S12 F4)
♦ ( A r ^ K r y a ^ )  (0.420632 F2 * 0.261129 F4)
+ (0.378075 Fj)
♦ (0.475860 F$)
♦ (fir3) ( ^ r 36B)(O.S7S217 Fs)
♦ ( B r ' j X ^ P j f i e ' ) (0*378217 Fs)
■ ♦ ( r 1Ao1) ( r ,24o,2}(0.807935 F4)
♦ (r2ia2) (r 'jA a 'j)  (0.807935 F4)
16.5 F-natrix in internal co-ordinates o f gaseous oxalic acid (1st aodel)
F(l,l) -  % «■ 1.61801 Fj ♦ 1.407947 F2 ♦ 1.984183 F4
F{1,2) = 0.790852 Fx ♦ 0.463914 F4
F(l,3) » 0.720852 Fj * 0.463914 F4
F(l,4) «• 0.715217 F2 ♦ 0.456285 F4
F (l,5) *> 0.715217 F2 + 0.4S628S F4
F(l,3) = 0.450175 Fj + 0.881856 F4
F(l,9) ■» 0.471212 1:2 ♦ 0.885833 F4
F(1,H) •* 0.450175 Fx + 0.881856 F4
F(l,12) » 0.471212 F, «■ 0.885833 F4
F (l,6) *F(1,7) = F(l,10) «= F(l,13) = F(l,14) = F(1,1S) = 0
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F(2,l) « 0.7908S2 F1 0.463914 F4
F(2,2) «* K2 ♦ 0*686361 Fx 0,74091 F3 * 0.14619$ F4
F(2,4) * 0.807323 V%
F(2,S) ® 0.291711 P4
F(2,e) -  0.389272 F ,+  0.260330 F,
F(2,10) ■= 0.35710S F3
F(2,12) ■» 0.332731 > 4
F(2,3) -  F(2,6) = F£2,7) " F(2,9) « F (2,ll) -  F(2,13) «
» F(2,15) »Q
F(3,l) « 0.7903S2 Fj, + 0.463914 F4
F(3,3) » Kj + 0.686361 Fj ♦ 0,74091 Fg ♦ 0.146195 F4
F(3,4) " 0.291711 F4
F(3,S) « 0.807323 Fj,
F ( 3 , 9 ) «  0 .382731^
F(5,ll) « 0.389272 Fj + 0.260330 F4
F(3,13) -  0.357105 Fg
F(3,2) .  F(3,6) « F(3,7) » F(3,8) " F(3,10) “ F(3,12) *
“ F(3,15) “ 0
F£4,l) = 0.715217 F2 ♦ 0.456285 F4
F(4,2) " 0.807323 F-
F(4,3) « 0.291711 F4
F(4,4) " K_ + 0.604352 F2 + 0.789124 F. + 0.123081 F4 +
F(4,6) = 0.652746 Fg
F(4,9) " 0.420632 F2 + 0.261129 F4
F(2,14)
F(3,14)
0.681341 Fs
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F(4f10) -  0.378075 Fg
F(4,11) " 0.354512 F4
F(4,14) = 0.475860 F$
F(4,5) » F(4,7) = F(4,8) -  F(4,12) -  F(4,13) « F(4,15) -  0
F(S,1) = 0.715217 F2 ♦ 0.456285 F,
F(5,2) = 0.291711 F4
F(5,3) « 0.807323 Fg
F(S,5) “ K3 + 0.604352 F2 + 0.789124 ■ P- ♦ 0.123081 F4 + 0.681341 Fg
F(5,7) = 0.652746 Fg
F(5,8) = 0.354512 F4
F(S,12) = 0.420632 F2 + 0.261129 F4
F(5,13) = 0.378075 Fj
F(5,1S) = 0.475860 Fs
F(5,4) = F(S,6) = F(5,9) « F(5,10) » F(5,ll) = P(5,14) = 0
F(6,4) = 0.652746 %
F(6, 6) = K4 * 0.487659 Fg
F(6,14) = 0.378217 Fg
F(6,l)  » F(6,2) = F(6,3) = F£6,5) » F(6,7) = F(6, 8) = F£6,9)
= F(6,10) = F(6,l l )  -  F(6,12) « F(6,1S) « F(6,1S) = 0
F(7,5) = 0.652746 Fg
F(7,7) = K4 + 0.487659 P5
F(7,15) = 0.378217 Fg
F(7,l) D F(7,2) « F(7,3) = F(7,4) = F(7,6) = F(7,8) = F(7,9)
= F(7,10) = F (7,ll) = F(7,12) = F(7,13) = F(7,14) = 0
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F(8„l) « 0.4S0175 Fx ♦ 0.881856 F4
F(8,2) —  0.389272 Fj + 0.260330 F4
F(S»S) ■= 0.354512 F4
F(3,8) « + 0.38362 Fx + 0.86021 F4
F(8,12) » 0.807935 F4
F(8,3) « F(8,4) -  F{8,6) » F(8,7) » F(S,9) -  F(8,10) » F (8 ,il)
-  FC8.13) -  FC8,14) a F(8»15) « 0
» 0.471212 F2 * 0.885833 F4 
» 0.382731 F4
» 0.420632 F2 0.261129 F4
-  ♦ 0.438769 F2 + 0.868308 F4
a 0.807935 F4
a F(9,S) a F(9,6) = F(9»7) * F(9„8) a F(9,10) a F(9,12) 
» F(9,13) -  F(9,14) « P(9,15) » 0
FC10.2) » 0.357105 F-
F(10,4) a 0.378075
F(10,10) « H- + 0.291101 F-
F(10,l) “ F(1Q,3) -  F(10,S) a F(10,6) a F(10,7) = F(10,8)
a F(10,9) a F(10,11) a F(10,12) a F(10,13) » FC10.14)
= F(10,15) -  0
F f l l . l )  a 0.450175 Fx + 0.881856 F4
F (ll,3 )  « 0.389272 Fj + 0.260330 F4
F (li,4 )  » 0.354512 ?4
F (9 ,l)
F(9,3)
F 0 .4 )
F(9»9)
FC9,11)
F(9,2)
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FC11.9) » 0.807935 F4
F ( l l , l l )  » + 0.38362 Fj + 0.860210 F4
F(U,2) « FCll.S) a F(ll»6) « F (ll,7) a F ( l l ,8) » F ( l l ,10)
-  F(11,12) a F(ll,13) -  F{11,14) -  F(11,1S) -  0
F(12,l) a 0.471212 F2 + 0.885833 F4
F(12,2) = 0.3S2731 F4
F(12,S) a 0.420632 F ,+  0.261129 F4
F(12,8) a 0.807935 F4
F(12,12) ■ H2 + 0.438769 F2 + 0.868308 F4
F(12,3) = F(12,4) » Ffl2,6) » F(12,7) -  F(12,9) -  F(12,10)
« FC12.11) a F£12,13) a F(12,14) a F(12,1S) a o
F(13,3) a 0.357105 F3
F(13,5) -  0.378075 F_o
F(13,13) a h3 + 0.291101 F3
FC13.1) a F(13,2) = F(13,4) » F(13,6) -  F(13,7) -  F(13,8) -  FC13.9) 
a FC13.10) a F (13 ,ll) a F(13,12) a F(13,14) -  F(13,15) a 0
F(14,4) » O.47S860 F.
F(14,6) a 0.378217 Fj
F(14,14) = H4 + 0.428923 Fg
F(14,l) a F(14,2) a F(14,3) = FC14.S) -  F(14,7) -  F(14,8) -  F(14,9) 
a FC14.10) a FC14.11) a FC14.12) -  FC14.13) -  FC14.15) -  0
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F(15,5) -  0.475860 F,.
F(15,7) = 0.378217 F-
F(15,15) >  H4 <• 0.428923 Fs
FC15.1) « F(1S,2) » F(15,S) = F(15,4) -  F(15,6) «* F(15,8)
» F(1S,9) » F(15,10) » P(1S,11) -  F(15,12) -  F(15,13)
■= F(15,14) ■ 0
16.4 F-aatxix of caseous oxalic acid Cist trade!) in syngnotry co-ordinates
F (l,l)  ■= Kj <• 1.61801 Fj + 1.407947 F2 * 1.984183 F4
?(1,2) = 1.118434 Fg «■ 0.656073 F4
F(l,3) «= 1.011470 F2 + 0.645284 F4
F(l,4) = 0
F(1,S) = -0.259£l» Fx -  0.272054 Fz -  1.020S76 F4
F (l,6) = -0.450175 Fg + 0.471212 F2 ♦ 0.033977 F4
F(l,7) = 0
F(1,S) ■* FC1.9) » F(l,10) « F(1,U) -  F(l,12) -  F(i,13) -  0
F(2,l) <= 1.118434 Fg + 0.6S6073 F4
F(2,2) “ Kg > 0.686361 Fg *■ 0.74091 Fg ♦ 0.146195 Fg
FC2.3) = 0.807323 Fg + 0.291711 F4
F(2,4) “ 0
PC2.S) = -0.15892 Fg + 0.291575 Fg -  0.262S29 F4
F(2,6) = -0.275257 Fg + 0.0865S F4
F(2,7) = 0
F(2,8) .«■ F(2,9) = F(2,10) » F (2 ,ll) -  F(2,12) -  F(2,15) -  0
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F(3S1) <= 1.01147 F2 + 0.645284 F.
F(3,2) = 0.807323 F3 * 0.291711 F4
F(3,3) « K3 ♦ 0.604352 F2 + 0,789124 F3 + 0.123081 F4 * 0.681341 Fs
F(3,4) 0.652746 Fr£
F(3,S) * -0.171722 F2  ^D.30S697 P3 - 0,2S13S4 F4
F(3f6) ® 0*297432 F2 -  0.066032
F{3,7) * 0.47586 F,
F(3,8) -  F(3,9) «= F£3,10) •* F (3,ll) -  F(3f12) <= F(3,13) -  0
FC4..1) = 0
F(4,2) « 0
F(4,3) «'0.652746 Fs
F(4,4) »K4 + 0.487659 Fs
F(4,5) * 0
F(4,6) » 0
F(4,7) « 0.378217 Fs
F(4,8) “ F(4,9) «= FC4.10) -  F (4 ,ll) * 9(4.12) « F(4,13) -  0
F(5,l) *> -0.2SS909 Fx -  0.272054 F2 - 1.020576 F4
F(5,2) * -0.1SS92 Fx + 0.291575 F3 - 0.262529 P4
F(5S3) » -0.171722 F2 + 0.30S697 F- -  0.251334 P4
F(5,4) » 0
F(S,5) “ ( iW  +(H2)/6 + | l 3 + 0.063937 Fj ♦ 0.073128 F2 + 0.194067 Fj
+ O.SS739S F,
H, H,
F(5,6)  ^ 275 '  273 * °*110742 Fi  ~ 0.126662 Fz -  0,002338 F4
F(5,7) * 0
F(5,8) «■ F(5,9) .«■ F(5,10) * F(S.ll) ■> F(S,12) -  F(5,13) -  0
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F(6,l)  -  -0.4S017S Fx ♦ 0.471212 P2 + 0.003977 F4
F(6,2) -  -0.27S257 Fx ♦ 0.0S6SS F4
F(6,3) -  0.297432 F2 -  0.066032 F4
F(6,4) * 0
jL HL
F(6,S) « -  ^ 3  + 0.110742 F  ^ - 0.126662 F2 -  0.002338 F4
F(6, 6) -  !I1 + !I2 * 0.19181 F, ♦ 0.219385 F, * O.OS6324 F.
2 2 “ «
F(6,7) -  0
F(S,8) -  F(6,9) = F(6,10) = F(6, l l ) >  F(6,12) -  F(6,13) = 0
F(7,l) « 0
F(7,2) » 0
F(7,3) -  0.47586 Fg
F(7,4) -  0.378217 F5
F(7,5) - 0
F(7,6) - 0
F(7,7) - H4 + 0.428923 Fs
F(7,8) » F(7,9) -  F(7,10) -  F (7 ,ll) -  F(7,12) -  F(7,13) » 0
F(8,l)  -  F(8,2) -  F(8,3) -  F(8,4) -  F(8,5) -  F(8, 6) » F(8,7) » 0
F(8, 8) -  K2 * 0.686361 Fj + 0.74091 Fj + 0.146195 F4
F(8,9) » 0.807323 Fj -  0.291711 P4
F(8,10) » 0
F(8, l l )  » -0.15892 Fj <• 0.291575 Fj * 0.04997 F4 
F(8,12) -  -0.275257 Fx -  0.454713 F4 
F(8,13) -  0
- 1S1 -
F(9,l) « F(9,2) = F(9,3) *> F(9,4) -  F(9,5) -  F(9,6) «■ F(9,7) » 0
F(9,8) » 0.807323 Fg -  0.2917X1 F4
F(9,9) ■= K- + 0.604352 F2 + 0.789124 Fj ♦ 0.12381 F4 + 0.681341 Fs
F(9,10) -  0.652746 Fs
F(9 ,ll) » -0.171722 Pj ♦ 0.308697 F- + 0.038123 F.
F(9,12) = 0.297432 F, + 0.435324 F4
F(9,13) ■ 0.475860 F$
F(10,l) » F(10,2) -  F(10,3) -  F(10»4) -  F(10,S) “ F(10,6) « F(10,7) 
= 0
F(10,8J -  0
FC10.D) » 0.652746 Fj
F(10,10) -  K4 * 0.4876S9 Fs
F(lOjll) = 0
F(10,12) - 0
FC10.13) ■ 0.378217 Fs
F ( ll , l)  * F (ll,2) ■= F(ll,3) = F(U,4) -  F(11,S) -  F ( l l ,6) « F (ll,7 ) 
■ 0
F ( ll ,8) » -0.15892 Fj ♦ 0.291575 F3 ♦ 0.04997 F4 
F(ll,9) » -0.171722 F2 ♦ 0.303697 Fj + 0.038123 F4
F(ll,10) -  0
H. H, _
F ( l l , l l )  » + -J- + f  Ij + 0.063937 F, + 0.073128 F, ♦ 0.194057 F_
+ 0.01S77S F.
“l  H1F(1J,12) “ 273 - 273 + 0.110742 Fj -  0.126662 F2 -  0.002338 F4 
F(ll,13) “ 0
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I3(12,1) ■= F(12,2) *= F(12,3) = F(12,4) ■= F(12,5) « F(12,6)
= F(12,7) = 0 
F{12,8) *=-0.27S2S7 Pj -  0.4S4713 F4 
P(12,9) ■ 0.297432 T'z * 0.43S324 F4
F(12, 10) * 0
H H
F(12,ll) «• + 0.110742 F1 -  0.126662 F« -  0.002338 F4
F(12,12) ■= % + ^2 + 0.19181 Fx * 0.21938S F2 ♦ 1.672194 F4 
F(12,13) ■= 0
F(13,l) = F(13,2) « F(13,3) -  F(13,4) -  F(13,5) -  F(13,6) *> F(13,7)
■=0
F(13,8) = 0
F(13,9) <= 0.475860 Fg
F(13,10) ■= 0.378217 Fg
FCIJ.U) <=0 
F(13,12) = 0
F(13,13) ■= H4 + 0.428923 Fs
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GIAPTGR 17
G41ATR1X of tm  m u m  vibrations
OF GASEOUS OXALIC ACID 2ND frPPEL
17.1 Evaluation of the B-matrix of the inplaae vibration of gaseous 
oxalic acid 2nd model
5
la  order to simplify the problem each atom of gaseous 
oxalic acid is  labelled by a number as in Fig. 21. For gaseous 
oxalic acid 2nd model there are altogether 21 internal co-ordinates ? 
9 are bond stretching co-ordinates and 12 are angle bending 
co-ordinates, as.follows:-
Bond stretching co-ordinates 
AH *=’ ■ change in C -  C distance
Ar  ^ e i r ’j  « change'in’C *»■ 0 distance 
Atg e Ar*2 * change in C -  0 distance
Ar~ « Ar% » change in 0 -  H distance3 3 v*
Ar^ « af*^ « change in 0 . . .  H distance
Angle beading co-ordinates 
Aa-^  * Aa*| * change in C -  C « 0 angle
A<*2 «= As*2 *:change in  C -  C -  0 angle
Actg ® A2*« » change in 0 * C -  0 angle
Ag « A0* » change in C -  0 -  H angle
A6 *= A6* » change in 0 -  H . . .  0 angle
Ar « a t * « change in C » 0 . . .  H angle
The B-matrix elements are evaluated using Wilson’s vector method 
(see section 5.2) and the results are
B-matrix o f the inplane vibration of gaseous oxalic acid 2nd model 
(AR,AX|) * -1 
(ARjAXg) ** 1
(Ar^A^) « -cos 4> (Ar2,AX2) 43 ~cas(a«-$)
t  " M j)  = siil <> ( " .*y2) “ -sin(a.-$)
( ” ,AXj) ■= cos $ ( " ,t\x^) » cosfaj-i)
( " »Ay3) “ -sin <. ( ■’ ,ay4) *» siii(a3-<>)
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(L Y y& X q) « COS 0 (Ar  ^jAXg) * COS $
C# Ay 4) * -sin o ( " ,Ays) « sin $
( " fAx^ J * -cose ( " ,ax^ ) » -cos $
( ,f *Ay3) » s in  e ( " ,Aya) « -s in  $
(Ar^AXj) « cos $ (Arf2 »AXj) * eos(a3-$)
( "  »Ayx) » - s in  $ ( ' "  ,Ayx) » s in (a 3- | )
C u >Ax^ } * -cos $ ( '• jAXy) * -cas(<*3-$)
( " >Ay6) « s in  $ ( ** ,Ay?) -
(Ar*3fAx7) * -cos ©’ (Ar^^AXj) « cos $
{ . ” fty7) ** s in  o* C ” >Ay3) » s in  ^
( n »AXg) » COS 61 ( "  »AXg) ■ » -cos $
( M »Ayg) * - s in  e* ( M >Aya) * - s in  \j>
r^CAapAxp « 0 ^(AajjA*^) * 0
*x( H-»Ayi) * r2( 48 * V R
r-^ C’* p&xg) a -sin 4 r2( fl ,ax2) “ -sin(<*3-$)
rl( - ,f >Lyz) ** *‘cos ♦.. r(r1/E0 r2  ^ M *Ay2) «(r2/R)+cos(o$3-$)
rx( *V a^x^ ) « sin > r2C ,# ,ax4) * sin{«3-$)
rx( " ,Ay3) •  cos + r2( M fAy4) * -cos(«3-$)
/ r 1r 2 (Aa3S>Ax2) » {r2sin$ ♦ r j s in ( a 3-#} } / / r 1r 2 
11 *Ay2) -  {r2cos^ ♦ ^ c o s f a j - # ) } / / ^
*^1*2 ( ” »Ax3) « - r2 sin$//x^r2
H PAy3) * -r2 co s^ /Z r^
H ,Ax4) ■ - r 2 s i n f a ^ j M ^
^ F 2( "  »Ay4) » r x cos(a3- ^ ) / ^ x ^
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r l * sin V
r#I tf *ay^) **(r'/iO* cos V
r f l » *V #AX2) « 0
? ,1 H , Ay2) « - r^ /R
r *l >ax63 » -sin
r ‘l >Ay&) * -cos
r *2 Aa^fAXj) w sinCa1^ -#)
r *2 ” ,*yt ) » - c o s ( a •
r *2 11 jAx^) B 0
r<2 ® r*2/R
r *2 ” >&Xy) ® -siiifa13**^ *)
r *2 " >Wy) * cos(a,^-^,3
" .A/j
/r ’l r’2 t " ,&x6
/ r ' l r , 2( ” .^ 6
<• Jaky
V ry ^ C  " ,iy 7
•  -{r^sin#* > r*^sin(ce, ^ ?) } / / r , jlr , 2
•  {r,jCos(a,^ ,J -  r ^ c o s f 'V / r ’^ r’  ^
« r , 2slri^, /^ r , i r , 2
•  r^cos^  V ^ f^ r*2
» r ^ s in f a ^ - ^ J / Z r ^ r ^
» - r , |Cos(a, 2*^f) / / r ,^ r , 2
^ 2^3(6^ ,6X2) « r 3sin (0-0)/v/f ^
M ( *%Ay2) 89 -r^cos (0~e)//r2r~
,f ( n,&x )^ ® -{^sino  ♦ r 3sin (0~ e )} M \^
M ( lf»Ay4) » {r3cos(0-s) - r2cx>so}/^r^
*\ ( M,Axs) » r2sin0/f^ r 3
* ( ‘%Ays) « r 2cose/*x^rs
^r^(A A tAx4) ■ r4s i m / / r ^
H ( r%Ay43 18 r^cose /i^ r^
** ( h»ax5) m Cr^sin$ -  r ^ s in e j /Z r^  
ff ( f,*Ay5) * -{r3cos^ ♦ r4coso>//r3r4 
" CH*Axjj) * -r3sin^/Zr3r4 
M ( « ^ c o s ^ M ^
A f1r4(AY»A3CI') •  - r 4s J a ( r ^ ) / / r f1r 4
” ( 89 - r 4cos(Y^)/Zr,1r 4
” ( *%Axs) « -r^ s in ^ /Z r 1^
M ( " # 4/§) * r^ c o s ^ /Z r* ^
( h#ax6) « {r4sin(y-rt ♦ r^ sin fJ /Z r*^
” C ’%A)r6) * {r4cos(y-^) * r ,1cos^>/Zr,1r4
Z r^ r ’ f^Ag* ,ax^) m ~ r,3sin(g ,~Bf)/ZF?^ rT^
**  ^ * §i^ l?  m r 'jC o s t^ -e - 'J /^ r^ ^ 'j  
n ( M ,AXy) * {r'gSiafg’-A1) ♦ r^sine'J/ZF 
n ( " *Ay7) « {r^cosQ* -  r ,3cos£0,-®t)}/ZF 
n ( 11 ,AXg) « - r ^ ia e V Z F ^ r 7!
H ( ,r >Ayg) « - r^ c o s e y Z r^ r 'g
»'£%xr4(AS, ,Ax3) « r'gSin^yZr’gr^
" ( ” #Ay3) » - r ,3cos^,/Z r,3r ,4 
" { ” ,AXy) « -r^sineV Z r^r^
M ( M ,Ay7) « -r^cpseV Z r’g r^
M ( " ,AXg) ■ (r^ sine* - r^ sin^ ’J/Zr^ r^  
M C ” >Ayg) « (r^ cose* ♦ r'^ cos^ '}//r'3r'4
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v^r^C& r' taxp *■ r ' 4sin(r'-f>, ) / » ^ r T^
” ( '"  >4>'2) •  r ,4co5(Y, -* ,)/ifr1r ,4
” ( M ,Ax^J « -{rjSin$f * r ,4s in (r ,-$ ,)} / / r 3r l4
11 ( ” “ {txcq$$' -  r *4cos(y '-V ) JA fyr • 4
V ( rV ,AXg) ** 4r^sin^,/ ^ r ,4
H ( H ^ y 8) » - r 1cos^7 » ^ r T4
All other elements are zero,
17.2 IHaatrix of tine inplane vibration of gaseous oxalic acid 2nd model
(A R ^ )  « - 1^
(AR»Ax2) * Yvc
(A r^ jA X g ) “ ~ / u c  cos 4 (A r2 » A x ,)  ■ - 1^  c o s f a ^ )
( ” .A y2 )  • A  s in  6  c T C " iA y 2 )  - s i n ( a 3~ $ )
( ’ ■ , a x 3)  “ cos $0 ( •’ , a x 4 )  - ^  COS(a3 - ^ )
( '■ .A y 3)  » ~ 4 T  s in  $ (  " . * y 4)  » *^0  s i n ( « 3- 4>)
( A r 3 ,A x4 )  » J v ~ Q  COS 0 ( a t 4 ,a x 5)  * COS ^
( " »4y4)  - « *£ "  s in  0 0 ( " .A y s)  - s in  i>
( ” , a x s)  » 7^  cos e ( " »AXg) - cos  i f
( ” »Ays)  - s in  0 C " .A y 6 )  - - 1/ v Q  s i n  i>
( A r ' p A X ^  •» J v c  cos $ (A r * 2 .a x x )  ■* / » c  c o s (a 3- 0
(  " ,A y x)  «■ - ^ r c  s in  t C " .A y j )  «• s in ( o 3- t )
£ 11 , a x 6 )  •! *^ U q  cos a (  ” f AXy) »1 c o s (a 3~<J>)
(  " * fiy 6)  •■ 4 T" s in  4 0 C ” ,A y 7)  *3 sin(a3-^)
-  m  -
(Ar'3,6X7) ** ~V5"0 COS 01 (Ar*4>AX~) ® /u0 COS $
( n ,A>'7) « sin  8* ( 11 ,Ay3) « sin  $
( *’ *AXg) » COS e* . ( fl ,AXg) » COS $
( M *^ 3 ) “ Sin 6 * f ft ,Ay8) » sin  $
r^ A a^ xp  * 0  (Ag^  . « i ) » °
" ( " *?$ m ^ ( r j / R )  " ( " fAyj) “ ~/»c(v2/R)
" ( " AXj) ■ -/y_ sin $ " C " jAXj) ” sin(aj-#)
" C " Ay2) * -i^Ccos* ♦ Tj/R) " ( " ,Ay2) » /»c&2/n)+ cos(a3-*)>
", ( " to3) *■ Vii~ sin $ " ( " ,Ax4) -  /^Q sin(a3-i>)
" C " Ay3) " ^  cos 4 " ( ” »Ay4) ■ -4T0 cos(a3-4>)
/r^CAajjAXj) ■* ^ .{tjS ln ^  ♦ rjSin(a3-i>) } //r jr 2 
" ( " .Ayj) ■» T^c{r2cos$ -  r j c o s j a ^ )  } / / f ^
" ( "  ,&x3) «■ r 2 s in t /Z r ^
" ( ” r2 cosf/Vrjr^
" ( ” ,ax4) » -^T0 r x s in fo ^ V /F jE j
" C " ,4X4) -£0 r t  C O S C ^ - t i /X fr
r', (Aa’, ,AXj) “ «£_ sta$'
r’jC " t&yj) -  Vpc {(i-'j/R)* cos*’}
r ' j f  " ,ix2) “ 0
r'iC  " .Ay2) ■ -«GTC (r'j/R)
r ’jC " ,Ax6) - -/m0 sin*'
r'jC " ,iy 6) “ -• /50 cos*'
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r*2(4o,2»65c^ ) * VpVsiaCn'j-^*)
" C " >Wi) ■ -Vpc {^*2/R)<- c o s (e '3~$ ')}
" ( " .AXj) » 0
" C ”, ay2) -  /vc ( r '2/R)
" C " .6*7) .•  - 1^  sin(a*3-$ ')
" C " .*y7) * vC0 cos(o '3-*'}
/r'1r,2 (&a, 3 ,Ax1) <* -iVgtr'jSla#* + r ,1sin(a,3-* ,)}M ,' ,r ' 2 
" ( " ** <*Sg{x',jCOs(a,3-V ) -  r ' 2cos<j'}/>^r’3r ' 2
" ( ” .6^ )  ■ ^*0 r ' 2 s i n ^ y / r ' j r Y
" ( '* »ay6) * Sv0 r ' 2 cos^V/r'jr'j'
" ( " ,n%j) -  vtQ r ’j  sin(a,3-*')/>,r'1r ' 2
” ( " .6/ 7) “ r' j cosfa'j-^ ' ) / / r ’^r '2
r3 sta(e-s)//r2r3 
" ( ”»4y2) “ *3 cos(fs-e)//r^r.
" ( ",6x4) » -t^ {r2 sine ♦ r3 sin(B-B)}/^r^
" C ",&y4) m ^ 0 trs cos(s-e) - r2 cose}//r2r3 
" C H»6xs) * ^  r 2 s in o M ^ rj 
■' £ "»&ys )  *  ^  r 2 c o s e / / i ^ r 3
/r^jCas.ix^ •> vJTo r4 s ln # /^ ^
" C "»Ay4) ■= >'p0 r4 c o s e / ^ r ^
" ( " .6*5) " {r3sin^ -  r4s in e} //r3r .
" ( ".Ay5) * {r^cos* + r^jcosol/zfji^
" ( "»Ax6) = -t "^0 r 3 
" ( "»iy6) c - tu  r .  cos«»/^vr^
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^r'l^CAy.ixp » -/vc r^.sin(Y-rt//r,jr4
" C " .i/j) “ - ^ c r4 cos(Y-ij>)//r,1r4
" ( ".Ax,) » r*j sinA/^r'jr4
" ( ",Ays) * ^  cosij>/«''r'1r4
" ( ",4k6) -  /p"0 {r4 sin(y-i|i) + r ’1s ln * } //r '1r 4
" ( "»Ay5) * ^  (r4 cosfyij.) -  r'^cost}//r*jr4
/r'jr'jfas'jAxp » ~/vc r '. sinCe'-e')//!-',!-^
" ( ‘%6yj) ■ Svc r ’3 cos(fl'-9
" ( "(fixy) » (r ' 3 sin(B'-e') + r '2 sine'V /r^r'j
" ( ’SAyy) * {r'j cose’ -  r'- cos(s'-e')l/Zr'jr'j
" ( "#AXg) “ r ' z sine7 /r '2r' 3
" { "»Ay8) * cose'/yr’2r ' 3
*'r73r74 (A«',ax3) ■ i^ 0  r's Biitf(>7 /r ,3r , 4 
" C ", Ay3) -  - 4 T0 r 's coB!f.'//r'3r ' 4 
" ( " .axy) ■ s in e '/^ r '- r ^
" ( " »Ay7) * r ' 4 cose’/Z r '- r ^
" ( " ,Axg) •> /yTj {r*4 sine' -  r'3 siraj.,}//r,3r'4
'' C " >Ayg) ■ {r'4 cose' ♦ r'3 cos^ ' J/Vr^ r^
i/rjT'^iy'f&x^ » 4 TC r ' 4 sin(Y'-^')Mjr' 4 
"  (  "  »Ay2)  -  / v c  r ' 4 c o s ( y , - * ' ) M ,1r ' 4
" c " ,ax3) « ~/u0 {ijSin^' + r y in fy *-*7 } / / ? ^  v "'
"  (  "  *A y3)  *  ( r jc o s i j ) '  -  r ' 4 c o s ( Y ' - ^ ' ) } / / r j r ' 4  
1' ( " ,ix8) -  +Ahf r^in^V/rjr^
" C " »Ay8) -  rjC os^V /rjT^
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All other elements are zero
1 ■1| tt rnmHc m, c
■ * »  1 li £S mm
■ ■ ■ - ■ !  'M O mm
H .®b
where mQ and mQ are the masses of hydrogen, carbon and 
oxygen atoms respectively*
17.3 G-matrlx In internal co-ordinates of the Inplane vibration of 
■ g^eotis oxalic acid 2nd inedel
Tne G-natrix of the gaseous oxalic acid molecule is  here 
expressed in internal co-ordinates in vMch..-
rr  r ' l -  r2 “ r V  r 3 °  r V  r 4 •  r , 4
a l  *  a * l > a2 ** ®* 2*  a3  ** B “ f>f
Y w y*» <5 «* 61, q ® $*, 6 ® 0*
«
f  « $
Gx ,i 2pc Gl , 2 ts - v c  COS *
GX,3 «  ~U C O S $ GX,4 es ~ u c  cos(a5«(J.)
GX,S C cos(cu-q) GX,6 ■a 0
GX,7 W 0 GI,S
ts 0
GX,fl »  o Gx,xo
a - u  sin $
w
GX,XX c sin(a£~$) GX,X2 C3 {y^sin^+ ii r^sin (a^
GX,X3 a  - u c sin q GX,14
S3 -vc sin(<*5-$)
G1 ,1 S  ”  ^ c r 2 s in ^ ^ c r i s i n ( a 3 * ^ 3 M ^ i r 2 % ; i S «  nc r 3s in C a 3- « ) / / r 2 ;
Gl , 1 7  “  0 G1 ,1 8 •  iic r 4 s iti< > /V r1 r 4
Gl , 1 9  “  t'c r 3 s i n ( a 3- r t / / r 2 r 3
G1 ,2 Q
>  0
G1 ,2 1  “
(* 2  x 18 cos ^ G2 ,2
m  y 4* h
Hc  Ho
X y “ ° ,  ■ ' G2 ,4 o  Mc  COS Clj
G2 ,5  ■ G2 ,6
m  0
G2 ,7  “  0
G2 , 9  “  wo  cos  T
■ r 2  
2 11  “  pc s ^n a 3 +llc,i r s ^n *
r i  .
G2 ,8
R2 ,1 0
“ 2 ,1 2
«  0
r l
** -Mc  I T  s in  ^
■ - p ^ s i n a j / Z r ^
2,13
h,n
h , n
%13
‘2 , 2 1
« 0
** 0 
» 0
*  ”^0r Xsinv/*^ ri r 4
G2^t “ '‘c r 3^
G2,16 “
G2,18 “ 0
G2,20 " V s 81® ^1^
3,1 * ~uc cos  ^
G3,3 “ “c ♦ “o '
“3,5 
G3,7 > 0 
G3,9 " 0
u, cosa^C 3
G3 ,l l  " uc siu* 
G3,13 “ - ’•c i f  sin*
G3,1S “ “llcr l silla3//’/rl r2 
G3,17 " VGT3Bin*/ '/¥? 4
G3,2 t s 0 ' \
G3,4
ES 0
G3,6
SS 0
G3,8 BS P COS Y
G3,10 t s
*1-Pc ]f- S i H ( >
G3,12 e 0
G3,14
0
u c s i n a 3  4 -  u c
G3,16 a 0
G „  .  * .3,18
SB
• P 0 r ^ sin y /A y
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G3,19 “ ■Mcr 3Sina3/,yf2f 3
G3,21 * 0
G3,20 ” 0
V « **McCOS(a5~0) G4,2 ® Uc COS
G4,3 « 0 , V. ® * it c. . 0
G4,S m 0 G4,6 m cos $
G4,7 « 0 G4,8 ** 0
G4,9 -  0 f- G4,10
G4 , l l  “ "wcri r  sin(a3“^  
G4,15 ““11c IT s to C“3* 0
G4,15 " 0
G4,17 "
G4,19 ” 0
G4,21 ” ' t'cr 4sin '-,3/ ^ l F4
J4,12
G’4,14
G4,16
G’4,18
G4,20
-  -V gS inc3/ ^  
”  -»c ff-  s in fo j-4) 
-»0r2s i n e / ^
» 0 
* 0
G s , I a -Pc cos(a5~$)
G5,3 m uc COS a3
GS,S S3 Mc * “0
GS,7 m M0 COS 6
GS,9 m 0
G5,U m "“c I T  S l a ( a s " * >
G5,13 ts V ^ s  * “c r
G5,15 ts - V 2 siaa3/ / r l r2
GS,17 ts 0
G£,19 ta "llor2sisie *^/r2r 5
G5,21 ts 0
G;5,2 0
GS,4 m?
G,5,6 0
S . i o  “  uc  r  s i n Ca 3- $ )
G5,12 " 0 ■ ■
® ~u, 
» 0
S,14 "c sin(a3- 4)
“£,16
GS,18 ° - u ^ s i n ^ / Z F ^
% 2 0  “ W ^ / ^ 4
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% 1  - 0 G6,2 * 0
G6,3 G6,4 “ Mo cos B
Gg  ^ *» 0
6M  “ ‘,0 + wll
% T  " ° G6,8 “ "hH cos(8+*)
^ ,9 Ga «n ** o 6,10
C6 ,U  " "o 5ins %,12 " - M o V ^ S /* ^
S .1 3  “ ° G6,14 ** 0
G6,1S“ °  ' : G6s10 " - V 3 sijlS//r2r3
%,17 ” -PHr35 ln (o^ )//r .r4 G6,13 “ WjjTjSinCO^)/^^
G6,19 “ ° % Z 0  “ 0
G6,2X * G
Gy i  ** 0
G7«2 ” °
**7 ,3  " 0 G7,4
G7,S - v 0 cosg G7,6 n °
6. « * U + Ur-7,7 Mo G7,8
Gy ^'» -U|| cos(e^j)
G7,U  “ 0 G7,12 “ °
G7»13 “ 0 G7,14 * "o sln 8
G7,1S “ ' yorl sinB^ I r2 G« *  ^ * 0 7,16
G7,17 * 0 G7,18 “ 0
S .M  " ' W m / / e ? S G7,20 "■ -yHr3sin(8«<.)//r3r4
G7,21 “ “|iirj3in(8+^)//r1r<
8,1
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* 0 %,2 >  °
G8,3 * M0 COS y GSt4 “ °
G8,5 « 0 G8,0 “ *’Vh
G8,7 * 0 G8 ,8 “ ’'o *■ **H
% 9 ® 0 G8,10 “ °
G8 ,l l W 0 G8,12 “ 0
G8,X3 » M0 sin Y %,14 " 0
G8,1S - - p ^ s i n v / * ^ G8,16 * K.;r23in^ +^ / / r 2r3
GS,17 158 “%T4s^ (W 3 /^ 3 r4 G8,18 " - W ^ / /rl r4
G8,19 >  0 G8,20 “ 0
GS,21
G9»l
* 0
« 0 ■■■■O' S ,2 * OT 1f
9*3 '■* 0 ■ V  n 0
G9e5 * 0 ' . . . *9.6 “ °
% 7 »»-w^'.cos(e^). % 8 a °
gm “ V * > H % 10 “ .“o'Sia r
G9 ,l l . « ■  0 ^ ,12 “ "H0rZsin^ /rl r2
S ,1 3 ** 0 0.0 O k " 0
GS,1S » 0 ,
G9»X7 « 0 ■ GS,18 * 0
G9,13 « MHr2sIn (e^ )//r2r3 G9,20 “ -KHr4sin(«*f,)//r5r4
G*9,21 “ -w0r4sinY//r1r4
T .0 ,7  " u
G10,9 -  fg S in Y
GX0,11 c
-u^j/fjbos Co,-*) -wccosa3 
C1 0 ,1 3  c 2 t‘c(-r i 2 / p^ +2wc^ 1 /f|t03<>
61 0 ,1 4  2u(i r 1 r 2 / R f  ^ j / i ^ o s C a ^ ^ }
n,A ^ C0S^
*10,U  " {wcf 3cos«5-n,c4r1r 3/!^osCaj>4) } 
f / V l
V l S  “ ^ ( . ^ c o s  ♦
GI0,20 “ • llor3COSS/,^ 5
h i , !  " ~Mc s ta (®s-«
^11,3" •a.Mc (r2/R)sin^-
% i,5  * ^ c (r2 ^ s^f°3~^.
%1, 7 85 0
% , r > °
S .1 11 19 vc ^ r 22^ 2^ r2^  005 (®3~ ^  +*)
♦ P0
S i , 13 c “2w<Xri r 2/R2^ V R) COSfa3 ^  
“uc^2^ cos^
1 0 ,8  ~ v 
S.0 ,10 ** ^ © r ^ /R ^ ^ /T k o s ^ l )  +\i0
\ G10,12 “ ( y ^ c o s c j - M ^ / ^ t o s ^
I *»& */$**  (.a3~$)~vcT2~vor2)
! ,  ' / / v z
G10,1S “ {“c?l2/^ cos(«3r* ) - i i^ 1r 2/^) 
cos4) / ^  •
G10,17 “ 0 
G10,19 " ^ ( r ^ / R j c o s C ^ - ^ / / ^
*10,21 " V l" ™ o V W ^ lV 9
S r V . 83 vusin«~ * p~ (*%/&) siri$
Gu> 4  “ -Mc (r2/R )sin (a3-4)
G11,6 °  **0 sin®
Gl l ,8 “ 0
Gil,10 * ^ r ^ ^ ^ / R j c o s *
- p ^ /R )  cos (a3~$) -ucC0Sa3 
Gil,12 “ {M^ 2/R)cos*-p^xr2/R) 
cos ^ p ^ c o s a ^ - p ^
"uor l J/ ’^ F2
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Gll,1 4  " ^ z/R ^Z V(Sfz/ R ) c o s ^ ) ®L1; 1S *
h i , l b  "  {w0r 2CQSp.-llor 3-pcr 3-wc^ r 3/R) 3  cos(a3-4)} /^ r1r 2
c o s (a ^ ) GXI,I7 = ' vor^ SB//TSTi
®U-,« ° Gl l , 19 c n ^ / r ^ / R )  cos («--*)
h i , 20 m 0 GU ,21 -  {Kcr 4cos03+llcf 2T4/R>osO
/ fy l r4
®12,1 * ^ cr2s^ * i ,cr i s*n ta3~$) > //rxr 2 h z ,2  “
h.2,3 “ ° G12f4 » *"^ c5r2S^ la3 ^ r l r2
G12,S “ ° V o  “ _V l sinE f/rl r 2
%2,7 “ ° ^ 2,8 " °
■ b f9 ' . . r - V 2 s^ * l r 2 GX2,10 “ fo ^ e o sa j- i^ jr j /R jc o s#
G12(11 “ {ucr 2cosn3-yc(r1r2/R)cos(c.3-j1) *hic^ 21/^)cos(a 3"^)*mcr 2
^ ^ 22/R)cos« i ; -wc*i-ii0rj;}/.
* ? 2  ' V' C12,12 “ wc (rx /r2+r 2/rx -2cosa3) +
G12,X3 " ^ c ^ V ^ c o s f a j - ^ f ^ ^ / R ) >‘o < V r 2^ 2/ r l»
cos^>//rj,r2 GX2,X4 “ {"<ir22/R^ 0S^ X r 2 ^
%2,1S * 0 cos(aj-<£) } /^ 2,r 2
G12,16 " G12,17 " “o ^ W ^ ' V s
"*wor l cos0^ ^ l r 3 GX2,XS “ 0
'lE .lB  °  0 G12,20 *
°12,21 “ {^ 2 V r X>V4COSoS^c/r2 V r^
-'■or 2COSlr,//r2r4
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Gjj 50 "*^ (2 $ % ,2  " ~Mc<r1/R)sin<>
G13#S C13,4 E tic (r1/R)sln(a3- 4)
G13pS * pc sina3 *> c '(r i ^ ) siQf0s“^) G13,6 ,s 0
*13,7 "  0 *13,3 " "o sin  f
G13,9 “ 0 *13,10 “ Zm^ V R ^ ^ / P O cos*
Gj* jj; * /R) cos C»3~<) *13,12 “ f^rjV R )cos(c5-«?)-Mc^ r 2/R
-»ctrz/R) cos* cosO M j*^
‘i S , 13 “ ^©J-jZ/R^aSfj/^cos^+l) >  uQ %3,14 w "2^ i  cos(a3~*
% ,1 5  “ V r t ^ / R J c o s ^
-»0r 2 + ' . ^ j 2/!*)003 (c3-*)}//^2 G13,16 " ,,c?rl r 3/R)cosCa3 'r t / ,^ F3
G13,17 " -'*or 3COEY//r3r 4 G13,18 "
*13,19 “ f f ^ r j /R )  cos(o3-«♦wcr 3cosa3> <n0r 1cosy}//r1r 4
*13,20 “ 0
G13,21 ” V W ® 0”  :♦
G14,l " ""c sinC=3-«)
•
fi14,2 •i*c ^2/,0 s ln *
*14,3 * »c sinc3<^ cCr2/'R)sin^ 614,4 -** ~*c
G14jS “ ">*c (r ’/ R) sinC«3“<>3 *14,6 c °
G14,7 " vo  s in B G14,8 “ °
*1.4,9 “ 0 G14,10 “ 2|1A r2/R^ n'c? l/I9 cos(e,3 'r t
G1 4 ,ll “ 2pc (r22'/R *^'2>1c^2/f|^ COS^ a3"^ -vcCr2/l^c°so
G14,12 = <> ^ 22/R) C O ^ r v ^ r - j / R )  COS ( « . - «  }
^ Tl vZ *14,13 " "2lJA r 2/R^ |,c ^ / ^ cos(a3‘^:
G14,14 “ vc ^ 'TZ2^R^ l'^?yR^COE^ aS ~ ^* ^ “Wct 9/R)COS^-yccosa5
♦ u**0 G14,1S “ {v^2i?/R) C0^ ' MC^lr 2/ ^
G14,16 “ -P(iV^?s/ R)cos(a3-4) cos («^ -<>) ^ *1cr 2COSa3"*icr l
*1.4,17 ” 0 - ,Jor l }/ / r l r 2
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*1.4,18 “ ■t»<4r2 ^ ^ ^ c * 4 e*8*3} / / V 4  O
*14,19 * t ^ c 'fr2r3 /|Oco®(o!3-4)-Mcrs -t.or3 ^ 0r2c o s s } / ^ i> W9 £
*14,20 ‘  -» o r 4m s 6 / / F & l *14,21 “ wc (r2r4/R )c°s«//?^r4
G1S,1 “ ^icr2sin<.-*1icr1E in(a--^ )}//r1r2 CL*- 9 ■<* 0X«J $4*
*15,3 ” *15,4 “ 0
*15,5 **- W ^ S ^ *15,6 “ °
*15,7 gi s ,8 “
*15,9 " ° *15,10 “ ^ ^ / I O cqsCc. - ^ - p^
Cl 5 , l l  “ ^ c%22/ R)co3$“Mc^ ir2/R)c0s(c<s cos^}//r1r2
* 1 5 ,1 2 ' -0
*15,15“
*15,14 “ 
*15,15 “ 
*15,16 “ 
*15,18 " 
*15.19 “
G.15,20
■{w^cosaj+n^2/®  cos C«3^ )  n ^ r^ /R ) cos $ ~P0r2 }/^ri r2
{wc^22/ ^  cos^-p^r^/R ) e o s fa ^ )  <i1cr 2COSCt3 ^cr l “yor l
“c ^ l / r ^ '2 / ^ ' 2cOSo3) + yo ^ l / r 2^ 2/ r ^
0 G15.17 “ V ^ S
ty . (r2r4/ r i) - Mcr 4cosc3 *
i V ' . t C j T j r j -  iic r 3c o s « . + u0 ( r ^ / i ^ )  -  w ^ c o s b } / ^
«'0 ‘V * ? 4  cos6 /* ^ 3
*16,1 » ucr3 sin (a3-<.)/^-2r3 G16,2 _|1cr3 sina3/ / r 2r3
*16,3 " 0 G16,4 “ " V 2  s in 3 //r 2r 3
%6,S = 0 *16,6 “ - V 3 sinC/ ’^ 3
*16,7 a 0 G16,8 " “Hr2 sin(6*«)/ / r 2r3
G16,9 m 0
.21
G16,10 “ {ucr 3COEa3 + yc (r1r3/rv)cas(a3-«) } / ^ F 3
C,16 ,ll {llor 2cosi5 ‘  "or 5 " !,cr3 -  Pcr 2r 5/R)cos(03-«}/A -2r 5
G16,12 “ { wc<:i' l r 3/ r 2) ‘  !icr5COSa3 + »o h r-JT?)- V icosei//ri r3
G16,13 c v.c5-ir 3/ H)cos(a3-<,)//r2r 3 G16,14 " -1'c‘^ 3/R cos(a3"^
G16,1S C °
%K> P jf5/ r z)*  M0(6-2/r . * (r3/ r 2) - 2eosg)
’■’16,17 l ^ 2 v4/T3>+ ^ 4 c o s r '  ^ 2 r 4/lV '  ^Ir2cosCe^ } //r2r 4
G16,1S “ vH/r l r2 cos(0^ ) / / r 3r4 'ie.ig “ 0
15,20 G1C,21
Gi?,i 0
G17,3 “ V 3 si!lY/,/r3r 4
n e 017,2 u 
G17,4 “
G17,5 ~ ° g17,6 “ -Par 3s iI1Ce^^)//r3r 4
G17,7 “ 0 g17,S ° -«Hr4s ta (0+ ^ / / r 3r 4
G17,9 °  0 G17,10 * 0
G17,U - W 0SB/¥ 4 G17,12 " M0^ 4«>se/A^ 3
G17,13 “ -'’or 3COSY/^ G1 7 , U ‘ °
G17,15 " »o’/W OSY//rl r4
% ,1 6  " {‘^ 2 r4/ r 3 ^  V 4 ® s^ _ > 'i?2V r 3)- ''iir 2C0Sf8+^ } /^ 2 r4
G17,17 “ wo ^ 3/ r 4)+ (V r 33 * % (t3/ r 4)+ ^4/ r 3)* '2c6s (0^ ) )
G17,18 “ ; {_>#1 V * 4 ^ '  W 03 (0+^  ’ v0%\rz/ r A) * Mor3coSY}/./r1r3
G17,1S “ 0 G17,20 ” 0
G17,21 “ 0
Gis,i G18,2 “ 0
^ 8,3 “ ' l,or l s i^ / / r l r4 G18,4
G1S,S “ -»cr 4SjJla3/ / r l r4 G18,6 * W jj^siuC O ^)//^^
C18,7 " 0
‘i s , : «* 0
G18,8 “ “V 4 sia7 / ' ^
*18,10 " " » ^ / R>C0S * 
‘i s ,11 “ ^ 2r4/R)co$t/^r^' ‘i s , 12 ” 0
‘i s , 13 " -  »cr 4 * w0r 4 + w0r JcosY} A 'i ^
G18,14 ‘  { ^ 2r4/R)c°s# * )<cr4co s a .} / / f ^
‘i s . lS  * W °Sa3
^3 ,16  * mH'/V 2C0S(s^ ) / ^
G1Sp17 c f- " l# lV r4>- M ^cosfO ^) -  uor.cosY} / A ^
V l 8 >  ^ 4 /r l ^ . t f i t y *  M0£ V r 4H  V r l > - 2c° sy)
g1S.iq ** v/5%r,cosci:5/ i ^ r 2I S , 19 
G18*21  *  0
G1C,20 “ 0
G19*1
a19*3
G19, S 
^ 9 ,7
* (&$"*$)/^t2t $ 
•  -p0r 2si 9r*
n »  « J
G1 9 ,t t
G1 9 ,1 3  
^19,14
G
1 9 . IS
m
m
S3
88
e x
gi s ,2  “ 0
G1 9 ,4  “  0  
G1S,S
aI s ,  s o
^ 9 ,10 “ ‘‘c^lr 3/R)cosCt’‘3 - ^ /^ 2 ?3
1 9 ,1 2 *= 0
G'19,16 
G19,1S 
G19,19 
G19,20 
*19,21
»Por 3s in 3 /V r^
yHr2SinCe^ / ^ 3
~Pc^ 2^3/r ) cos Ca3**^ )
{p^r^ /R ) cos (ctg~$) + UcYzC0Sa?}/^T2T’S 
^ $ 2 * 3 ^  m ^cT5 ~ lior 3 * M0T2c o s ^ } / f^ f3
{vch TZh i' ■ W 0Sa3 * ^ l r 3/ r 2 i"  t 'o^cosB j/A ^F j 
® O'
c ~Pc »/ivr4C0Jia3/ i ^ r 2 
a i‘c^s/ r 2) + + v0 + ^ 3/^ )  -  2cos{S)
85 V 4C0S* ~ uHr?cos(o+^))/»/r ^
“ ^h^V 2C0S 6^^ / ^ 3 ^ 4
G1 9 ,1 7  ”  0
-1 7 3  -
20,1 
G20,3 
G20,5 “
_ 13
ft
G20,9 *
^20,11 
.'.G20,13'
G20*15
G
"20,17
;20b19
« 0
C2 0
w0r4siiiB/^F4 
-y11r3sin(e*p)//rvr4 
-tiHr4sin(e+t)/<^f4
» 0 •
« 0
.**■ wo^ r ^ c o s 0//r^r",
« 0
’2 3
G20,2
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G20,4 ' ts o
G20,6 ts 0
G20,8
SB0 '
G20,10
a . -y0r3C0SB//r3r4
G20,12 ts V o ^ c o s r / ^ r ,
G20,14 S3 -u0r4cosc//r .r4
G20,16
ES0
G20,18 .St 0
B {_uo(-r2r4/ r 3) + ■ V * * 588® ‘ " i f c W "  W 0 5 Vt r t f t
20,20 T *,o ^ 3 / l 4) * V r 33 V V V r 3> * 2cosf > ^ )
{-Uplj’jTj/r^) * w0r 3cosY -  w -^r-Zr,) -  p^cosCo+ij.) )/<6^ r3G « 20-21
Ci-,- « 
fa A  « X
^ l .S  
G21,5 
h i , 7
G21,9 "
,10
% ,1 1
-  ucr4sin<7 ^ ,
« 0 
« 0
*• vHr 1sin(e+v,’) /> '^ 4
- ,0r4S^ Y/ ^ T 4 
* Cu^ cosy - yor4 ~ - Mc(r1r4/R)coS't. >M^
c (ucr4cosct3 * u^r-r
% 2  * t i i ^ s ^ y / ^
°2M
G2i ,6 c 0 
G21,8 “ 0
G'21,13
G'2 1 ,1 5
G’2 1 ,1 7
* ^ ^ / R ) c o s  <j> 
« 0 
» 0
G21,1S 
G21,20 “
G21,14 " P ^ 2V ^ cos*/,/fl F4 
G21,16 ■" " » c ^ 4 COSa3/y tl F2
G21,18 " 0
n cs
21,21
c ^ ^ c o s  (8 +{j) / / r 3r 4
+ u0 r 3cosY -  y ^ c o s C s + v ’O l / Z ^ r l
wc(V r l ) + *Jl # l / r 4) *  » o ¥ 4 >  *  M l ?  “  2cosr )
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17.4 Symmetry co-ordinates of the inplane vibration of gaseous 
oxalic acid .2nd'.model
The trm sfo rm tioa table of the internal co-ordinates of 
gaseous oxalic acid 2nd nodol is  given belov?.
Table 14
C2H H c2 i 'h
AR AR ar AR AR
Arl Arl ;.tr'x ArY Arl
4r’l Ar'l Ari Arl Ar'l
ar2 Ar2 Ar*2 Ar*7«* fir7
Ar'2 « y Ar^  £* - av2 fif2
>r3 Ar3 AT5r.0 fir-3 fir3
Ar*~ Ar’ - 
•0 Ar3 fir. &r'3
at4 ar4 Ar>4 fir'., &r4
ArY Ar4 Ar4 fir'/H:
AaX Aal >«>1 Ac'l Aol
4^2 Ao’2 Aa*2 Aa2
&a3 Aa~■ * ■ ■to'j
i«'3 a®3
G^*l A«^ Aal fia’l
> Y Act*2 Aa2 Aa^ a«'2
a.-3 Aa'j Actg A®~ A a’^
AB A0 A0* A0* A0
A6 A6 Afi* AA* A5
Ay Ay Ayf Ay* Ay
A0* AB* A0 A0 A3*
A6* AA* A5 A6 AS*
ay* Ay* Ay Ay Ay*
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The.same process as in 15*4 applies mid the. resultant ■ 
normalised symmetry co-ordinates for gaseous oxalic acid 2nd 
model are
■ A g ' : S C t  v - ■
, * AR '  ^ symmetric C~C stretch
52 symmetric C«D stretch
53 symnetric C-G stretch
54 *vfCAr3^ r * 3) sym etric 0-H stretch
%  sym etric 0 . . .  H stretch
S6 “i l CAa 3*AaV  " . 2^ Aol +Aa2+AaV A° r2}
symmetric (-G^q) angle defoliation 
Sj ^ffr(L?,+hy*AB**AYf) -^(££*£5*)symmetric (G—XI..0) angle bending
■ s e t
■1
S -^ (A ri-A r^ ) anti-symmetric G«D stretch
55 V ^ ' z  -A r^) aa ti“S\,mDtric CO stretch
Yo anti-symmetric 0-H stre tch
511 ■ an ti-sym etric  O ..JI stre tch
512 Y §Caa3-AaV  '  2^ (AV Ao2"Aa'l " AaV
siti-sysm etric angle
deformation .
513 ** 2^ M +AY-ABf'-Ar#)
auti-syn*netric (0-H. . *0) angle 
bending .
x\ ■
From the normalized symmetry co-ordinates the U-mtrix in Table 15 
is  obtained.
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17.S Nuaarical values of G-gatrlx of gaseous oxalic acid 2nd model in  
syraaa try<vco -ordinates ■
6(1,1) = 0.166667 6(1 ,2) * -0.054359
6(1,3) >= -O.0459S7 G(l,4) » 0
6(1,5) ■ 0 G(l,6) * 0.254615
G (l,7 )»  0.091953
G(l,8) -  6(1,9) » G(l,10) -  G(1,U) « G(l,12) » G(l,13) » 0
6 (2,i ) = -O.OS4359 G(2,2) = 0.145333
6(2,3) = -0.047798 G(2,4) » 0
6(2,5} = 0.009076 G(2,6) « -0.035632
G(2,7) = -0.0S0574
6(2,8) = G(2,9) = G(2,10) = 6(2,11) =6(2,12) = G(2,13) = 0
6(3,1) = -0.043957 6(3,2) = -0.047793
G(3,3) = 0.145335 G(3,4) = -0.015543
G(3,5) = 0 G(3,6) = -0.081206
6(3,7) = -0.13261
G(3,8) =6(3,9) •= .G£3,10) = G(3,ll) = 6(3,12) » 6(3,13) = 0
6(4,1) = 0 G(4,2) = 0
G(4,3) = -0.015543 G(4,4) » 1.062499
G(4,5) = -0.484054 . G(4,6) = -0.071662
G(4,7) = 0.768012
G(4,8) = G(4,9) « G(4,10) ■ G(4,ll) = G(4,12) = G(4,13) = 0
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G(5,l) = 0 6(5,2} = 0.003076
G(5,3) = 0 G(S,4) = -0.484054
6 (5 ,5 ) = 1.062513 G(5,6) « -0.078403
6 (5 ,7 ) = 1.361267
GC5.fi) -  G(S,9) » G(S,10) = G(5,H) =6(5,12) = G(5,13) = 0
G(6,l)  = 0.254615 G(6,2) = -Q.OSS632
G (6,3)= -0.031206 G(6,4) » -0.071662
G(6,5) = -0.078403 G(6,6) =0.579780
G(6,7) = 0.230543
G(6,S) = 6(6,9) = G(6,10) = G(6, l l )  = G(6,12) = G(6,13) = 0
G(7,l) = 0.091953 G(7,2) = -0.0S0574
G(7,3) = -0.132610 G(7,4) = 0.768012
G(7,S) » 1.361267 6 (7 ,6 ) = 0.230543
G(7,7) = 5.042583
G(7,6) = G(7,9) = G(7,10) = G(7,ll) = G(7,12) = G(7»13) = 0
G(8,l)  = G(8,2) = G(8,3) = G(8,4) » G(8,5) = G(8,6) = 6(8 ,7) >  0
G(8, 8) = 0.145S33 G(8,9) = -Q.047798
G(8,10) = 0 G(8,11) = -0.009076
G(8,12) = -0.030S05 G(8,13) = 0.031076
G(9,l) = G(9,2) = G(9,3) = G(9,4) = G(9,S) = G(9,6) » G(9,7) = 0 
G(9,8) = -0.047798 6 (9 ,9 ) = 0.145835
G(9,10) = -0.015543 G(9,ll) = 0
G(9,12) = -O.OS6S49 G(9,13) = -0.0S0272
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G(10,l) •  6(10,2)> G(10,3) -  G(10,4) -  G(10,S) » G(10,6) » G(10,7) -  0 
G(10,8) “ 0 G(10,9) = -Q.015543
6(10,10) -  1.062499 6(10,11) -  -0.484054
G(10,12) ■= ■0.071662 6(10,13) = 0.768012
0(11,1) *» G(ll,2) ° G (ll,3)■ «* G(U,4) = G(ll,5) -  G(ll ,6) “ 0(11,7) « 0 
6(11,8) “ -O.03SO76 G(ll,9) ■= 0
G (ll,1 0 )“ -0.484054 G(11,11) ® 1.052513
G(ll,12) “ 0.07E403 G(U,13) = 1.361267
6(12,1) » 6(12,2) ■= 6(12,3) -  6(12,4) » 6(12,5) •= G(12,6) *= 6(12,7) » 0 
G(12,8) *■ -0.080808 G(12,9) = -0.086549
G(12,10) •= -0.071662 G(12,11) -  0.078403
G(12,12) “ 0.582270 G(12,13) * -0.003687
G(13,l) = 6(13,2) » G(13,3) « G(13,4) » 6(13,S) = 6(13,6) ■ G(13,7) ■= 0
G(13,8) * 0.031076 G(13,9)“ -0.050272
G(13,10) “ 0.768012 6(13,11) » 1.561267
G(13,12) = -0,003687 0(13,13) -  S.OOS8S6
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CHAPTER 18
CONSTRUCTION OF THE F-MAIRIX OF TilE INPLANE VIBRATIONS 
■ ' QF G^ SHOUS OXALIC ACID 2ND MODEL
18.1 Urey-Bradlcy force fie ld  of gaseous oxalic acid 2nd model
The U.B.F.F. for the inplane vibrations o f gaseous oxalic 
acid 2nd model was constructed using & as the stretching force • 
constant* H as the bending force constant, and F. the repulsive 
force constant between non-bonded atoms.
Fig. 22
The potential energy of tlie oxalic acid can b© expressed as 
V -  IK^CaR) 2 * R(AR)
* i ^ o C ^ i ) 2 + k ,o o  r l^ArP
* * W Ar,P  * ^ 'o o  r 'i^ Ar,P
+ ^OC>(Ar2  ^ * ^*00 r 2(Ar2^
* ^ - 0 ^ * 2 ^  * iv*C-0 r *2^ArV
* J ^ hC ^ )2 + ic* Qm r3(Ar5)
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+ 2i;o - a f A r ,3^2 *  K'o - l l  r '3 ^ a r , 3^ 
^ }C0..iiCAr4>2 * k’o.,H r 4(Ar4>
+ +K'0..H rV ArV
+ JllC-C»Orl 2 A^al^2 * H,C-C“Orl Z(a“P
*  *Hc - c o r ' i 2 A^“V 2 + 1!' c - c o r 1 ' P
+ ’IiC-C-Or 22 A^a2^2 + ' !'c-C-Or22^Aa2^
+ -1!C-C-Or22 A^a'2^2 *  H,C-C-Or ,2*"^ Aa2^  
+ 2llo_c-arl r2fA“3^2 * li'o-C-Orl r2^Aa3^  
* l l\M>Or , l r '2^ABV 2"* 0-C-0r 'l r *2 A^a'3  ^
+ ^^C-O-iIr 2r 3CA(i52 '* ^'(X)-Hr2r 3^AB^
* f^iC-0-Hr ,2r ' 3 ^ 2 * H,C-0-Hr '2r ,3(AB^
* .Or3r4 2 * H’o-Hv Or3r4(AS}
* ^%-H..Or ,3r ,4(AS^ 2 + H,0-H..0r ,3r '4 A^6^
* ‘KH..O=»Cr ' l r4 ^ Y-)2 * 1!’ll..O»Cr ' l r4 ^
* ^ i..O -C rXr , 4fAY' )2 + n ,H..O"*Cr l r ' 4fAY^  
F^l , 3 (Aq13)Z + F’l , 3 % S ^ l i 3 5
* i F2,6^Aq2,6)2 * F'2,6q2 ,6 (Aq2,6}
*  * F,X,4ql,4< Aql , 4>
* * ^*2,7^2,7^2,7^
> ^ 6<Aq4/  ♦
 ^F3,7 ^ Aq3>7^  + F'3,7q3,7^Aq3,7^
* 5F3t4(*% (4)2 + F'5 ,4q5 ,4 ^ q3,'4  ^
+ lF6f7(4q6f7) 2 + F'o ,7q6 ,7 (Aq6,7^
* i r i,sC4qx}5) 2 * F,i , s qi , s fAqi,s5
■*• i F2t8^Aq2,8^Z * F'2,8q2,8^Aq2,8^
* S A^q2 5^  * F*2 5^2 3 ^ 2  ^M | ) W  4+t p  M | « #  4U £  %J
+ JFl j g (Aqlt8 ) 2 ♦ Flf8 s 1>e(fiqlj8 )
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in  which we assume that £4^*  ^3, 7* ^3,4* ^6,7* * l,S 9 *2,8* *2,S 
and g are small compared with any force constant above and we 
neglect them to make the calculation possible.
Let
Pl,5  " * 2.6 " *1
; *1,4 “ *2,7 “ V  
From the assumption above there w ill be only 13 fore©
constants in the potential energy expression o f the inplane
vibration o f the oxalic acid molecule.
18.2 Evaluation of the F-matrix
Elimination of q was made using Table I in section 6.3 and
substituting a l l  the q values in  tlie potential energy expression.
The Urey-Bradley potential energy of the oxalic acid molecule In
terms o f internal co-ordinates b@co®s
V « I(aR)2(I^c ♦ S132F1 + * S14 *2
* h f r ' t  * S27Zf2 * h f o ' 2)
♦ KAr2) 2(KM  * S4i 2F2 ♦ t 41V 2)
IC4r ' 2) Z(Kc_o ♦ S722f2 * *722fV
+ I C*1^ ) 2{:o-H
♦ K 4 r '4) % i>H
+ i ( r l tap 2,%«O0 + <J^ r y i 3 t 31Fl  -(iVr1)S13S3i r ’1)
♦ : l ( r ,14o,1) 20t-<X) * ^ r ’i t 26t 62Fl  ” ^ / r 'l^26S62F'P
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+ K r2Aa2) 2(Hc_>c>_0 + (R/r^t14t41F2 -  (R /^^S^F^)
+ I f r^ A a ^ )2^ ^ ^  + (R/r!2)t27t 72F2 -  (R/ r f^S27S72F,2^
+ r^ l r 2^Aa3^2 ^ C O  
+ ir ,^rt2(Aoi,3};2..HQ-Cis0
+ Jr2r3(A8)2 hC-o-H
+ r^f2rt3^e^ 2 HO0-H 
+ l r3r4(A6)2
+ ■lr , 3r , 4 (A8.f) 2 ho-h..O
+ J^x^CAy) 2 % .#0«c
+ r^l r ,4^Yf)2 %..OC 
+ (AR) (ATj) - ■t13t3jF,j)
+ (AR)(Ar,1)(S26S62Fx “ ”t26t:62^f,l^
+ (AR) (Ar2) (sx4S4xF2 ~
+ (AR) (Ar12) (S27S72F2 - *27*72**2)
+ (AR) frjAo^ (*$7rJ S13 »/t ^ ;lF1 * t13S31F*1)
+ (AR) (r^Aa'j) (vS/r7}  S26 ^*26*62*1 + t26S62F*l)
+ (AR) (r2Aa2) (»4Vr^  S14 t^14t41F2 + tx4S4lpl2^
+ (AR) (r,2Aa,2) ( ^  S27 ,/t27t 72F2 + t27S72pl2^
+ (Arx) (r1Aa1) Wr-|) S31 t^X3t31Fl  * ^ rl^  t 31S13*'l)
+ CArfi).(r*xAct’2.)f'*^r 11^ s62 * ^ 6 2 F1 +^ ri!t62S26F,l5
* (Ar2  ^tr 2Aa2? C^Wr )^ S41 ^t x4t 4XF2 + ^ r2?t 41S14Ft2^
+ (Ar*2) (rf 2Aot 12^  C^/r*2) S72 t^27t 72F2 + ^ r ,2)t72S27F,2^
in which
S13 " S26 68 ° -909048
S31 " S62 “ °*845502
^13 " *26 “ 0,416692 
t 3l  = t 62 -  0.533972
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*14 “ *27 “ ®*®S4918 t , 4 ■ “ 0.518762
S4i -  S?2 -  Q.8EXS2Q t41 ■*> t „ » 0.599734
18.3 F-mtrlx in Internal co-ordinates of the caseous oxalic acid 
2nd aadel
F (l,l)  -  Kj * 1.61801 Fx ♦ 1.407947 F2
F (l,2) « 0.790852 Fj F (l,3) •  0.790852 Fj
F (l,4) -  0.715217 F2 F (l,5) -  0.715217 F2
F{1,10) -  0.450175 Fx F ( i,l l)  -  0.471212 F2
F(l,13) •  0.450175 Fj F(l,14) -  0.471212 Fg
F (l,6) ■ F(l,7) -  F ( l ,8) -  F(l,9) -  F(l,12) « F(1,1S) -  F(l,16)
-  F(l,17) -  F(l,18) -  F(l,19) -  F(l,20) » F(l,21) « 0
F(2,l) -  0.790SS2 F2 F(2,2) -  Kj ♦ 0.686361 Fx
F(2,10) -  0.389272 Fj F(2,3) -  F(2,4) » F(2,S) = F(2,6)
-  F(2,7) -  F(2®8) -  F(2,9) » F (2,ll) » F(2,12) -  F(2,1S) -  F(2,14)
-  F(2,15) -  F(2,16) «* F(2,17) •  F(2,18) -  F(2,19) -  F(2,20) -  F(2,21)
-  0
F(3,l) = 0.790852 Fj F(3,3) -  5^ ♦ 0.686361 Fx
F(3,13) -  0.389272 Fj F(3,2) -  F(3,4) -  F(3,S) -  F(3,6)
-  F(3,7) -  P(3,8) -  F(S,9) -  F(3,10) -  F(3,U) -  F(3,12) -  F(3,14)
» F(3,15) -  FC3,16) -  F(5,17) » F(3,18) -  F(3,19) -  F(3,20) -  F(3,21)
» o
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F (4 ,l) “ 0.715217 Fj, F(4,4) -  Kj + 0.604352 F2
F(4,ll) “ 0.420632 E, F(«,2) -  F(4,3) -  F(4,5) -  F(4,6)
-  F(4,7) -  F(4,8) “ F(4,9) “ F(4,10) “ F(4,12) -  F(4,13) -  F(4,14)
“ F(4,1S) “ F(4,16) -  F(4,17) “ F(4t18) -  F(4,19) -  F(4,20)
-  F(4,21) “ 0
F(5,l) “ 0.715217 F2 F(S,S) “ Kj + 0.604352 F2
F(5,14) -  0.420632 F2 F(5,2) -  F(5,3) “ F(S,4) « F(S,6)
“ F(5,7) -  F(S,8) -  F(5,9) -  F(5,10) “ F(S,11) -  F(5,12) -  F(S„13)
« F(S,15) “ 9(5,16) -  F(S,17) -  F(S,18) -  F(5,19) -  F(5,20) = F(S,21) 
“ 0
F(6,6) “ !C4 F(6,l) « F(6,2) -  F(6,3) -  F(6,4)
“ F(6,5) -  F(6,7) -  F(6,8) •  F£6,9) -  9(6,10) -  F (6,ll) “ F(6,12)
» F(6,13) •  F(6,14) -  9(6,15) “ 9(6,16) -  9(6,17) “ F(6,18)
-  F(6,19) -  F(6,20) -  F£6,21) -  0
m , n  " K4 F(7,l) -  F(7,2) -  F(7,3) -  F(7,4)
-  9(7,5) « F(7,6) “ 9(7,8) -  9(7,9) -  9(7,10) -  F (7 ,ll) -9 (7 ,1 2 )
-  F(7,13) -  F(7,14) -9 (7 ,15) -  F(7,16) -  9(7,17) » F(7,18)
■ 9 (7 ,1 9 )-  F(7,20) -  9(7,21) - 0
F(8,8) -  % F(8,l) -  F(8,2) -  9(8,5) “ 9(8,4)
-  F(8,5) -  9(8,6) -  F(8,7) -  9(8,9) -  F(8,10) -  F(8,U) “ F(8,12)
« F(8,13) -  F(8,14) -  F(8,15) -  F(8,16) -  F(8,17) “ F(8,18) -  9(3,19) 
-9 (8 ,20) » F(8,21) - 0
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F(9,9) = Kj F(9,l)  -  F(9,2) -  F(9,3) « F(9,4)
.*> F(9,S) •  F(9,5) = F(9,6) » F (9,7)>  F(9,B) = P(9,10) -  F (9 ,ll)
« F(9f12) * F(9,13) « F(9,14) -  F(9,1S) » F(9,16) -  F(9,17)
* F(9,18) = F(9,19) « F(9,20) « F$,21) -  0
F(10,1J •  0.450175 Fj .9 ( 10, 2) .  -  0.389272 Fj
F(10,10) -  Hj * 0.383620 Fx 9(10,3) -  F(10,4) -  9(10 ,5)
-  F(10,6) » F(10,7) = F(10,8) -  F(10,9) -  F(10,ll) = F(10,12)
» 9(10,13)« F(10,14) -  F(10,15) » F(10,16) -  F(10,17) = 9(10,18)
-  F(10,19) = 9(10,20) « 9(10,21) -  0
F ( ll , l)  =0.471212 F2 F (ll,4) = 0.420632 F2
F ( l l ,11) = H2 ♦ 0.438769 F2 F (ll,2) = F (ll,3) * F (ll,5 )
» F(11,6) « 9(11,7) = F ( l l ,8) « F (ll,9 ) « F(ll,10) = F(ll,12)
•  F(ll,13) * F(ll,14) = F(ll,15) = F(ll,16) = F(ll,17) = F(ll,18)
= F(ll,19) =9(11,20) = F(ll,21) = 0
F(12,12) = H3 F(12,l) = F(12,2) = F(12,3) » F(12,4)
= 9(12,5) » 9(12,6) = F(12,7) “ 9(12,8) » 9(12,9) = F(12,10) = F(12,ll) 
» F(12,13) = F(12,14) = F(12,1S) = F(12,16) = F(12,17) -  F(12,18)
» 9(12,19) = F(12,20) -  F(12,21) » 0
9(13,1) = 0.450175 Fj F(13,3) = 0.389272 Fj
F(13,13) « Hx ♦ 0.383620 Fj F(13,2) -  F(13,4) = F(13,S) » F(13,6)
-  F(13,7) » F(13,8) » F(1J,9) = F(13,10) » F(13,ll) = F(13,12)
= F(13,14) = F(13,15) = F(13,16) = F(13,17) = F(13,18) « F(13,19)
» F(13,20) = F(13,21) = 0
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F(14,l) » 0.471212 F2 F(14t S) -  0.420532 F2
F(14,14) b H2 > 0.438769 F2 F(14,2) -  F(14,3) « F(14,4)
-  F(14,6) -  F(14,7) = FC14.0) -  F(X4,9) -  F(14,10) « F(14,ll)
-  F(14,12) -  F(14,13) » F(14,1S) -  F(14,16) -  F(14,17) » F(14,18)
» F(14,19) “ H(14,20) -  F(14,21) -  0
F(1S,1S) = Hj F(15,l) -  F(15,2) -  F(15,3)
-  FC1S.4) » F(1S,5) « F(15,S) -  F(1S,7) -  F(1S,8) « F(15,9)
« F(1S,10) -  F(15,ll) -  P(1S,12) »>[15,13) -  F(1S,14) -  FC15.16)
» F(15,17) -  F(1S,1S) « F(15,19) « F(15,20) -  F(1S,21) -  0
F(16.16) -H 4 F(16,1) -  F(16,2) -  F(16,3)
= F(16,4) « F(16,S) -  F(16,6) -  F(16,7) = F(16,8)>  F(16,9)
-  F(16,10) » F(16,ll) -  F(16,12) -  7(16,13) •  F(16,14) -  F(16,1S)
-  F(16,17) « F(16,18) -  F(16,19) = FC16.20) -  F(16,21) -  0
F(17,17)» HS F(17,l) -  F(17,2) -  F(17,3)
-  F(17,4) -  F(17,5) -  F(17,6) -  F(17,7) -  F(17,8) -> (17 ,9)
-  F(17,10) -  FC17.il) « F(17,12) -  F(17,15) -  F(17,14) .«■ F(17,15)
-  F(17,16) -  F(17,18) » F(17,19) -  F(17,20) -  F(17,21) -  0
F(18,18) » Hg F(18,l) -  F(18,2) -  F(18,3) “ P(13,4)
-  F(18,5) -  F(18,6) -  P(18,7) -  F(18,8) -  F(18,9) -  F(18,10) -  FC18.11)
-  F(18,12) -  F(18,13) -  F(1S,14) -  F(18,1S) -  F(18,16) -  F(18,17)
“ F(18,19) -  F(18,20) » F(18,21) » 0
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F (I9 ,1 9 )« H 4 F(19,l) -  F(19,2) •= F(19,3)
-  F(19,4) -  F(19,S) °  F(19,S) « F(19,7) ° F(19,8) « F(19,9)
-  F(19,10) -  F(19,n) -  F(19,12) -  F(19,13) -  FC19.14) » F(19,15)
■ F(19,16) -  F(19,17) -  FC19.1S) » F(19,20) -  F(19,21) -  0
F(20,20) -  %  P(20,l) -  F(20,2) -  F(20,3)
-  F (20,4)» F(20,5) «» F(20,6) -  F(20,7) <* F(20,8) » F(2Q,9)
-  F(20,10) -  F(20,ll) F(20,12) » F(20,13) » F(20,14) » F(20,1S)
■ F(20,16) -  F(20,17) -  F(20,18) -  F(20,19) -  F(20,21) « 0
F£21,21) ” H6 F(21»l) -  F(21,2) = P(21,3)
•  F(21,4) “ F(21,S) = F(21,6) « F(21,7) -  F(21,8) -  F(21,9)
» F(21,10) -  F(21,U) -  F(21,12) -  F(21,13) « F£21,14) -  F(21,15)
« F(2l,16) -  F(21,17) “ F(21,18) » F(21,19) ■= F(21,20) » 0
which K2 -  * 0 0
K3 " W K4 ” %-H
H1 “ !!c-c«o
H2 “ %-C-O V  9o-co
» 4 - « C-O-H «s “ ho -h ...o
H6 '“ % ...<>€ F1 - **:
Py - Fr  ft -  Fr  2 Cx04 C20?
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18*4 F-matrix ia  symmetry co-ordinates of gaseous oxalic acid 
(2nd model)
Bi(X,X): 1.61801 F1 + 1*407947 F2
FM(1,2) * 1*118423 ^  FM(1,3) « 1*01147 F2
®(1,6) -  -0.259909 -  0.272054 ^
Bi(l,4) -  FM(1,S) -  Bt(l,7) “ B!(l,8) « FM(1,9) -  W(l,10)
« FM(1,11) -  B!(l,12) -  FM(1,13) -  0
B l( 2 , l )  » 1.118434 F, E4(2,2) ■ Kg + 0.686361 Fj
FM(2,6)» -0.15892 Fj B5(2,3) -  Rt(2,4) « E1(2,S)
-  FM(2,7) « Bl(2,8) ** Bi(2,9) ■= FM(2,10) *> B!(2,U) *» B!(2,12) 
» Bl(2,13) “ 0
FM(3,1) -  1.01147 F2 M(3,3) -  Kg * 0.604352 F2
FM(3,6) -  -0.171722 F2 B?(3,2) -  B!(3,4) ■ FM(3,5) \
FMC3.7) -  B!(3,8) « Bl(3,9) -  FM(3,10) -  Rf(3,ll) -  FM(3,12)
« FM(3,13) -  0
E4(4,l) -  FM(4,2) » E!(4,3)
BI(4,S) -  BIC4.6) -  FM(4,7) « B5(4,8) « E4f4,9) « B!(4S10) 
FM(4,11) -  FM(4,12) -  BI(4,13) -  0 \
\
\
A
BiCS,5) » Kg FM(5,1) -  FM(5,2) -  FM(5,3)
-  FM(5,4) « B!(5,6) -  FM(S,7) -  144(5,8) -  H4(5,9) -  FM(S,10)
-  B1(5,11) -  FM(S,12) -  B!(S,13) « 0
-1 9 0  -
E*l(6,l)  -  -0.2S9S09 Fj -  0.2720S4 F2 
E4(6,2):- -0.15892 Px E4(6,3) = -0.171722 F2
Ki(6, 6) -  Hj/e '♦ H,/6  + 2H-/3 + O.OS3D37 F-, + 0.073128 F2
FM(6,4) -  FM(6,S) >  FM(6,7) » 174(6,8) -  FM(6,9) -  Bi(6,10)
« EM(6,11) -  E4(6,12) -  B4(6,13) « 0
IM(7,7) « H4/6 * 2Hs/3 + ^ I6
B4(7-,l) -  H4(7:,2) -  B4(7,3) -  FM(7,4) * FM(7,5) -  FM(7,6)
-  FM(7,8) » 174(7,9) -  FM(7,10) -  FM(7,11) -  174(7,12) -  E-S(7,1S)
-  0
SM(S,8) -  X j j 0.686361 Fj 17.5(8,12) « -0.15892 Fj 
K4C8.1) -  FM(8,2) •> BI(8,3) = R!(8,4)>  B5(8,S) -  BS(8,6)
-  B4(8S7) » R4(8,9) -  B1(8,10) 5^RI(8,11) « R.!(S,13) -  0
175(9,9) "« £g * 0.604352 V7 FM(9,I2) » -0.171722 Fz 
»5(9,1) = 175(9,2) -  FM(9,3) -  M(9,4) » Bi(9,S) » FM(9,6)
-  R'!(9,7) » EM(9,8) «■ 171(9,10) = IM(9,U ) <* B5(9,13) » 0
FM(10,10) >  K4
FM(10,1) -175(10,2) -  174(10,3) -  B4(10,4) -  E!(10,5) *> Bl(10,6)
-  E5(10,7) -  B5(10,8) -  B!(10,9) ° 571(10,11) -  B5(10,12) ■» B4(10,13)
» 0
FM(11,11) -  Kg
B 5(ll,l) -  171(11,2) -  E f(ll,3) *> E4(ll,4) » FM(11,5) « 174(11,6)
» 174(11,7) “ FM(11,B) « FM(11,9) -  FM(11,10) -  R4(ll,12) « 174(11,13)
■ 0
E 5(12,8) -  -0.15832 F^ E!(12,9) « -0.171722 F2 
E 5(12,12) -  iix/6 + tu /6 * |i i3 + 0.063937 + 0.073128
1M(12,1) » B5(12,2) « K'4(12,3) » E.!(12,4) -  FM(12,5) «
lv!(12,7) « K4(12,1Q) -  E4(12,il) ® 131(12,13) = 0
R4(13,1S) -H 4/6 ♦ '|h s
E4(13,l) -  E4(13,2) -  B!(13,3) » 574(13,4) » B1(13,5)
E4(13,6) *» K!(13,7) -  B!(13,S) -  Bi(13,9) * R4(13,10)
E!(13,ll) -  FM(13,12) -  0
134(12,6)
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OiAPTBR 19 
THE 1HFRARBP HXPER1M3NT 
19*1 The infrared instm rant
• The infrared spectrum was recorded'with a-Perkin-Elmar 457 ■ 
infrared spectroiseter•
As sham m  Fig. 23, the radiation 'emitted by the-source is 
split'- into the sample and the reference beams by the plane - 
mirror ' and toroidal mirrors' IU .and M~. The toroidal mirror '■ ■
- ^  focuses the sample.beast on to  the 1001 comb, and focuses
the reference beam onto the servo-controlled optical wedge. To 
ensure that the optical system is  uniformly f il le d , the source 
:image produced by the toroids' is  double s i te , ' i .e .  6 .m  wide. ■ 
The 10DI comb is  used to adjust the intensity  of the sample beam 
so tha t pen indicates 100-6 transmittance when no sample is  present, 
t e n  the 1001 comb is  moved into or out of the sample beam, the 
servo-motor moves the optical v/edge in the reference beam to 
equalise the beam in ten sities , i t s  movement being followed by the 
. pen.' The.sample and the reference beams are combined by-the.
rotating sector mirror to  follow a 'common optical path. This 
coti>inod beam is  then focused on tlie monochromator entrance s l i t  
by toroidal mirror Die beam is  dispersed by the grating into 
i t s  spectral components. Rotation of tlie grating resu lts in  tlie 
dispersed spectrum being scanned across tlie monochromator s l i t .
The mechanical width of the monochromator s l i t  determines tlie 
width of tho wavenuzahor band emerging from the monochromator.
Thus, decreasing tlie s l i t  width decreases both band width and the
G
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intensity  of the emerging radiation ( i .e . decreases signal to 
noise ratio)* The s l i t  width is  adjusted by the s l i t  control oil 
the front panel* After leaving the monochromator tlie radiation 
passes through one of a se t of optical f i l te r s ,  the correct 
f i l t e r  being automatically selected for 'the spectral region 
being seamed* Inis f i l t e r  absorbs unwanted radiation diffracted 
from the grating at tlie same angle as "the component of -"the 
desired wave, number.. Finally the . transmitted radiation i s ; focused 
onto a thermocouple detector* The alternating signal on tlie 
detector is  amplified and fed to a servo-motor which moves the 
reference beam attenuator to equalise the intensity  of the simple 
and reference beams* The alternating signal is  thereby reduced 
to zero* producing a s ta te  of equilibrium.
At the characteristic absorption frequencies of the sample, 
tlie in tensity  of the sample beam changers and an alternating v 
signal called the ERROR signal is  then generated by the detector, 
the amplitude of this signal being proportional to the error 
between the true transmittance and the indicated transmittance. 
Hie error signal is  amplified by the 11 Hs amplifier, rec tified  
by the synchronous re c tif ie r , smoothed and modulated to  give a 
SO Hz signal the phase of which is  dependent on which beam is  
tlie more intense* After further amplification by the main 
amplifier th is signal is  used to drive the servo-motor in a 
direction depending on the phase of the .50 Hz signal so that 
the reference beam attenuator is  moved to equalize the in tensity  
o f tlie sample and reference beams, thus reducing the error signal 
to zero. Since the recorder pen is  mechanically linked to the 
attenuator, tlie pen w ill be displaced by an amount proportional 
to  the change in sample transmittance.
- 195 -
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.2 Developing the, heated ce ll and the additional optical system
The heated ce ll is  made of stain less steel of cylindrical 
' shape 50 cm in .lengthy 5 ’em in diameter, and tlie wall - 0*9 era 
thick, with two viton f0* rings f itte d  on both ends. Two KBr 
' -windows are held over *0* rings by means of. the screw-on caps* ■
. The e lec trica l heating element o f the. c e ll body- is ' provided with 
a power supply which can be varied by means of a variac*.; Hie 
ce ll body •is  covered by-the thermal shield. ■There are.'also a - - 
. high vacuiss valve, a silicone rubber.septum and a small. thermo- 
couple junction hole provided on the ce ll body.
Hie X-section of the infrared ce ll is  shem in Fig* 25.
In the beginning, two pieces of cylindrical copper pipe 
with heating wires were f it te d  to  both windows to prevent 
excessive cooling of the windows and condensation of the sample 
. . (see Fig. 27)>
■'An additional optical system is  required because the length 
of the sarnie cornpartr.«nt of tlie Perkin-Elmor 457 infrared spectre 
raster is  shorter than the length 'of the heated ce ll. As shown in 
■ Fig*-27, ■ the'-plane M rror-A reflec ts/d ie  sample beam through the . 
c e ll aid the ccncave m rro r B a t the back of the ce ll focuses the 
radiation backwards h itting  the plane mirror C which w ill re flec t 
the radiation through the 100% corah.
An advantage of th is optical system is  that tho sample path 
length is  twice tlie length of tlie co ll. However, several d is­
advantages arise as follows:-
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(1) The air-path lengths of tlie sample beam and the reference 
beam are different. Thus, the spectrum of CO2 and f^ O in 
air are added to the sample spectrum.
(2) There will be some energy loss at the surfaces of the A, 
B, and C mirrors, since their reflectivity is not 100%.
(3) There will be considerable reflection losses at the
windows as each window is traversed twice.
(4) There will be some energy loss caused by the size, of the
cell. The following calculation shows the approximate
i
percentage of energy loss at the position of the second 
window, since the effective area of the second window is 
smaller than the area of the beam.
—— 12.5 cm — 
sample compartment
area 1.5 x 0.3 cm'
area 4.
Fig. 26
The effective area of tlie beam at the sample compartment
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Fran Fig* 27 object distance » is cm
/ image: distance v e , . . u-+ 9.3 * 7.7 cm
focal, length of th e /-v \..
concave mirror « 20 cm
u ® 33.2 cm ' ;
Let the 2nd KEr window be a t 4.2 on from the concave mirror
tlie width of the image a t the 2nd window ** 2.8 cm
the height o f the image a t the 2nd window * 9.0 cm'
?the bean area of the image a t the 2nd window »25.2 cm 
Fro® Fig. 2Sa tlie area of the beam passing through the second 
■ window « . . \ 13.26 cm2 .
/ .  the energy* loss » 47.21
Similarly, i f  tlie second window is  a t 7.2 cm from the 
concave mirror, the area of tlie beam at the second window is  
20 cm and the area of the beam passing through the second window 
(from Fig. 28b) is  11.92 cm2* Thus tlie energy loss is  40.4$.
The calculation above shows that the closer the heated ce ll 
is  to the plane mirrors A and C, tlie smaller the energy loss.
In order to increase the transmittance o f the beam and 
also reduce the; condensation problem, tlie second KBr window was 
replaced by a concave mirror. The radius of curvature o f 33.7 as 
was chosen for maximum transmittance and the mirror was specially 
made. Tlie concave mirror is  hold over a viton rubber *0* ring 
by means of a screw-on cap to which an e lec tric  heater was fixed 
(see Fig. 29).
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The final heated cell is  shown in Fig* 29. A new vacuum 
outlet was made with an. electric heater attached to it  in order 
to prevent condensation of the oxalic acid taking place in the 
outlet.
VO
0 3 fcm.
1st KBr window
r o
■copper pipe 
with electric 
heating wires
2nd KBr window
Fig. 27
Optical diagram of the-sample beam with original cell
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19.3 Infrared experiment
At the beginning of the work th© expertont was performed 
by placing so® anhydrous oxalic acid in the heated cell and 
evacuating to eliminate the air spectrum. After fusing for a 
while the vacuum valve was sealed and the cell was slowly heated 
up. Hie spectrum recorded shows that
(a) the oxalic acid started to sublime at 6S°G and slowly 
condensed on both KBr windows. The condensation process 
is faster at higher temperatures. This happened because 
the windows temperature is lower than the cell body 
tmpomtuvQ;
(b) at temperatures above 65°C the amount of the decomposition 
products increased with increase in temperature. These 
waste products produced quit© a high background spectrum. 
Thus, handling the sample in this way the spectrum can only
be recorded up to 65°C. At temperatures higher than this the 
condensation of the oxalic acid on both KBr windows "and - the 
decomposition products make, the gaseous oxalic acid bands undetect­
able. It is obvious that both problems need to be eliminated.
In order to eliminate the condensation problem, two 
cylindrical copper pipes fitted with electrical heating wires 
were attached on both ends of the heated cell to keep the KBr 
window temperature higher than the cell body. It is reasonable 
that the KBr windows should be warmed before heating up the cell 
body.
-  205
Tne experiment-was performed again by evacuating the ce ll 
containing solid anhydrous oxalic acid and slowly warning the 
ce ll up to lOcfc. In th is  experiment the KBr windows were kept 
a t 5°C higher than the ce ll body. I t  was found that
(a) tli© background spectrum caused by decomposition products 
is  very high and thus so® of the gaseous oxalic acid
■ - baads are mde tectable;
(b) the spectrum also shows that there is  a thin film of 
solid  oxalic acid on both KBr windows. This suggested 
tha t the ce ll tenperature is  not really  lower than the 
windows. In fact tlie ce ll temperature was measured m  
the ce ll body and i t  is  possible that the temperature 
inside the ce ll is  higher than the outside.
Spectrum recorded above suggested that
(i) elimination of decomposition products is  necessary; 
( ii)  teuperature difference between the ce ll body and 
the windows should be higher than 5°C.
Elimination of the decomposition products was accomplished 
by connecting the heated ce ll to the vacuum pump and le ttin g  the 
pump operate continuously. In th is  way i t  was found that two 
advantages follow; f i r s t ly ,  tlie ligh ter molecules such as 
CO2 9 00 and formic acid which are decomposition products w ill be 
pumped out much more quickly than oxalic acid molecules and th is 
eliminates interference by them; secondly, the ce ll can be 
heated up to as high a temperature as one wants without an 
explosion taking place.
206 -
la  order to increase the transmittance of the beam and also 
reduce the condensation problem, one KBr window was replaced by 
a concave mirror o f radius of curvature 33.7 cm as shown in 
Fig. 29 below.
The concave mirror is  hold over a v itca rubber *0r ring by 
means o f screw-on cap with an e lec tric  heater attached.
With tliis set-up the experiment was performed again. The 
anhydrous oxalic acid was heated up to  about 12S°C while the 
concave mirror and the KBr window were heated up to approximately 
10°C higher than the ce ll body. Several spectra of gaseous 
oxalic acid were recorded -  see figures 34 -  47. Although 
gaseous oxalic acid bands can be interpreted, i t  was found that 
a t high temperatures the spectrum was interforred by solid  
oxalic acid.
The. final experiments were performed recently 'with tlie same 
sot—up as above. The results are shown in figures 48 -  SI. This 
time the anhydrous oxalic acid was purified by sublimation a t 
approximately 145°C before placing in  tlie heated cell* From the 
spectra recorded th© following resu lts were obtained:-  
Cl) So® gaseous oxalic acid bands begin to  appear a t 
'■ approximately 70°C.
(2) Ho interference by solid  oxalic acid or decomposition 
products except that of potassium oxalate.
(3) Hie rate o f increase of potassium oxalate increased with
temperatures.
(4) Oxalic acid bands are easily  identified.
-  207 -
Tne purification of the oxalic acid before heating in the 
infrared ce ll /seems to decrease the rate o f  decomposition.
19*4 Infrared results and the assignment 
Spectrum of cold ce ll
Figures 30 and 31 show spectra o f the cold ce ll (without 
KBr windows) • Several atmospheric bands were observed as sham 
in Table 16 below*
Table 16
Band position 
(cm-1)
Assignment 
(Herzberg 2)
3SG0 -  4000 rotational-vibration H20
3720 vl  ♦ v3 a)2
360S Zvg * CO2
2340 v3 °°2
1300 -  2003 v2 rotational-vibration H20
667 v2
: 500 -  250 pure rotation 1^0
This problem can be eliminated by evacuating the cell*
Figures 32 and 33 shew spectra o f cold ce ll (with mirror a t  one 
end) a fte r  evacuating. I t  is  seen tliat a i r  bands are not detected. 
Spectrum of gaseous oxalic acid
Figures 34 to 51 show spectra of gaseous oxalic acid which 
were recorded under conditions in Table 17 below.
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Tablo 17
Fig. Ho.
Temperature °C
Notes
Mirror Window Cell
34 & 35 126 115 \  93 • At the end o f the run i t  was 
found that the vacuum valve 
was blocked by solid oxalic 
. acid. . : . '
36 a 37 101 98 92
38 ' f t  39 108. S 105 101
40 & 41 125 118.5 115
42 & 43 - was taken during the cooling 
process.
44 & 45 - ** show spectrum of cold ce ll 
le f t  over night (a fte r tlie 
above ©xpe rinssat).
46 & 47 •* show spectrum o f cold ce ll 
(related to  44 & 45) a f te r  
gaseous impurities were pumped 
out.
46 3 49 123 120 115 Tlie oxalic acid was purified  
before tlie experiment was 
■ performed.
3 0 3 5 1 m Spectrum ©£ potassium oxalate 
(related to  Figs. 48 & 49).
52 V s3 mm KHC2O4.H20 V Nujol
Anhydrous oxalic acid was placed in the heated ce ll which 
was pumped continuously. With the optical system shown in Figs. 27 
and 29 tlie transmittance of the sample beam afte r passing through 
the sample ce ll was 301. An attenuator was used in the reference
beam so tha t the pen moved to about 801 transmittance a t 4000 cnf^*
Figures 34 and 35 showed one o f the best spectra of gaseous 
oxalic acid including impurities. I t  was found a t the end of 
th is run that the vacmrn valve was blocked by solid oxalic acid. 
This happened because the vacuum valve was cooler than the re s t  
o f the ce ll. I t  is  noticed that in these spectra the formic acid 
bands are quite strong.
In order to prevent condensation taking place a new vacuum 
valve was made with m  e lec tric  heater attached to i t .  Spectra in 
Figures 36 - 47 were taken in  the same experiment a t d ifferent 
temperatures * Figures 36 -  41 showed spectra of gaseous oxalic 
acid a t approximately 92°C, 101°C, and 11S°C respectively. Figures 
42 and 43 ware taken during the cooling process to observe the 
behaviour of a l l  bands. I t  was noticed tha t the in tensities  of 
gaseous oxalic acid bands Increased rapidly as the temperature 
increased and also rapidly decreased during the cooling process.
Figures 44 and 45 war© taken a f te r  tlie ce ll was le f t  over 
night with vacuum valve closed. The spectrum of the cold c e ll 
le f t  over night showed no sign o f gaseous oxalic acid bands and 
only that o f impurities and a thin film o f  so lid  oxalic acid. 
Figures 46 end 47 show spectra of a thin film of solid  oxalic 
acid on the KBr window. I t  was taken a fte r tlie impurities in tbs 
cold co ll were pumped away.
Figures 48 and 49 showed spectra of the final experiment in 
which tlie oxalic acid was purified before placing into the heated 
c e ll .  Figures SO and 51 showed the spectra of potassium oxalate
-  210 -
forming daring the exporismt* Those spectra were taken a fte r 
the ce ll was cooled down and tlie gaseous impurities load been 
pumped mmy. .
Prom the spectra mentioned above, 27 bands were observed,
8 ware assigned to  gaseous oxalic acid, the' others'were assigned 
to impurities as' shown in  Table 18 below. The spectrum number in 
the table shows the best example of tlie band, t o y  bands appear 
in  itsay spectra*
Table IS
Band position Spectrum Intensities Assigned to
Mim£?er
3720 34 ra2
3360 34; . w gaseous,' oxalic .acid'; ■
3473 ■ 34 . v .s . gaseous oxalic acid
2960 34 , formic acid .
.2340 34 “ 2
as2o 
1812 b 
tisos
34 ; v .s . gaseous oxalic acid
/I770 
1760 i
(1750
34
formic acid
1730 46 solid  oxalic acid (8-form)
1720 50 potassium hydrogen oxalate
1620 50 potassium hydrogen oxalate
1400 51 potassium hydrogen oxalate
211 -
Band position 
(era**1)
Spectrum
■ ■ Number
Intensities
------------  -------■—..... — n
Assigned to
i s 2 s . :; 39 ■ V . S .  ' gaseous oxalic acid
■■' fl28S
1 2 7 5  <4.277 \ ■' V 39 V . S .  : ■ gaseous oxalic acid '
1 1 2 6 5
1 2 8 0  \ ' 51 potassium hydrogen oxalate
1 2 6 5 * 4 5 tEiknom is)purity
1 2 2 5 47 solid  oxalic acid (0-form)
1 2 1 5 SI potassium hydrogen oxalate
' i n s
1 1 0 3  < n o s  . ■ 35 formic acid
( l o s s
1 0 3 0 * 4 3  , mkno^n impurity
SIS* 43 unknown impurity
720 5 1 potassium hydrogen oxalate
700 4 7 solid oxalic acid (0-form)
6 6 7 4 5 "....' °°2
6 6 0  ■ 4 1 gaseous oxalic acid
6 2 0 : : 4 1 , W ■ possibly gaseous oxalic acid
495 5 1 potassium hydrogen oxalate
460 41 w gaseous oxalic acid
v.s# *» very strong, s ® strong, w ® weak 
* They are defin itely  impurity bands because they ex ist in the 
spectra o f the cold ce ll le f t  a fte r the experiment.
-  212
MQTITi; The supporting references or spectra for impurity bands 
are in {62}, (128) and (129)*
Vor comparison, the spectrum o f potassium hydrogsn oxalate 
msaohydrate, KHC^.^O, in nujol mill is  given in figures 
52 and 53. .
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The assignment of the gaseous oxalic acid bands
Hie assiggsmsnt of gaseous oxalic acid bands was made on the 
basis that:?
(1) Gaseous oxalic acid bands are expected to  be'observed a t 
. temperatures above 60°C witli th e ir  in tensities Tmrying ,
v'-'.Kith temperatures*.
(2) iBDurity bands are s t i l l  observed in the spectrum o f the 
cooled ce ll but not gaseous oxalic acid bands*
(3) I t  is  assumed that fundamentals are stronger than overtones 
and combinations*
(4) In the infrared, in tensities o f the out of plane vibrational 
bands are usually stronger than the inplanevibrations (119).
(5) For gaseous oxalic acid i t  is  not expected to see any out
-1of plane fundamentals above 1100 cm (109) , (4).
(6) Because of Fermi resonance, two close bands o f the same
species in teract with each other. Thus, i f  two-bands-, 
coincide* or overlap they should belong to d ifferent species.
(7) Gaseous oxalic acid band shapes are d ifferent from impurities
because of the' d ifferent moments of in e rtia .
■ * 1  ■' ■ # w f  ' ■ ■As shown in Table 18, the bands at 3560 cm , 3475 cm , 1812 cm ,
132S 1275 osT^, 660 cra”^, 620 cm~*, and 460 enrf were
-1assigned to gaseous oxalic acid. The bond a t 620 on is  doubtful 
because i t  is  weak and overlapped with the 660 cnT* band.
Assignment o f gaseous oxalic acid bands is  shown in Table 19
below.
Table 19
Gaseous oxalic acid bands and th e ir  'assignments
Band position 
(cm**1)
Assignment
1st model 2nd model
3560 v2 + VS -Bu v2 + V BU
3475 v10 Bu ;; v10 Bu
1812 v8 Bu v8 Bu-
1325 V Bu v13 Bu
1275 v13 Bu V Bu
660 V11 Bu out of plan© An
620 out of plane Au? n Bu
. ; 4 60 out of plane Au v12 Bu .
Only two bauds a t 3560 cm"1 sad 347$ cm*1 were observed in 
the 041 asymmetric stretching frequency region. Hi© band a t 
3475 cm"1 is  much stronger sad thus i t  was assigned to  fuada- 
mental v10, asyanotric 0-H stre tch , Bu species. The band a t 
3560 enf*'was then assigned to  ccmbination band, ^  * vg, Bu
species. ^  *» 1S00 cm , see section 20.4}.
-1  -1The strong band a t 1812 cm has two band heads a t 1820 cm
and 1805 cm 1 respectively. This band was assigned to the inplsne 
fundamental vgf asymmetric DO stre tch , Bu species, because i t  is  
the only band in  the carbonyl stretching frequency range.
Two strong bands a t  1325 cm"1 and 1275 cm"1 were assigned to 
the interaction of the inplane C-0 asymmetric stre tch  vg and the
inplsnG C-O-H angle bending mode v^^{4} « The best f i t  to the 
calculations is  : obtained by. reversing the assignment for the 
two -XSXtolSv.
/ Assignnsats for throe bands a t 660 cnT*, 620 enf * p aid 
, 460 csf* were made to  f i t  the calculated frequencies. Thus, .
.-"their assigmients were different for both models. The band a t  
660 cnT* was assigned to inplane' fundamental M2< q angle . 
deformation and the other two were assigned to  out of plane 
fundamentals fo r the f i r s t  irodel. For the second model the band 
a t 460 enf* was assigned to inplane fundamentals v ^ ,  (O...H~Q) 
angle deformation. The band a t 660 cm was assigned to the out ' 
o f plane fundamental and the band a t 620 cm"* could be assigned 
to  combination band, but see hcwever chapter 22.
19.5 The.-expected and observed band envelopes .of .gaseous oxalic acid 
As mentioned previously in section 11.2, the theoretical 
band envelopes and the PR separations for asymmetric top 
molecules have been studied by many authors (26), (55), (69), (71), 
(112), (12S), (126).
■ Among them the paper which was published by Ueda and - 
Shimsnouchi seems to be the most useful se t. Thus the expected 
band contours for gaseous oxalic acid were taken from th is paper.
The molecular parameters o f gaseous oxalic acid are given 
In Table 20 belot-r.
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Table 20
Molecular parameters for gaseous oxalic acid
F irs t model Second model
Molecular model
v T
_ _"(t\\U ^/  /
/ /  rk S
Principal moments
of in e rtia
, 2 in40. (gm.cm x 10 )
IA = 138.02 
IB =239.49 
Ic = 377.51
IA = 146.71. 
IB = 221.05 
Ic = 367.76
Uecia an cl shimanouchi 
‘ parameters
x = 2G/B = 1.269 
y = 1-(C/A)-(C/B) 
= 0
x = 1.202
y = o
---  . — —- ..-T!
Using Ueda and Shimanouchi parameters i t  is  expected tha t 
the gaseous oxalic acid w ill have band contours sim ilar to that 
given in figure 54 for A, B and C type bands.
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-I -i -la ~ t o e m a = 4 cm a = 1.5 cm
- 1 0 0  0  . - 1 0 0  0  - 1 0 0  - 5 0  0  5 0  1 0 0
Fig. 54
The expected band contours for gaseous oxalic acid 
(a is  the halfwidth of the s l i t )
These contours were taken from figure No. 3 and No. 4 in 
the Ueda and Shimanouchi paper in which the corresponding 
parameters are giveii below.
No. x y A B C
3 1.2 .0.0 2.419 1.613 0.968
4 1.3 0.0 2.648 1.426 0.927
Both sets of parameters above give sim ilar band envelopes. That
is ,  the B type envelope has no central Q branch. The A and C
type envelopes have strong and sharp Q branch.
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At the boginaing.lt was expected tha t having studied the
band contours, the gaseous oxalic acid bands could be assigned
to A, B and C type bands. Thus* 'the out of plane vibrations,
which are C type bands, could be picked .out*
tM brtuaate ly ,. th is  is  not to  be because
(X)' . Both A'and C typo. envelopes. are sim ilar and i t  is
d iff icu lt to  detect the difference between thorn.
(2) -Mast.observed band contours o f gaseous oxalic acid
are not sim ilar to the expected band contours
mentioned above. This;is  because most observed band
envelopes are mostly of bydrid bands.
From the spectra recorded the observed band contours do not help
to determine C type bands nor to distinguish between the two
models. Moreover, cthe vectors diagrams obtained from the
computer, chapter 22, do not allow the type of hybrid to be
determined. Thus there is  no reason to  get the spectra recorded 
a t higher resolution.
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CHAPTER 20 
RAMAN EXPERIMENT
20.1 Laser Raman instrument
collection lens
multiple excitation mirror
analyser
scrambler
objective 
iris diaphragm 
interference filter
laser beamdielectric mirror
Fig. 55
Sample optics for Spex Raman spectrometer
The Raman instrument used was the Spex 1401 double mono­
chromator with either
(1) Spectra-Physics He - Ne laser model 125
•f*(2) Spectra-Physics Ar laser model 164
• As shown in Fig. 55 the laser beam is reflected upwards by 
a dielectric mirror in a light tight tube beneath the .sample
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chamber. Hie interference f i l t e r  is  taken into tlie bean to 
reduce interference from non-lcsin£ lines in the discharge (plasma 
lines).' An i r is  diaphragm reduces interference from the plasma 
lines and fina lly  a microscope objective lens focuses the beam to 
a d iffrac tim -lim ited  spot in the sample. Mirror serves to. 
increase the excitation energy by. -.returning the laser beam 
through the sample and the collection lens focuses the scattered 
lig h t cm to the spectrometer entrance s l i t .  Hie ligh t tig h t tube 
(tunnel) bridges the illuminator and the spectrometer entrance 
s l i t .  I t  contains the polarizing .analyser and a crystal quarts 
polarising scrambler wedge to effectively depolarise the Raman ■ ■ 
radiation and avoid .measurement errors arising frcm the polarisation 
effects of the g r a t i n g s . /
Fig. 56 shows the dcublemonochromator, that i s ,  me mono- 
chromator followed by and coimled to  a second. The centres of
tho entrance s l i t  and ex it s l i t  l ie  in the optical plane of the
system a t the foci o f the concave mirror and respectively.
tig h t coming through the entrance s l i t  is  collimated by mirror
end reflected onto the grating Gj. Tne dispersed lig h t \
strikes mirror Hj and is  focused onto mirror Mj which re flec ts
the beam ihroughthe s l i t  S2 and i t 'h i t s  mirror The
reflected ligh t from w ill be collimated by concave mirror Mg
and reflected onto the grating G?. Tho dispersed ligh t strikes
the concave mirror which brings tho spectrum to a focus a t
the ex it s l i t .
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A double ronachromator has the ■■advantage'that dispersion a t 
the final s l i t  is  twice as much as a t the intermediate* One more 
advantage i s  that in the second part of the double monochromator 
the radiation is  dispersed, so tho unwanted exciting^ 
rad ia tion . is  rejected. '
Tho photomultiplier used in the .Raman experiment is  a F$~130 
. tube* . I t  was, claimed that - the red ' sensitiv ity  o f th e ' E\r~130 is  
far better than that o f an ordinary. S-20 photomultiplier* Another- 
.- ■significant advantage ;in signal detection of the F£~I30 photo- 
..multiplier' is  derived from i t s  3.5 im effective cathode diameter; ’
. as compared with ordinary tubes having -20 -  SO diameter; •
' cathode* ' The rm  - noise ;o£ -a cathode surface is  proportional to '
■ its-diam eter.
I t  was also claimed th a t the dark current of the;red'..'
’ sensitiv ity  of fW-130 photomultipliers drops by-a factor o f . 
approximately 100 when the tube is  cooled to  ~20°C. The cooler 
used is  a thermoelectric changer with tap water a t-a  flow ra te  o f 
- .10 g?h serves'as a heat- .exchanger.
20.2 Raman erven
- " A Ramn' ovm was designed to  use with the Spex 1401 double- 
laoaochromator. I ts  body is  made of aluminium of cylindrical shape 
with dimensions shown in the figures below.
Aluminium syndanio
To.b cm 
0.3 cm
„ o.g cm
Fig- 57
X-section of Raman oven along the whole length
blind hole for thermocouple junction
0 . 6
Laser beam 
Fig. 58
Side view X-section of, the oven at sample position
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Two electrothermal heating wires HC 102 (V200/250 - 1201V) 
were used to heat the oven. These heating wires were insulated 
with glass fib re . The wattage of these wires can be varied by 
means of a variac. Both ends of the oven were insulated using 
Syndanio, the body was insulated using Pyruma. f ire  cement. The 
length of the oven was 10 cm and i t s  inner diameter was 1.25 cm.
On the oven body there were holes for the laser beam to pass 
through, holes for the scattered beam to pass through and a blind 
hole for a theimocouple junction.
Fig. 60 shows the curve of the equilibrium temperature against 
the voltage supply of th is Raman oven.
heating wire syndanio
^DQOQGQQQOOOGG t•xysooQaa&t
Laser beam
Pyruma fir.e cement
Fig. 59 
The Raman oven used
Temperature ( C)
Voltage (volts)Fig. 60
Temperature curve of the Raman heating ce ll
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Light tig h t box
A ligh t tig h t box was designed for the sample compartment 
to provide a ir  cooling and the sample tube can be put in sideways. 
There is  also a small hole cut a t the back of the box closed by a 
screwed plug which can be opened to observe the laser beam passing 
through the tube.
The cold a ir  can get into the box by passing through the 
lig h t tig h t tube under the sample compartment. The hot a ir  w ill 
blow out through the baffled chimney a t the top. The baffled 
chimney was designed so tha t i t  is  lig h t tig h t and can be 
screwed out when any observation of the laser beam that pass.es 
through the sample is  required.
baffled chimney
</>
back hole for 
observation1.5
1 4 ems.
Fig. 61
Back view of the ligh t tigh t box
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baffled chimney
side hole for 
sample tube
-H — ---------15.5 ems.---------------- *-
side hole for heating wires and thermocouple lead
Fig. 62
Side view of the light tig h t box 
The ligh t tigh t box was made of brass and was painted matt
black.
The inside of the aluminium tube of the oven was black 
anodised in order to reduce the amount of scattered exciting 
ligh t which is  reflected inside and some of which would enter 
the monochromator.
The f i r s t  oven made was not anodised and showed a higher 
background than the anodised one when an empty sample ce ll was 
used.
\
20.3 Hasan experiment
At f i r s t  the .Spectra-Physics; Ho -  Me laser model 125 was 
used. Before- any experiment was performed'the instrument 
performance was chocked and found that
(a) the He -  Me la se r  poorer-had gone down to. -58 m'.- -- 
. (used'to provide 74?w)}
(b) the efficiency of the detector had gone ‘down
• 'nearly 10 times* th is  was detected-by' comparing . 
the spectrum o f CCl^  in a capillaryTube vath 
•similar conditions*
(c) a t high sensitiv ity  the detector is  very sensitive 
■ .. to the .stray ligh t which comes 'from,light leakage ,
a t the edges of tlie double monochromator box. Tills 
problem.was eliminated by covering the whole mono- 
dirornator vdtii black polyethylene.
The instrument was lined up by using a CCl  ^ vapour tube.
At the beginning a sample tube was prepared using a pyrex 
ampoule o f 1.2 cm diameter./ This tube, containing anhydrous 
oxalic acid, was heated up slowly and evacuated a t the same time. 
The temperature was kept a t 120°C for a while then the; tube was 
sealed o ff and used as sample tube.
Tho experiment was performed by heating the sample up and 
recording the spectra a t different temperatures from 60°C to 130°C 
with high sensitiv ity . So far the spectra showed no band of 
gaseous oxalic acid a t all*
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The experiment was finally  performed by heating the ce ll up 
to 145°C. This time the tube exploded and caused damage to the 
collection lens. This suggested that at 145°C the decomposition 
products increased so fa s t and resulted in increasing of the to ta l 
pressure inside the tube.
solid anhydrous oxalic acid
> O O O Q < £ O O O Q G
sample tube
Laser beam
X-section of Raman heated ce ll and the sample tube
Handling the sample in th is way there are several 
disadvantages:
(i) The decomposition products cause the increase of 
background level a t high sensitiv ity .
( ii)  At high temperature the to ta l pressure increases 
fa s t and can cause an explosion.
( i i i )  Because the gaseous oxalic acid bands are very weak, 
i t  is  necessary to heat the tube to more than 145°C, 
giving the above mentioned disadvantages.
The sample tube was modified by using a long pyrex glass 
tube, sealed a t one end and the other end connected to the vacuum
7835
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pump. This tube contained anhydrous oxalic acid a t the closed
end as shorn in Fig. 64. The tube was heated up and evacuated
continuously. Although we heated up to 160°C, the recorded spectra
showed no bands of gaseous oxalic acid, 
solid  anhydrous oxalic acid
pump
QQQQGpQQQCX3Q3d 100530000000003
Laser beam
Fig. 64
X-section of the heated ce ll and the modified 
sample tube
The experiment was performed again by heating the tube up 
to 160°C. This time the sample tube was evacuated before heating 
and then the vacuum tap was closed. In th is  way some decomposition 
products, which emerged from the hot end, condensed on the cooler 
end and resulted in reducing the pressure in the sample tube.
Again the spectra recorded s t i l l  showed no bands of gaseous oxalic 
acid.
From the above experiments i t  is  obvious that the gaseous 
oxalic acid bands are very d ifficu lt to detect under these circum­
stances. This suggested that for further experiments the following
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items are required:
(i) A much more powerful laser*
( ii)  A better photomultiplier detector i f  possible.
(H i) I t  may be necessary to  heat the sample over 160°C
in order to increase the gaseous oxalic acid
vapour pressure.
The experiment was performed again with a Spectra-Physics
164 Argon ion laser. The power o f the 4S80A line  is  1.7 watts
o
and the power of the 5145 A line is  2.2 watts. With th is  powerful
argon laser i t  has tho advantage that the instrument can be
peaked up using an I2 vapour tube as the resonance fluorescence
lines o f vapour ate very strong. Before s ta rting  the
experiment several t r ia ls  were made--end i t  was found that
(i) with the f i l t e r  the transmittance o f the beam a t
the sample position is  261 and without f i l t e r  the
laser beam a t the san^le position is  681 o f the
to ta l in tensity . This suggested tha t i t  i s  much
b etter to take the spectrum without the f i l t e r  as
we need maximum laser in tensity  for weak bands;
( ii)  by placing a concave mirror on the top o f the
heating ce ll to  reflec t the transmitted beam back
through the sample i t  was found tha t tho in tensity
of the band increased nearly twice; 
o
( i i i )  although the 4SS0A line has some advantages over 
o
the 5145 A line (as the in tensity  of the band varies 
with the fourth power of the frequencies), i t  gives 
more non-lasing lines. These non-lasing lines may
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coincide with the gaseous oxalic acid bands and
o
make them undetectable. With 5145 A line no
non-lasing lines could be detected between the
-1 — 1region of 150 cm to 2000 cm . So i t  was much
o
more convenient to use the 5145 A line without
the f i l t e r .
This time anhydrous oxalic acid was f il le d  in a s i l ic a  tube 
of sim ilar shape as shown in Fig. 64. The tube was evacuated and 
sealed. The sample was heated up to a maximum temperature of 180°C. 
Several spectra of gaseous oxalic acid were recorded a t d ifferen t 
equilibrium temperatures. This time several bands of gaseous 
oxalic acid were observed (see 20.4).
At temperatures above 185°C the rate of decomposition is  
much faste r and the in tensities of these bands decreased.
20.4 Raman results and the assignment
a ir  in le tvacui
heated ce ll / r
Laser beam
Manometer
solid  anhydrous oxalic acid
pump
Fig. 65
2S7
The instrument was lined up using an I2 vapour tube* A 
silica tube of 1*2 cm diameter containing anhydrous oxalic acid 
was placed in the heated cell and evacuated* Hie vacuum valve 
was closed be^ re heating the cell up* Fig* 65 shows the heated 
cell was connected to a manometer and a pimp during the 
expsriBisnt.
Spectra of gaseous oxalic acid were taken under the following 
settings?
laser power « 2 watts 
detector H.T* « 2 kilovolts 
entrance slit « 0.5 millimeter 
middle slit * 0.5 millimeter 
exit slit « 0.5 millimeter
plus conditions given in Table 21* Hie vapour pressure of oxalic 
acid is given in section 20.2*
Figures 66 to 77 show spectra of gaseous oxalic acid taken 
at different teiaporatures. It was noticed that the bands at 
267 enf1, 610 cm*2, and a broad band between 300 cm* to 500 cof* 
were recorded even in the spectrum of the cold empty cell. These 
bands ware assigned to the scattering caused by the silica tube.
Figures 66 and 67 show spectra recorded from 200 cm"* to 
-12300 cm in which anhydrous oxalic acid was heated up to 
approximately 126°C. At this temperature no bands of gaseous 
oxalic acid were observed except that of 02* C02> and the 
silica tube.
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Figures 63 and 69 show spectra of gaseous oxalic acid 
recorded from 200 cm"'*' to 2300 cm"* at approximately 154°C.
Figures 70 tp.) 72 ai*e the best spectra of. gaseoas oxalic acid 
recorded so far from 200 cm to 2500 cm at approximately .
177.S°C.
Spsctra were recorded up to 3700 co . At high, frequency 
three ■ non lasing linos$ two formic acid bands ■ and an r^ O band 
were observed but none for gaseous oxalic acid as shown in Fig. 76,
v'77' i ■if /
Apart from tho scattering caused by the silica tube IS bands 
were observed. Their assignment is given in Table 22.
For the purpose of correct assignment the spectra of formic 
acid, GX> and i^ O were taken.at temperatures between 110°C - 130°C.
A table of 0D? bonds with thoir assignment- is given. in Herzberg •
(2-p.274)./'The supporting references are (13), (130).
Figures 78, 73, 80 show spectra of formic acid between 5GQ ctf* 
to 3703 ckTa a t: approximately 120UC. The spectrum of water was . 
recorded from. 203 cm"* to 3700 ciiT*: at approximately 110°C.
Apart .from several bands due to pure rotation at low frequency 
range there is only one \dbrational band'of water observed in the 
Homan spectrum at 3655 cm"* as shown, in Fig. 81.
It vans noted that C02, 03, 02, >I7 bands are very sharp and 
easy to identify. As 03-, sad CO are decomposition products,ilh
their spectra can be used for purposes of frequency measurement.
Table 22
Observed Raman bands and tho ir assignment
 ........  n» wnwoiwiwwi.ilwwwwuiwii'M I »ii»mIi>hm iihhi^^wwi^ jw .— «1i> ■«—>—>
Band position Spectrum' 
number
Assignment"
267 66 . s il ic a  tuba
300 -  500 68 s il ic a  tube
405 .' 70 gaseous oxalic acid
610 . as s i l ic a  tube
800}U 610>V Olu
825/
70 gaseous oxalic acid
1195 70 gaseous oxalic acid
1267 71 (3v2 -  v2) CO2
1286 71 2v2 C02
. 1388 : 71 V1 ra2
1409 71 (vx ♦ v2 -  v2) C02
1423 71 gaseous oxalic acid
1550;. 67 °2
. 1800 72 gaseous oxalic acid
2143 69 CO '
'2330 ' 67 h -
2954 76. formic acid
3086 76 non losing line
3237 76 non losing lino
3422 77 non lasing line
3573 77 formic acid
3655 77 vi  h °
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Assignment of the gaseous oxalic acid bands in the Raman 
spectruEi was easily* isasde because
(1) Oxalic a d d  band shapes are very distinctive from
o£ m 9 02>
(2) Between 200 enf* to 1900 erf* no formic acid bands 
and non lasing lines were observed in the spectra of 
gaseous oxalic acid#
*.i' - i(3) Gaseous oxalic acid bands a t 405 cm , 8112 cm * and
«i
180D cm are strong enough for depolarization 
measurements. As shown in  figures 73, 74, 75 these
bands' are .completely polarized. Thus, they were
assigned to Ag inplane fimdanmtals, sy iM tric  t ^ ^ )
inplane angle bending, sysi« tric  C-C s tre td i, and
symiastric 0 0  stretch respectively.
— l  ■Although the band a t 1195 cm is  weak and thus a depolarization
measurement cannot be made, i t  was assigned to inplane fundamental 
Ag, C-CHI symmetric angle bending, v^, because no out o f plane 
fundamentals of gaseous oxalic acid are expected a t th is  frequency.
The band a t 1423 as is  very weak and the existence is  
doubtful because the peak height is  not much above the noise 
level. As shown in fig . 71, th is band s i ts  at the base-of 1410 cm"** 
line of CX>2* I t  was assigned to the fundamental inplane symmetric 
0 0  stretch , Vy  of gaseous oxalic acid for the following reasons.*-
(1) According to  my calculations there is  a calculated 
Ag fundamental a t approximately th is position.
(2) I t  could probably be that th is  band corresponds to 
the 1450 cm band which was reported in the spectrum 
o f solution and so lid  oxalic acid (51), (124).
-279
(3) I t  is  reasonable to  expect a CXlsysiietric 
stretching band to  occur a t th is  frequency.
20. S Comparison between infrared and Raman experiments
Infrared and Rama experiments of the gaseous oxalic acid 
fac© different problems as follows*-
(1) In Honan there is  no interference caused by solid 
oxalic acid whereas in infrared a condensation of solid  
oxalic acid <m the KBr windows is  one of the main problem *
(2) In infrared the heated ce ll was pumped continuously 
to eliminate interference caused by decomposition predicts.
In Raman i t  was found that:
(a) No gaseous oxalic acid bands were observed i f  
the ce ll was pumped continuously *
(b) No obvious interference was caused by the 
decomposition products, Main products such as -00 ,^"
00, and 1^0 gave sharp and strong bands which are 
useful for frequency measurements• '
(3) Raman bands begin to appear a t about 140°U whereas 
infrared absorption brnids begin to appear a t approximately 
6S°C.
(4) Raman band shapes are very d istinctive from the others 
and thus they are easily  identified .
(5) Raman bands are much more d ifficu lt to detect than the 
infrared absorption bands and thus the Raman experiment needs
(a) a very accurate lining up;
(b) a powerful laser;
(c) a higher temperature heated c e ll.
280
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I t  was intended to carry out infrared absorption measure- 
m n ts in  the far-infrared using an R .I.I.C . Fourier Transform 
Spectroiaster 520. An R.I.I*C. .1 ■ m gas ce ll was ■ modified as shown ■ 
in  Fig. 82..-■■The polythene windows were replaced by TPX 
(poly 4 methyl pentene 1) which can be used up to  140°C or .higher. 
Tne ce ll was wound with e lec tric  heating taps in  such a way that 
the window temperature was about 5 -  10°C higher than the middle 
o f the c e ll. This was checked before the ce ll was f i t te d  to the 
interferometer. Two 1H thick pieces of Syndanio were used to 
insulate .the ce ll from the interferometer housing and the 
detector un it. These pieces of Syndanlo were grooved to take the 
Viton 0-rings and d rilled  to take the bolts. They were vacuum 
impregnated (commercially) with Midland Silicone M.S. 2728 in 
order to make them vacuum tig h t. Tlie piece between the ce ll and 
the interferometer was satisfactory  but the piece between the ce ll 
and th© detector was not. Trie detector compartment which was in 
ccnnectim with th is  piece could not b& pwnp&& dam  to a low 
enough pressure.
Tae attempt to obtain the far infrared spectrum was abandoned 
as there was not time to obtain more Syndanlo and carry out the 
machining and impregnation.
-\wwvy
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GiAPTOR 22
am sim m  $m .the m s m m m  of observes bahds
OF GASEOUS OXALIC ACID FREQUENCIES 
'22. 1 T/ie inplane force constants and the calculated frequencies o f 
' gaseous oxalic acid ■
Calculations for the gaseous oxalic acid.'xaolecule were 
made using the following data:*'
(1) Molecular parameters given by Nahlovska, Nahlovslcy. and 
Strand (73) were used. Due to the possib ility  o f d ifferent 
positions o f H atoms in th is  molecule, the calculations 
were made using both models suggested by them (see section
. 13.3).
(2) In this present work the force constants for the inplane 
vibrations of gaseous oxalic acid wer© taken from the 
values for fonaic acid and acotic acid monomers reported 
by Hakamoto and Kishida (SB). Both sets of force 
constants were used to calculate the inplane vibrational 
frequencies for gaseous oxalic acid. Tho set of feree 
constants taken;free acetic a d d  monomer gave 'a ;better . 
f i t ,  thus, th is se t o f force constants was selected as an 
in i t ia l  se t o f force constants for gaseous oxalic acid. 
Several force constant refinements vrero made. I t  was found
that the least squares method could not be applied because of 
singularity of the (J%J) matrix. With the aid of the computer 
tlie refinements can be made successfully by t r ia l  and error in 
which small changes of fore© constants can be judged from tho
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Jacobian matrix and tlie discrepancy between the observed and 
calculated frequencies.
At the beginning measurements o£ tlie variance of the 
calculated and observed values were made using only 8 observed 
frequencies, 4 were observed in the infrared a t 3475 cm’’*,
„1 ■ ■ „ i . - . '-'*.1
1812-m  , 1325 cm , and 1275 cm , tho others ware observed
in  the Raman a t 1800 cm*'*, 1195 cm’*, 812 cm"*, 405 cm**. For
the following reasons only 8 were used in  the beginning:-
(a) These bands certainly ex ist.
(b) They belong to oxalic acid.
(c) Tney are a l l  inplaae fmdamaatals.
- l  -1I t  was fomd that tlie observed bands a t  1423 cm and 680 cm
are f itte d  well with the calcinated frequencies for gaseous oxalic 
acid f i r s t  model. Hie bands a t  1423 cm** aid 460 cm~* are f it te d  
well with the calculated values for the second model. Thus, 
these bands were also included in measurements of tlie variance.
That is ,  for both models the variance is  measured from 10 
observed fundamentals.
22.2 Calculation using f i r s t  model
Q and F matrices for gaseous oxalic acid f i r s t  model have 
been constructed in Chapter 15 and Chapter 16 respectively. With 
the aid of tlie computer the calculations v/ere performed and tlie 
results are shown in tables below.
Table 23 shows 4 sets of force constants, A, B, C, D, used 
to calculate the corresponding sets o f calculated frequencies 
shown in  Table 24.
Table 23 
Sets of force constants
Type of force constants Set A 
(md/PP)
Set B ; 
(md/A°)
Set C 
(md/PP)
Set D 
(md/A°)
% -c 3.2 ’ 3.2 2.5 2.3
Ko o 10.9 10.9 10,5 10.3
hC~Q 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
*0*  ■ . 6.5 : ' 6.5 6.5 6.5
HOOO 0.7 1 1 ’0.7 ■: 0.7 0.7
HC-C-0 0.2 0,2 0.2 . 0.2 •
‘fe-oo 0.4 0.4 0.45 0.44
hc-o-h O.S 0.4 0.42 0.42
\ ° 3  " FC2°6
1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Fc1°4 ” \ ° 7
0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
0,7 0.7 0.7 0.7
F,. A b F- „
4 6 3 7
0.2 0,02 0.02 0.02
Fc2!!5 “ FC1H8
0,55 0.5S : 0.55' 0.55
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Table 24
Ss.ts  °.£ ^ o ^ gd-fiSaSagas
Observed frequencies Calculated frequencies (cm~ )^
/ ( c m ) '. Set A Set B Set C Set D
■ A& species 
VI 812 868*2 860.3 840.0 831.6
v2 1800 1897.6 1889.6 1862.1 1849.3
v3 1423 1519*9 1503.9 1468.1 1453.6
v4 ~ 3490.4 3490.2 3490.3 3490*3
v5 405 435.6 404.0 409.3 407.0
v6 - 630.9 627.0 626.4 625.8
V7 1195 1293,7 1220.6 1231.4 1229.0
Bu species 
v8 1812 1806.1 1799.0 1774.3 1761.0
v9 1325 1369.2 1324.6 1335.5 1334.4
v10 3475 3490.2 3490.1 3490.1 3490.1
vn 660 652.2 647.4 658.9 656.4
v12 m* 356.3 305.2 306.1 305.9
V1S 1275 1262.6 1218.2 1229.7 1228.6
S x 10"2 -  2.63 1.21 0.62 0.44
- 2S6 -
Measurements of best f i t  are shown under Table 24. The 
variance S is  defined as tho sm  of the squares o f the percentage 
discrepancies between the calculated and the observed frequencies, 
■ llxat is
s  .  f  x 100}2 ■:
^  t  vobs. J
Having a smaller variance se t D becomes a b e tte r se t than 
the others. Thus, th is  se t was used for the band assignment and 
was also used to calculate tlie potential energy distribution and 
the modes of vibration.
. Tho above refinem its were made ■ by-the t r ia l  and error ' 
method in  which small changes o f force constants were adjusted 
with, tlie help of the Jacobian matrix shown in Table 25. Hits 
matrix was constructed using the method described by Mann* 
Shiraanouehi, Meal and Fano (24) (see section 7.3),
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22.3 Assignment of the observed infrared and Raman bands, potential 
energy distribution and normal modes
Assignment of the observed infrared and Hasan bands of 
gaseous oxalic acid to  f i t  the calculated frequencies for the 
f i r s t  model is  shown-in'Table 26.
Table 26
Observed frequencies 
(cm*1) 
Infrared Raman
Assignment
Calculated
frequencies
(cm*1)
“ vcalc. * vobs.
3560 Bu
3475 v10 Bu 3490.1 15.1
1812 v8 Bu 1761.0 -51.0
1325 v9 Bu 1334.4 ■ 9.4 ;■
1275 v13 Bu 1228.6 -46.4
660 V11 Bu 656.4 -  3.6
620 Au mm
460 Au ,  -  • ■
1800 v2 Ag 1849.3 49.3 ■'
1423 v3 Ag 1453.6 30.6
1195 v7 Ag 1229.0 34.0
812 V1 Ag 831.6 19.6
405 v5 Ag 407 2.0
Potential energy distribution
The potential energy distribution of different vibrations was 
calculated using the method of Morino and Kuchitsu (30) and the 
results are in Table 27.
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Modes o f vibration
The & vectors in m ss adjusted displacement co-ordinates 
were calculated and the 13 inplsne modes-of vibration were 
plotted by the computer as shown in the following figures.
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22.4 Calculation using 2nd jrodel
<w i HI II  ihwwww iiww.**'**— »< iw ia i’uifcwJi’Hi.ww umium.ur .niin a T ^ n i i-wwwwp
All calculations were-'repeated using G End F matrices for 
gaseous oxalic acid 2nd modal waich have been constructed in  ,
. Giapters 17 and 13. respectively* ;
The Jacobian matrix is  given in Table 30. Table 28 shows 
4 sets of force constants A, B, C* D, used to  calculate the 
corresponding sets of the calculated frequencies in  Table 29.
. S ets; o f  Force Constants
: type'o£ 
force constant
Force constants' (md/PP]
Set A Set B Set C Set -D
*CC
*00
Y
h C - 0
Ko-a
:ivO...H
5e -o o
H.C~CK> /  
%-D=Q; 
HC-CH1 
riO-H...O
Fr  n * Fr  n 1 3  2 6
\ ° 4  " PC2°7
3.2 
10.5
6.5
6.5 
0.45 
0.45 
0.3
■ 0,05 
0.85 
0.02 
0.01
1.2
0.8
. 3.2 
10.5
6.5
6.5 
0.45 
0.15 
0.3
■ 0,2  
0.85 
0.02 
0.01 
1.2
0.8
; 3.2 
10.S
6.5
6.5 
0.45 
0.45 
0.3 
0.1  
0.85 
0.02 
0.01 
1.2
0.8
2.8
10.9
6.5
6.5 
0.45 
0.45
■ 0.3 
0.1  
0.85 
0.02 
0.01 
1.2
0 .8
i
Table 29 
Sets of calculated frequencies
Observed frequencies Calculated frequencies (cm_1)
(cm ) ■ Sot A Set B v Set C : ;sot d
V1 ; 8X2 : 830.6 832,9 832.1 820.95
v2 1830 1788.7 1789.6 1789.3 1810.90
V3 ■■■/: ■ 1423 1420.8 1426.5 1424.6 1409.56
v4 . 3471.8 3471.9 3471.9 3471,85
v5 8.2 8.5 8,37
v6 ' ■ 405 401,3 420.7 414.4 414.56
v7
8u species
m s 1256.0 1259.8 1258.6 1246.20
v8 1812 1786.8 1787.2 1787.0 1812.48
v9 1275 1230.7 1236.8 1234.7 1236.99
v10 3475 3471.8 3471.9 3471.9 3471.85
V11 , - 302.0./; . : 302.1 • • 302.0 302.03
v12 : ■ 460 ■ "432.0/ 465.0 454.4 454.91
v13 1325 1323.1 1324,2 132 |,8 '/ 1324.37
S x io " 2 0.84 0.63 0.54 0.37
Measurements of f i t  show that force constants in  Set D are 
b e tte r tlian the others. Thus, th is  se t is  used to calculate the 
potential energy d istribu tionand  the modes of vibration.
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22.5 Assignment of the observed, infrarod and Raman bands ,
Potential ehbrgy.-distribution and normal m<le s .'
Assignment of the observed 'infrared end tetan bands to f i t  
, .the calculated frequencies for. gaseous oxalic acid 2nd no del is  
; given in  Table 31. /
Table 31
Observed frequencies 
(oiT1) 
Infrated Raman
. Assignment- 
Made ' -Species :
Calculated
frequencies
(on'1}
Av vcalc. ~ vobs.
3560 Bu
5475 . v10 Bu 3471*9 3.1
1812 v8 Bu 1812.5 o .s
1325 V» *» 1$ Bu 1324.4 -0.6
1275 v9 Bu 1237.0 -38.0
660 Au
620®* ' combination
band Bu ■
460 v12 Bu 454.9 -5.1
1800 ' >2 Ag 1810.0 10.9
1423 v3 ’ M 1409.6 -13.4
1195 v7 Ag 1246.2 51.2
812 V1 Ag 821.0 9.0
405 v6 Ag 414.6 9.6
** The band a t 620 craT* overlaps the band a t 660 a*f~ which.was 
assigned to  Hie out of plane fuadansntal, Au species. I f  the
-  308
-1620 cm band was of species Au i t  would in teract - with the 
-1
660 cm Au fundamental. As th is has not occurred i t  m s  
assigned to  the' Bu species. Tlds band can not be f it te d  to  the 
calculated values for. the inplme_ fundamentals, and thus i t  was 
assigned to  coirhiixatioii band. There are two p o ssib ilitie s :
(a) I t  could be (v^ + v ^ )  in which ...the sum o f both 
calculated values is  716.6 (cm ) .  As the value 
for the anhammicity sh if t is  too high, the other 
possib ility  is  preferable.
(b) I t  could be the combination of two of tlie out of 
plane fundamentals with d ifferen t species
(Au x Bg « Bu).
The a t t e s t  to  f i t  th is  band as a difference baad 
was also tr ied  but no suitable pair of fundamentals 
are known.
Potential energy distribution
The potential energy d istribution for the planar vibrations 
fo r . gaseous. oxalic ; acid 2nd model was calculated and the ■ resu lts 
are in  Table 32. ,
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Modes of vibration
The t  vectors in mass adjusted displacement co-ordinates 
for gaseous oxalic acid 2nd nsodel were calculated aid 13 
inplaue modes of vibration were plotted by the conputer as 
in the following figures.
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22.6 The expected frequencies o f deuterated oxalic acid monomer
■expected' frequencies of the deuterated oxalic acid momomerrasy 
be obtained by solving the secular equation using the seme G sad 
F matrices except here'-the mass .of the hydrogen is  replaced by 
that o f deuterium..- ;
Using 1st model
Tables 33 and 34 show the expected frequencies and the 
potential energy distribution o f deuterated oxalic acid macmr* 
They were calculated using gaseous oxalic acid force constants 
for 1st fijodsl.
The calculated frequencies of deuterated oxalic acid monomer
I f  we assume.that th e  geometry- of the deuterated ocalic 
acid monomer is  the same/as tlmt for gaseous oxalic acid, the
Table 33
usincr 1st model
Calculated frequencies 
Oxalic acid deuterated oxalic acid
Calculated sh if t
H  V  D
\>x 831.6
1849.3 
v3 14S3.6
v4 3490.3 
vs 407.0 
v6 62S.S 
v? 1229.0 
v8 1761.0 
v9 1334.4 
v10 M90.1 
V11 ^56.4
v12 305.6
1228.6
750.2
1847.5
1423.5 
2537.4
396.4
621.7 
1017.9
1758.1
1297.2 
2537.1
614.5
295.7
983.7
1.8
30.1
952.9 
10.6
4.1
211.1
2.9
37.2 
953.0
41.9
9.9
244.9
81.4
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Us inn 2nd model
The expected frequencies and the potential energy d istribution 
for deuterated oxalic acid were calculated using the constants 
from gaseous oxalic acid 2nd model* '.The results are .in Tables 
35’ and 36#
Table SS
Calculated frequencies o f deuterated oxalic acid monomer
2nd model. ;
-1 -1 Calculated frequencies (an ) Calculated sh if t  (cm )
oxalic acid deuterated oxalic acid H>D
V1 820*9 804.5 16.4
v2 1810.9 1810.4 0.5
v3 1409.6 13S8.7 ■ v ’■ so. 9
V 3471*9 2523.7 948.2
vs S*4 ' 8.3 0.1
v6 414*6 409.7 4.9
v7 1246.2 937.3 308.9
va ‘ 1812.S 1811.6 0.9
v9 1257.0 12SO.2 -13.2
v10 V 3471.9 2523.8 948.1
V11 ■392.0 298.9 3.1
v12 454.9 451.4 3.5
v13 1324.4 938.7 385.7
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22*7 Hie out of plane frequencies
The expected-out of plane frequencies consist o f 3 infrared 
aid 2 Raman active modes* As only 1 or 2 infrared bands could 
possibly be assigned to out of plane vibrations, and as no out 
of plane, Rasaan'bands-vrere' observed, I t  was considered to be 
pointless a t th is  stage to make any calculation for the 
fundamentals# .
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' CHAPTER 23
CCMIIBIOHS MD SUGCBSTICHS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Oxalic acid is  an 's s y i^ tr ic  ;:top molecule of C2h point 
group. I t  lias 18 modes o fv ib ra tle n , 13 iaplsne end 5 out o f 
piano fundamentals as, follows: - 7 '
_;:7; T « 7Ag ♦ 6Bu ♦ -2Bg;:♦ 3Au 7;'
7Ag and 6Bu are inplane vibrational modes , the others are out 
of plan©*-;.
13 bands o f gaseous oxalic acid were observed f 8 in the 
infrared and 5 in  the Raman. 10-were assigned to inplsa© ttnda** 
ren ta ls , 2 were assigned to out o f plane fundamentals, and only 
one was assigned to a combination node.
As a highly asymmetric top molecule of point group tlie 
infrared.bands are expected to have A, B, C and hybrid type 
envelopes • In the spectra recorded only 2 bands showed a 
separation o f P :®a& R branches.
The theoretical band envelopes were studied for the reason 
that the band assignment could possibly be made and the out o f 
plm© vibrations could be picked1 out. The attempt to  make the 
band assignment by comparing the observed band contours o f 
gaseous oxalic acid to that of theoretical band contours given by 
Uedtt and Shimanouchi (71) was made and i t  was found that
(a) The theoretical band contours for A and C typo bands 
are usually sim ilar, and thus i t  is  impossible to  
identify the out of plane modes.
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(b) Most o f the gaseous oxalic band shapes are not 
sim ilar to  the expected band contours. This is  
because most observed band envelopes are hybrid 
bands.
Thus i t  i s  not possible to pick out the out of plan© 
vibrations. Mor is  i t  possible to -distinguish between the t m  
models from the observed band contours obtained in th is  work 
because the moments of in e rtia  are so sim ilar.
Infrared and Raman experiments face d ifferent problems.
In the infrared the main problems are the condensation o f the 
sample on the KBr windows and the interference caused by 
decomposition products. Both problems give a high background, 
and thus, som  gaseous oxalic acid bands may be undetected.
Reduction of both problems is  achieved by keeping the 
window temperatures s ligh tly  higher than the ce ll body and by 
evacuating the ce ll continuously.
In the Raman no condensation problem arises and the decom­
position products do not in terfere so much with the gaseous 
oxalic acid bands. The gaseous oxalic acid Raman bands are very 
d istinctive from the others. Most of the Raman bands are strong 
enough for depolarization Measurements. Thus, the assignment of 
the Raman bands was made easier than those in the infrared.
However, as the Raman bands are much nor© d if f ic u lt to 
detect than the infrared, the Raman experiment needs
(a) very accurate lining up;
(b) a higher temperature heated ce ll;
(c) powerful la ser and detector.
Hie calculations wore mad© .using both models of gaseous 
oxalic acid which were suggested by Mahlovska, Nahlovsky and 
Strand (78) ♦ They published th e ir  work on electron diffraction 
o f gaseous oxalic acid during the course of th is work*
I t  was hoped that some useful information, might be obtained, 
and thus the position of the H atoms in th is  molecule cbuld be 
distinguished*
Unfortunately, from the resu lts obtained i t  i s  d if f ic u lt  to  
distinguish between the two models for the following reasons:-
(1) The asymmetric (Ml stretching band is  shifted  to  
lower frequency without band broadening*
(2) The out o f plane fundamentals can not be picked out.
(3) Not a l l  the fundamentals werebbserved.
(4) The observed values can be f it te d  quite well to  the 
calculated values for both r id e ls .
In order to be able to  complete the work the following 
future work m
(a) Infrared and Raman spectra o f deuterated oxalic 
■. acid imomer;
(b) Far infrared for gaseous oxalic ad d ;
(c) H itte r resolution infrared spectra and hybrid 
profile  calculations
is  required*
Further improvement for the infrared experiment can bo made 
by increasing the pathlength by using a folded path multiple traversal 
gas ce ll and heating to a lower temperature to reduce decomposition.
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